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STANDING GUIDE ON ANNUAL CONFIDENTIAL REPORTS 
CORRECTED UP TO 31ST OF AUGUST, 2001 

INTRODUCTION 

With a view to enabling all the Departments of Government 
to act uniformally in identical cases concerning the Annual 
Confidential Reports a Standing Guide on Annual Confidential 
Reports was issued in the year 1982 containing instructions upto 
the 7th June, 1982. Since then a large number of instructions on 
the subject have been issued keeping in view the exigencies of 
service and changed administrative scenerio. Efforts were afoot 
for some time past to update the Standing Guide on Annual 
Confidential Reports. Now after some efforts it has been possible 
to update these instructions upto the 31st August, 2001 and 
bring out an updated copy of the Guide. It is hoped that this 
booklet will be of help to one and all and will help in avoiding 
delays in the just and quick disposal of cases concerning 
Annual Confidential Reports. 

2. Annual Confidential Report is a very important record 
of Government employees. This record is required to be consulted 
for various purposes, e.g. promotion, to clear efficiency bar(s)/ 
proficiency step( s) up/placements to next higher scale/benefits 
under Assured Career Progression Scheme etc. punishments, 
appeals, memorials or in dealing with the question whether the 
service of Government Servant is approved for the purpose of full 
family pension, etc. etc. A confidential report should, therefore 
depict a true assessment about the work and conduct of 
Government employees in an explicit and concise manner. It is, 
therefore, necessary to maintain it carefully. The procedure for 
the maintenance of these reports, as prescribed, —vide Punjab 
Government circular letter No. 2334-ASI-60/15708, dated 3rd May, 
1960, and further instructions issued from time to time (copies 
are at Annexure 'F' ), has been outlined, in detail, in the 
succeeding paragraphs. 

II. The need for regular and punctual recording of reports in 
personal files. 

3. It is essential that all officers write their reports in 
the personal files of their subordinates regularly and 
punctually. Not only should every official, whether gazetted or 
non-gazetted possess a personal file or character roll, but it 
should be kept upto date and not allowed to remain without 
remarks for over a period of 12 months, otherwise its utility as 
confidential record disappears. It must be remembered that the 
personal file of an official is required to be consulted for 
various purposes, e.g., promotion, punishment, appeals, 
memorials ,or in dealing with the question whether his service 
is approved for the purpose of full pension, etc., etc. If, 
therefore, it is not carefully maintained it is robbed of much of 
its value. Indeed, the very purpose for which it is maintained 
stands defeated. 

Pb. Govt. 
circular 
letter No. 
2334-ASI-
60/15708, 
dated 3rd 
May, 1960. 

4. The need for observance of punctuality and regularity Pb. Govt. 

in the writing of reports is essential for the reasons that :— 	circular  
letter No. 
4225-2SII- 

(a) delay in writing of reports especially by the 74/21500, 
officers relinquishing charge of the post is 	not dated 15th 
administratively desirable because by the passage July, 1974. 

of time, the assessment becomes unrealistic ; 
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(b) the possibility of the reports being biased on 
account of delay in writing cannot be ruled out ; 

(c) if a representation against adverse remarks so 
recorded at later stage comes, the officer concerned 
will not be in a position to give proper appreciation 
to the basis of remarks; and 

(d) the cases involving the consideration of the latest 
report for deciding several matters such as crossing 
of efficiency bar, grant of annual increments, etc., 
have to be kept pending. 

5637-2511- 
74, dated 
29-7-1974. 
No. 2172- 
2311-75/ 
15598, 
dated 
28-4-1C75 
No. 11540- 
2GS1-77/ 
2402 dated 
23-1-78 
745-2PP-78/ 
8446, dated 

13/14-3-78, 
and 
PG, No. 15/ 
23/92-1PP1, 
9158, dated 
28-5-1993. 

(I) Frequency and Period of Writing of Report 

5. There are different instructions in different 
departments regarding the dates on which confidential remarks 
are to be recorded and the frequency of these remarks. In some 
cases, confidential reports are written twice a year and in 
others once a year. Whatever the frequency has been laid down, 
it is necessary that this should be adhered to rigidly and the 
reports recorded on or by the due dates. All officers are 
required to write the reports to be recorded by them immediately 
after 31st March of the reporting year. The revised policy 
regarding the time schedule for writing Annual Confidential 
Reports and for communication of adverse remarks/disposal of 
representations against adverse remarks is given below : 

(1) The Cadre Controlling Authority shall furnish to the 
Reporting Authority concerned the Annual Confidential 
Report Forms by the 10th April, each year ; 

(ii) The Annual Confidential Report shall be written fort  
each year by the Reporting Authority by the 30th .  

June, each year ; 
(iii) The Reporting Authority would be responsible for 

sending the Annual Confidential Reports to the next 
higher authority by the 30th June, each year under 
intimation to the Cadre Controlling Authority ; 

(iv) The Reviewing Authority shall record its remarks by 
the 15th August, each year and should pass it on to the 
next higher authority (Accepting Authority), if any, 
with a copy for intimation to the Cadre Controlling 
Authority, within the prescribed period. If there is 
no next higher authority, then the report may be 
sent back to the Cadre Controlling Authority. The 
Accepting Authority shall record its remarks by 30th 
September, each year and send it back to the Cadre 
Controlling Authority within the prescribed time 
schedule i.e. 30th September, each year. 

(v) The Cadre Controlling Authority will maintain a 
register showing the movement of each Annual Confi-
dential Report, such registers will be checked at 
random by the Department of Personnel. 

(vi) The Heads of Departments shall furnish to their- 
Administrative Secretaries concerned a Certificate 	by 
30th November, every year certifying that all the 
Annual Confidential Reports in their Departments 
have been duly recorded and placed in ACR files of 
the officers/officials concerned. 
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(vii) In case Annual Confidential Report in respect of any 
employee is not received duly recorded from the 
Reporting/Reviewing/Accepting Authority by 30th  
September by the Cadre Controlling Authority, the 
latter would initiate disciplinary action against the 
defaulting Officer (s) (who have not written the 
report) and give him/them a last chance to write the 
report. However, in spite of this, if the report is 
not written, the Cadre Controlling Authority may 
initiate proceedings for minor penalty against the 
defaulter (s) . If for any reasons, the report is not 
received latest by 31st December, a "No Report 
Certificate" duly signed by the Competent Authority 
should be added in the Personal file of the employee 
concerned. Reports, received after 31st December each 
year should not be placed on the personal files of 
the employees concerned and will be treated as 
invalid reports. However, in case, the report 	has 
been recorded within the prescribed time schedule, 
but could not reach the Cadre Controlling Authority 
due to justified reasons; for example misplacement of 
the report in transit, such a report should be placed 
on the personal file within a period of six months, 
i.e. upto 30th June of the year following in 
consultation with the Department of Personnel. 

(viii) Adverse remarks recorded in the Annual Confidential 
Reports should be communicated within a period of 
one month of the receipt of the Annual Confidential 
Reports. 

(ix) A representation against adverse remarks can .be 
made within a period of three months from the date 
of conveying of adverse remarks. 

(x) Comments on the representation against adverse 
remarks may be obtained from the Reporting/ 
Reviewing/Accepting Authority within a period of 
three months of the receipt of the representation. 
Letters for comments should go to the three 
authorities simultaneously. If the comments are not 
received within a period of three months, it will be 
presumed that no comments are to be given and 
further action should be taken immediately on merits 
of each case. 

(xi) The final decision on the representation against 
adverse remarks may be taken within a period of two 
months of the receipt of comments on the 
representations. This period shall also include the 
period for ,personal hearing. 

(xii) For strict observance of the time schedule prescribed 
for writing of Annual Confidential Report by the 
Reporting/Reviewing/Accepting authorites, disciplinary 
proceedings for imposition of minior penality 
will be initiated against the authorities for 
not writing the reports within the prescribed time 
schedule as stated above in para 5(vii). However, 
in the case of H.E. The Governor of Punjab (in the 
case of President's Rule) or Ministers; the Secretary 
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to Ministers/Private Secretaries to Ministers or 
Secretary/Private Secretary to H.E., the Governor, 
will ensure the writing of the Annual Confidential 
Reports by the Governor/Ministers within prescribed 
time schedule. 

(xiii) Cadre Controlling Authorities may also decide to 
introduce desk system for writing of Annual 
Confidential Reports in case of big departments like 
Education, Health, Food and Civil Supplies, 
Irrigation and Power, Excise and Taxation, 
Industries, Transport, P.W.D. etc. on the lines desk 
marking is done for examinations. 

(xiv) Cadre Controlling Authorities should also simplify the 
proforma prescribed for writing of Annual 
Confidential Report by them keeping in view the 
nature of duties, responsibilities and functions etc. etc. 
So as to ensure that there is no delay in writing of 
the reports because of the lengthy pro forma . 

Note : The above revised time schedule fixed,--vide instructions 
bearing Circular No. 	15/23/92-1PPI/9158 , dated 28th 
May, 1993, may be giVen effect to for the Annual 
Confidential Reports for the year 1992-93 and onwards. 

Pb. Govt. 
circular 
letter No. 
2334-ASI-
60/15708, 
dated 
3-5-1960. 

(ii) Dicounting of Heavily Delayed Reports 

6. In the event of abnormal delay occurring in 
isolated cases, it should be possible for the higher authorities 
to discount, to the extent necessary such reports as had been 
written after a lapse of very long period of time and as were 
attended with suspicious features on one ground or the other. 
The assessment of the record as a whole of the officer/official 
concerned would thus not be affected unduly by such a report. 

(iii) Writing of Annual Confidential Reports of Class 
IV employees . 

Pb. Govt. 
circular 
letter No. 
7814-A5I- 
65/27821 

dated 
10-8-1965. 

7. Prior to August, 1965, no confidential reports 
were recorded on the work and conduct of Class IV employees 
with the result that there was no satisfactory system for the 
purpose of judging the relative merit of these employees at the 
time of their promotion, etc. This matter engaged Government 
attention and it was considered that maintenance of regular 
personal/confidential reports files of this class of Govern-
ment employees would prove, a useful record, which may 
be utilized for purposes of promotion and confirmation as well 
as for purposes of general discipline. In view of these 
considerations, it was decided that the annual confidential 
reports should be written in respect of regular Class IV 
Government Employees, in the State and their personal files be 
maintained as in the case of other classes of Government 
employees, in a sample form at Annexure 'B' . 
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(iv) Reports are to be written realistically without the element 
of approach,:  sifarish or mala fide. _ 
The annual confidential reports should be written in Pare 3 af  

Punjab 
a fair , impartial and objective manner, Officers reCording , Govt. U.O. 

confidential reports should realise the value and importance of letter No. 
such reports especially while making adverse remarks affecting 3778-S11(1)- 
the careers of the Government employees reported upon. While 71/17239 ' 

dated 
reporting/accepting authorities have the fullest freedom  and 5-7-1971 
right to record their opinion about the work and conduct Punjab 

of their subordinates, but in doing so they are to be Govt. cir-

guided solely by the consideration of merit, justice and cular letter 

consistency. No personal consideration, approaches or sifarish of 
No. 2334-ASI- 
50/15708, 

any kind should be allowed to supervene and their conscience dated 3rd 

alone should be sole guide in the matter. 	 May, /1960. 

III t'orm of the Report and what the Report should contain 
(i) Form and Grading of the Report 

8. Different forms have been prescribed by different 
departments for different officers/officials. It is thus not possible 
for Government to prescribe any one standard form for all departments 
on which reports are to be recorded. While, therefore, every. 
department .is  free to obtain the reports in forms which may 
have laid down or which it may consider more suitable, it is 
felt that the balance of advantage would definitely be in favour 
of prescribing 	a sample form (specimen enclosed as Annexure 
'A' ), instead of providing a multiplicity of columns and items 
on which assessment is to be made. Too elaborate and lengthy 
form would only lead to complications (A sample form for 
recording of Annual Confidential Report of Class IV Government 
employees has been placed at Annexure 'B'). 

9. A column for overall assessment should be provided 
in the form so that year's work is assessed and graded in the 
recognized categories, namely 'A plus' (Outstanding); 'A' (Very 
good); 	'B plus' 	(good); 	'B' 	(Average); 	and 	'C' 	(Below 
Average) Some departments have not provided the column for the 
overall assessment in their confidential report forms with the 
result that the overall assessment of the officers/officials is not 
indicated by the reporting authorities at the time of recording 
annual confidential reports. Even where column for overall' 
assessment has been provided in the report forms, the reporting 
authorities do not indicate the overall assessment of the 
officers/officials reported upon. This necessitates the return of 
confidential reports to the reporting authorities for indicating 
the overall assessment. As a result the confidential reports are 
delayed considerably and various matters, which have to be 
decided on the basis of those confidential reports, have also to 
be kept pending. In order to avoid such eventualities the 
column for overall assessment should be provided in the form of 
confidential reports, where it has not already been provided, 
and the grading of the report of an officer/official should be 
indicated in the said column invariably in recognized manner. 
As far as possible an indication of the recognized gradinrgs 
should also be given in the form of confidential report. Besides, 
if the officer under report has to record confidential reports of 
his subordinates a column should also be provided in his self 
■Wraisal form/confidential report form as to whether such an 

Punjab 
Oovt. cir-
cular No. 
2334-ASI-
60/15708, 
dated 
3-5-1960 

Punjab 
Govt. cir- 
cular letter 
No. 7814- 
ASI-65/ 
27921. 
dated 10th 
August, 
1965. 

Punjab 
Govt. cir-
cular letter 
No. 3498- 
ASI-66, 
dated 2nd 
April, 1966. 

PG No. 15/8/ 
2000-1PP1/ 
9216; dated 
18-6-2001 
PG No.15/6/ 
99-1PPI/12905, 
dated 
3-11-1999. 
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officer has recorded the confidential reports of his subotdinates 
within%  prescribed period. A column to the effect that 'the 
officer/official performs his/her duties in Punjabi' and "Efective-
ness in the development and protection of Scheduled Castes and/ 
or Scheduled Tribes", should also be provided. 

10. In respect of the departmental officers at divisional, 
district and sub-divisional level the proforma prescribed for 
recording the annual confidential reports should also contain a 
column for the recording of remarks by the Commissioners/ 
Deputy Commissioners, and S D M . (Civil) as the Divisional 
Commissioners, Deputy Commissioners and Sub-Divisional 
Magistrates (Civil) are authorised to write annual confi-
dential reports of the officers of all the Departments 
(except the police officers) functioning in their respective 
jurisdiction on the following aspects of their work : 

(1) Reputation for honesty ; 

(ii) Relationship with public ; 

(iii) Implementation of developmental schemes, policies of 
the Government (including Family Planning Programs; 
performance in the Small Savings Schemes; and 

(iv) Performance of the Departmental Officers at district 
leVel put on Election duty in connection with Lok 
Sabha Election. 

(ii) What the report should contain : 
11. Generally speaking, the reporting officers should 

state :-- 
(1) whether the officer or official concerned has been 

able to discharge the duties of his office 
satisfactorily. 

(ii) whether the person is able, conscientious and hard 
working, and if so, the degree of his qualities ; 

(iii) if the officer or official reported upon has to control 
an establishment under him, whether he is capable 
of supervising the work and whether his relations 
with his subordinates are satisfactory ; 

(iv) whether the officer or official is punctual and has 
maintained discipline ; 

(v) if officer or official comes into contact with the 
public t whether he is accessible and hears and deals 
with complaints properly and is also courteous in his 
behaviour ; 

( vi) in case of touring officers and officials whether their 
touring is systematic and adequate ; 

( vii ) whether the defects recorded in the report are 
remediable or otherwise ; 

( viii ) efforts that have been made by way of guidance 
admonition, etc. to get the defects removed and the 
results thereof . 

PG. No. 15/ 
13/97-1PPI/ 
20575, dated 
29-10-1997 
and PG 
No. 15/5/ 
83-2PP/4390 
dated 
22-4-1983 

PG. No. 
14102-GI-
57/22998, 
dated 
15-11-1957, 
No. 10542- 
GIII-59/ 
26741, dated 
17-12-1959, 
No. 9128- 
2511-76, 
dated 
13-10-1976 
PG. No. 
15/7/78-  
2PP/9027, 
dated 
14-9-1979. 
PG. No. 
15/16/79- 
2PP/11933, 
dated 
5-12-1979 

Pb. Govt. 
circular 
letter No. 
2334-AS-
60/15708, 
dated 3rd 
May, 
1960. 

No. 3778-
5I1 (1)-71/ 
17239, dated 
5th July, 
1971. ' 
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(ix) letters of appreciation issued by various authorities 
or persons and major event of work done or special 
contribution made by the officer/official towards 
implementation of a particular scheme or successful 
conclusion of a special campaign ; 

(x) if the officer/official has remained under suspension 
on account of some inquiry against him, the period 
of his suspension, final result of inquiry and the 
date of his reinstatement, if reinstated ; 

(xi) while writing the annual, confidential report of the 
Heads of Department the Administrative Secretary is 
required to express his views regarding the measures 
taken to eradicate corruption and the results thereof; 

(xii) while' indicating defects, an overall and balanced 
judgement be made in the respective columns instead 
of clubbing all the defects in one column relating to 
defects, which is particularly meant for indicating 
significant defects of general nature. Similarly the 
Reporting Officers while indicating 'Grading' should 
record a balanced grading with reference to the 
remarks recorded against various columns. 

(xiii) if the officer reported upon has to record the 
confidential reports of his subordinates, whether such 
an officer has recorded confidential reports of his 
subordinates within a time schedule fixed for 
recording the Annual Confidential Reports ; 

(xiv) whether the officer/official reported upon performs 
his duties in Punjabi or not ; 

(xv) *Effectiveness in the development and protection of 
Scheduled Castes and/or Tribes. 

(a) Attitude 	towards 	Scheduled 	Castes 	and/or 
Scheduled Tribes; 

(b) Sensitivity to social justice; 

Ability to take quick and effective action to 
prevent and quell atrocities and ensure justice to 
Scheduled Castes and/or Scheduled Tribes. 

*(Applicable in case of officers dealing with the develop-
ment and protection of Scheduled Castes and "or 

Scheduled Tribes).. 

(iii) What a Report need not Contain. 

12. (i) A mention about complaints without sifting the 
truth thereof, should be avoided and the assessment be made on 
the basis of personal knowledge ; 

(c)  

Para 4 of 
Pb. Govt 
circular 
letter No. 
2164-2- 
511-76, 
dated 
26-5-1976. 

Pb. Govt. 
circular 
letter No. 
3778-SII- 
(1)-71/ 
27239, 
dated 
5-7-1971. 
No. 15/12/99- 
1PP1/1329, 
dated 24-1-2001 

PG. No. 15/ 
5/.39-1P171/ 
3726, dated 
16-3-1989. 
and 
PG. No. 15/ 
6/99 - 
12905, dated, 
3-11-1999. 

PG. No. 15/ 
13/97-1PPI/ 
20575, dated 
29-10-1997. 

PG No. 15/ 
5/83-2P9/ 
4390 
dated 
22-4-1983 



Pb. Govt. 
circular 
letter No. 
2334-ASI-
60/15708, 
dated 3rd 
May, 1960. 

No. 3778- 
511 (1)-71/ 
17239, dated 
5th July, 
1971. 
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(ii) slight defects need not find mention in the annual 
confidential reports. These 
of advice and guidence ; 

(iii) the mention of matters as have nothing to 'do with 
the performance of an officer/official, e.g., the officer/official 
has a long stay at a particular station and required shifting 
etc. should be avoided. An officer/official holds an 
appointment subject to the pleasure of the Government, and his 
continuance at a particular station is not a matter of his choice. 
The remarks of the type are not of a remedial nature and should 
be avoided. 

(IV) Report regarding Integrity : 

13. The integrity of the Government employees, being of 
greatest importance, needs a special mention in the confidential 
reports. It should be clearly stated if the officer/official is 
suspected of corruption or is believed to be corrupt and this 
opinion should generally be fortified by reasons, which may be 
in the possession of the reporting officer. Any ill considered 
remarks in this respect may do a lot of harm to the 
officer/official reported upon. The reporting officers should give 
a definite frank and honest opinion on the integrity of their 
subordinates in the column "Defects, if any" or elsewhere. The 
practice of making non-committal/ill-considered remarks in this 
regard should be discouraged. Reporting officers should give a 
definite opinion on the integrity of their subordinates, and 
avoid remarks like "no complaints." Further, instances have 
come to the notice of Government in which even though, 
zifficers/officials reported upon were proceeded against for 
serious forms of corruption their confidential reports for the 
same periods certified their integrity to be good. It is felt that 
contradictions of this type arise only because reporting officers 
fail in their duty to make entries in the column relating to 
integrity forthrightly and without hesitation. In case an officer/ 
official has been given a good report of integrity which is later 
proved to be wrong, the reporting officer will run the risk of 
earning Government displeasure. Ordinarily, the inference would 
be that either he did not exercise proper supervision or he was 
in dishonest collusion with his subordinate. The intention of 
Government is that the truth about subordinates should be known 
to reporting officers and brought to the notice of higher 
authorities. This would not, however, justify, the entering of 
ill-considered remarks based on inadequate observation. 

Pb. Govt. 
circular 
letter 
No. 7955- 
511 (5 )-67/ 
31327, dated 
18-11-1967. 

'Pb. Govt. 
circular 
letter No. 
15-7-80/ 
2PP/3386, 
dated 
26-3-1981. 

may be pointed out verbally by way 

PG. NO. 15/ 
11/88-1PPI/ 
17179, dated 
4-11-1988. 

13A. In order to avoid non-committal remarks regarding 
'integrity' in the annual confidential reports, of Government 
employees, Reporting Officers should fill up the column relating 
to 'integrity' as per the following procedure :— 

(i) If the official's integrity is beyond doubt, it may be 
so stated. 
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(ii) If there is any doubt or suspicion, the column 
should be left blank and action taken as under :— 

(a) A separate secret note should be recorded and 
followed up. A copy of the note should also be 
sent together with the confidential report to the 
next superior officer who will ensure that the 
follow up action is taken 	expeditiously. Where 
it is not possible either to certify the 
integrity or to record the secret note, the 
Reporting Officer should state either that he had 
not watched the official's work for sufficient 
time to form a definite judgment or that he has 
heard nothing against the officer, as the case 
may be. 

(b) If, as a result of the follow up action, the 
doubts or suspicions are cleared, the official's 
integrity should be certified and an entry made 
accordingly in the Confidential Report. 

(c) If the doubts or suspicions are confirmed, this 
fact should also be recorded and duly 
communicated to the official concerned. 

(d) If as a result of the follow-up action, the 
doubts or suspicions are neither cleared nor 
confirmed the official's conduct should be 
watched for a further period and thereafter 
action taken as indicated at (b) and (c) above. 

Note : Above mentioned instructions should be strictly followed 
with effect from ACRs for the year 1988-89, and in case 
an officer has been given a 'good' report for integrity 
which is later proved to be wrong, the reporting officer 
himself would run the risk of earning Government 
displeasure/disciplinary action. 

V. Writing of Annual Confidential Reports on the Secretaries, Joint 
Secretaries, Heads of Departments and other officers working 
under the State Government. 

4. (i) The Administrative Secretaries to Government will 
write confidential reports 9n the Additional Secretaries, Joint 
Secretaries, Deputy Secretaries and Heads of Departments, 
included in their sphere of work. If the work of a Deputy 
Secretary or below passes through an Additional Secretary or Joint 
Secretary„ the report on the work of the Deputy Secretary or 
other officer concerned will be initiated by the Additional Secretary/ 
Joint Secretary as the case may be and will thereafter be put 
up to the Administrative Secretary for his remarks. In 
regard to Ii\eads of Departments the Secretary will write the 
initial remarks though if much work has been seen by an 
Additional or Joint 	Secretary, the former will consult him 
informally or otherwise before doing so. 

The cnfidential report on the work and conduct of the 
Inspector-General of Police will be initiated by the Home 
Secretary if he is of the rank of Commissioner. Thereafter, it 
will be recorded by the Chief Secretary, Minister-in-charge of 

Pb. Govy. 
circular 
letter No, 
2334-A51- 
60/15708, 
dated 3rd 
May, 1960. 
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Home (Police) Department and the Chief Minister. In case the 
Home Secretary is not of the rank of Commissioner, the 
confidential report of the Inspector General of Police will be 
initiated by the Chief Secretary, who, will consult the Home 
Secretary, informally or otherwise, before recording his remarks. 
Thereafter, the remarks will be recorded by the Home Minister 
and the Chief Minister. 

PG No. 15/ 
10/78-1PP/ 
1157, dated 
23-2-1984 

PG. No. 15/ 
10/78-1pP/ 
1157, dated 
23-2-1984. 

(ii) The Minister-in-charge will be recording authority 
in respect of Secretaries to Government. 

(iii) The Minister-in-charge will be the accepting 
authority in regard to Additional Secretaries, Joint Secretaries, 
Deputy Secretaries, and Heads of Departments (all India Service 
Officers). In respect of the Heads of Departments (other than all India 
Service Officers), the Minister-in-charge will be the reviewing 
authority. In the case of other officers, the Minister-in-charge would 
normally be neither a recording nor an accepting authority. He would 
be competent, however, in any particular case, if he so chooses, to 
send for the personal file of an officer and record such remarks 
therein as he considers should be made on the basis of his 
personal knowledge. 

(iv) A Deputy Minister will have the same rigtats 
regarding recording/accepting of remarks in the confidential 
reports as the Minister-in-charge. 

(v) A Minister or a Deputy Minister or the Chief 
Parliamentary Secretary who has quit office, will not be 
competent to record remarks in the confidential reports of 
officers working in the Departments, who worked under him or 
on his personal staff . The reports of officers for whom the 
Ministers or Deputy Ministers are the only reporting authority, 
shall be recorded by the Chief Minister. 

(vi) The confidential report on the work of .a Liaison 
Officer shall be initiated by the head of the Department 
concerned. Thereafter the Agent to Government, Punjab, at Delhi 
(in whatever rank the officer is placed) will add his remarks 
and send the report to the Administrative Secretary concerned. 
If the Administrative Secretary has a different opinion from the 
one given by the Agent to Government, Punjab the report will 
be put up to the Minister-in-charge for his final remarks. 

(vii) Following authorities shall be the Reporting/ 
Reviewing/Accepting authorities in respect of Confidential 
Reports of the Heads of Departments (other than All India Service 
Officers) in the State :-- 

Pi 3. Govt. 
Circular No. 
1485-AS1-61 
3262, dated 
1-3-1961 

Pb. Govt. 
Circular 
letter No. 
59-ASI-62/ 
5649 dated 
17-2-1962 

Pb. Govt .  
Circular 
letter No. 
3681-ASI-
66, dated 
13-5-1966 

Reporting Authority 

Reviewing Authority 

Accepting Authority 

• 
• 

• 
• 

Administrative Secretary 

Minister-in-charge (Adviser 
to Governor under the 
President's Rule) 

Chief Minister (Governor 
under the President's 
Rule) 

(Note : 
Instructions contained in sub para (vii) above shall be 
applicable from the Annual Confidential Reports for the 
year 1983-84 onwards). 
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-)-- 

VI. Writing of annual confidential reports of the Departmental 
Officers at Divisional, District and Sub-Divisional Level by 
the Divisional Commissioners/Deputy Commissioners/Sub-Divisi-
onal Officers (Civil) . 

15. Divisional Commissioners/Deputy Commissioners/Sub-
Divisional Officers (Civil) are authorised to write the annual 
confidential reports of the Departmental Officers at Divisional, 
District and Sub-Divisional level (except Police Officers) respecti-
vely on the aspects mentioned in pare 10. 

Pb. Govt. 
circular 
letters 
No. 14102 - 
G1-57/ 
22998, dated 
15-11-57. 

No. 10542- 
G111-59/ 
26741, 
dated 
17-12-59. 

No. 5582- 
0,5/-64/ 
24104, dated 
15-7-64. 

No. 6789-
511(I) 69/ 
28237, 
dated 
28-11-69. 

No. '10125- 
Services(2)- 
(1)-70/10419 
dated 
27-5-70. 

16. (i) Performance in the field of Small. Savings Schemes, 
like performance in the field of Developmental Schemes should 
also be kept in view while recording the Annual Confidential 
Reports of the officers concerned. The Deputy Commis.sioners of 
the respective Districts who allocate targets of Small Savings to 
various officers should, therefore, keep in view the local condi-
tions cf the area and other allied factors at the time of recording 
their remarks on the performance of the officers concerned. 

No. 8617- 
511(1)-73, 
dated 
27-3-"4. 

No .15/16/ 
79-2PF/ 
11933, 
dated 

.5-.2-79. 

No. 8617- 

dated 27th 
Marth. 
1974. 

(ii For the performance of the Deputy Commissioners, 
the Commissioners of Divisions may keep in view the achievements 
of various Districts in the manner indicated in sub-para (1) 
while recording remarks in the Annual Confidential Reports of 
the Deputy Commissioners concerned. 

17. The above has been laid down to enable the Commissi-
oners/Deputy Commissiones/Sub-Divisional Officers (Civil) to 
perform their co-ordinating role effectively, as otherwise they 
do not have complete list of such officers functioning in their 
respective jurisdiction. In some cases, forms of the reports are not 
supplied to them by respective Departments. In order to ensure 
that the above policy is meticulously followed, all the dspert-
ments should supply a list of the officers of their department 
functioning at Divisional, District and Sub-Divisional level 
direct to the concerned Commissioner/Deputy Commissioner/Sub-
Divisional Officer (Civil), in the Pro forma at Annexure 'C' 

Pb. Govt. 
circular 
letter 
No. 12C78-
205-760 
5473, dated 
9th Feb-
ruary, 
1977. 
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Pb. Govt. 
circular 
letter 
Nos. 15/7/ 
78-2PP 
7186, dotted 
27th 
August, 
1979. 

15/7/78- 
2PP/9027, 
dated 4th 
September, 
1979. 

Pb. Govt. 
circular 
letter 
No. 3482- 
/1,51-61/ 
25298, 
dated the 
11th July, 
1961. 

Pb. Govt. 
circular 
letter 
No. 10125-
Services 
2(I)-70/ 
10419, 
dated the 
27th May, 
1970. 

Pb • Govt. 
circular 
letter 
No. 2334- 
AS1-60/ 
15708, 
dated 3rd 
May, 
1960. 

Pb. Govt. 
circular 
letter 
Nos. 279- 
AS1-63/ 
4655, dated 
2nd Feb., 
1963. 

18. In order to keep the Commissioners/Deptity Commissi-
oners/Sub-Divisional Officers (Civil) informed about the posting 
and transfer of departmental officers in the Division/District/ 
Sub-Division a copy of the posting/transfer order whenever these 
are issued be sent to the concerned Commissioner/Deputy Com-
missioner/Sub-Divisional Officer (Civil). 

19. (i) Where an adverse remark has been recorded by 
the Deputy Commissioner/Commissioner in the report of an officer 
functioning in his jurisdiction it should invariably be conveyed 
to the officer concerned even though the departmental reporting 
authorities have disagreed with it. Where, however, the 
Commissioner disagrees with Deputy Commissioner, such a remark 
need not be conveyed. 

• (ii) In case a Deputy Commissioner writes the annual 
confidential report of an Executive Engineer, on the aspects 
mentioned in para 10, and the Commissioner agrees to that or 
signs the report or writes 'Seen' or 'No remarks' then the 
report of Commissioner shall pertain to the remarks of the 
Deputy Commissioner and these will have no concern with the 
remarks recorded by the

, 
 Superintending Engineer' . If, however, 

Deputy Commissioner gives any adverse remark, the same will 
have to be conveyed to the officer concerned unless the same is 
deleted by the Commissioner. Similarly, if the Superintending 
Engineer or Chief Engineer disagrees to the adverse remarks of 
Deputy Commissioner the adverse remarks are to be conveyed, 
but in case any Superintending Engineer or Chief Engineer 
records adverse remarks, on the aspects mentioned in para 10, 
and the Deputy Commissioner/Commissioner has given a clean 
chit, the adverse remarks of Superintending Engineer or Chief 
Engineer will also be conveyed. 

VII. Number of Reporting Officers and powers of Administrative 
Secretaries to record remarks in the confidential reports on 
the Staff under the Heads of Departments. 

20. The work and conduct of an officer working under a 
Head of Department, whether in the office or in the field, 
should be reported upon by at least two officers. Thus, reports 
which are initiated by the Heads of the Department himself 
should be put up to the Administrative Secretary for the 
recording of his remarks. 

21. The above instructions, however, do not apply to 
categories of Government servants such as clerks, stenographers, 
drivers, etc., who exclusively work under one officer. 
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VIII. Procedure to be followed where a reporting Authority is 
related to the officer to be reported upon 

22. When the reporting officer is the first reporting 
authority, he should be competent to record his remarks, but, 
while doing so, he should clearly mention that he is related to 
the officer, reported upon and bring out the exact nature of 
relationship . 

Pb. Govt. 
circular 
No. 2334- 
A51-60/ 
15708, 
dated 3rd 
May, 1960. 

23. When the reporting 
and not the initiating authority 
remarks. If, however, he feels 
enter some remarks, he should, 
in para 22 above.  

officer is the second authority 
to report, he need not write any 
that for some reasons he must Ditto 

while doing so, act as indicated 

IX. Soliciting of remarks to be Discouraged 

24. The confidential remarks on the work of Government 
servants are recorded by the competent authority in the normal 
course when due. The officers/officials should, therefore, on no 
account, solicit or approach, out of way, for remarks in their 
personal files whether from Ministers or their superiors. 

X. Minimum period for which a reporting officer should have 
seen the work of a subordinate before recording remarks in 
his report. 

25. No reporting officer should record his remarks in 
the confidential report of an officer/official under him unless he 
has seen his work and conduct for at least three months. If the 
officer/official has served under the reporting authority for less 
than three months, the opinion of the officer under whom he has 
previously served for at least three months should be obtained. 

26. A reporting officer while recording annual remarks 
may request his predecessor, who has seen the work of the sub-
ordinate concerned for a period of more than 3 months to record 
his remarks but the prodecessor officer should submit his remarks 
direct to the next higher authority who before adding his own 
remarks will take both sets of remarks ; that is, those recorded 
by the present reporting officer as well as those recorded by 
his prodecessor, into consideration. 

27. In the case of a subordinate whose work has been 
seen by the reporting officer for a period of less than six 
months in the year tand of course more than 3 months) if there 
is another officer who has seen the work for more than six 
months during the same year, the latter must invariably be 
called upon to record his remarks and submit these direct to 
the next higher authority before the present superior records 
his own remarks. 

28. The period of three months referred to above means 
the period for which the reporting authority has actually seen 
the work of the officer/official reported on. Besides regular 
leave (casual leave is treated as duty) the period of suspen-
sion when a Government ser rant does not attend his duties is 

Pb. Govt. 
circular 
letter 
No .2334- 
A51-60/ 
15708, 
dated 3rd 
May, 1960. 
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Pb. Govt. 
circular 
letter 
No. 2334-ASI 
60/15708, 
dated 3rd 
May, 1960, 
No. 4225-2511 
74/21500, 
dated 15th 
July, 1974, 
No. 4/6/81- 
2PP/7908, 
dated the 
7th June, 
1982 
No.4/6/81-2 
PP/8158, 
dated 15th 
July, 1983. 

not to be counted in calculating this period, nor the leave and 
suspension periods of the reporting authority, if any, when it 
does not see the work of the subordinate. 

XI. Recording of Remarks on the occassion of Relinquishment of 
Charge by Reporting Authority. 

29. A confidential report shall also be written when 
either the Reporting Authority or the employee reported upon 
relinquishes charge of the post, and in such a case it shall be 
written within three months of the relinquishment of charge of 
the post. 

30. In the event of change of portfolios, a Minister or 
Minister of State or a Deputy Minister or the Chief Parliamentary 
Secretary may also, if he had not done so previously, record 
remarks on the confidential report of officers subordinate to him 
within three months of his relinquishing charge of his previous 
portfolio. 

31. If the officer wishes to record his remarks either on 
account of his own transfer or because of the transfer of the 
subordinate in the middle of the year, there is no objection to 
his doing so and he may be supplied blank forms for the pur-
pose if he asks for these but these remarks should not be taken 
into consideration for any purpose, whatever, except at the end 
of the year, or any other reporting period prescribed. Such a 
report will, however, be processed in the same manner as other 
normal reports. 

ti) Recording of Remarks by an officer while under. Suspension or 
after Retirement. 

record 
nates. 

Pb. Govt. 
circular 
letter 
No.279 A51- 
63/4655, 
dated 2nd 
Feb., 1363. 

Based on the 
advice 
issued from 
time to 
titre . 

Pb. Govt. 
circular 
letter, 
No. 2334- 
A51-60/ 
15708, dated 
3rd May, 
1960. 

32. An officer under suspension is not competent to 
confidential reports on the work of his previous subordi- 

:73. An officer who retires from Government service on 
superannuation or prematurely may not record/accept the reports 
dna: his relinquishing till charge of the post. 

'III. Issue of Letters of Application 

34. The practice of recognising the good work of an 
officer by a letter of appreciation is a healthy one and should 
be adopted by all departments. It is, however, important that 
such letters should not be issued indiscriminately. These should 
be i3sued in r=ally deserving cases only to encourage good work 
and at the end of the prescribed reporting period, on an 
overall assessment of the officer's/official's whole work during 
the period. The criterion for granting such commendatory letters 
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should be based on a record of exceptionally good work and not 
merely on the performance of routine duties with more than average. 
ability and industry. Since commendation will lose much of its 
value, if it is too easily won, it is essential that the greatest 
care should be taken to limit the number of commendatory letters 
and to grant these only in cases really deserving -of notice and 
not too frequently lest it should lead to unhealthy tendency 
among officers to go abegging for such letters. 

(1) Minimum Number of Authorities Essential for Recommending Letter; 
of Appreciation: 

35. At least two authorities, when there are two or more 
suc'i competent authorities, should make the recommendation ie 
clear terms for issuing a letter of appreciation and the work 
proposed for commendation should be clearly indicated. 

36. Where :here is only one reporting authority and it 
recommends clearly the issue of an appreciation letter and als3 
indicates the work proposed for commendation, an appreciation 
letter may be issued in such cases. 

37. In cases where the first reporting authority recommend 
an appreciation letter in clear terms indicating the work 
proposed for commendation and the second authority simply 
endorsls it by saying 'I aoree', an appreciation letter may be 
issued as the words 'I agree', amount to endorsing the recommenda-
tion of the first reporting authority notwithstanding the fact 
that the second reporting authority did not clearly say in so 
many words that an appreciation letter may be issued. 

38. Where two reporting authorities recommend the issue 
of an appreciation letter and the highest authority does not 
contradict the recommendation but records the words 'seen° or 
'Ne remarks° or simply appends his signature, an appreciation 
letter may be issued. Where, however, elle final authority contra-
vezts the recommendation of the lower authority, no letter of 
appreciation should be issued. The recording of words 'No 
releaeks' by the higher/highest authority does not mean that the 
re narks of the first or second reporting authority cease to exist. 
On the other hand they mean that the higher/highest authority 
agrees with the remarks or has no reason to differ from them, 
whether good or bad, recorded by the lower authority/authori-
ties. 

39. Where the two lower reporting authorities do no 
recommend the issue of an appreciation letter but the highest 
authority makes the recommendation for such a letter in clear 
(terms, a letter of appreciation should not be issued 
straighta way. In such cases a reference to the two lower repor-
ting authorities where there are two or more such authorities, 
should be made asking for their views on the issue of a letter 
of app re :iation. A letter of appreciation should be issued only 
if at least one of the lower reporting authorities is also of the 
view tat an appreciation letter should be issue c. . 

No.. 3082- 
2311-75/ 
22713, dated 
the 2nd 
July, 1975. 

Pb. Govt. 
circular 
letter No. 
472-A51-64/ 
11586, dated 
the 9th 
April, 1964. 

No.3270 -ASI 
65/11454. 
dated 
3ed April, 
I )65. 

No, 15/12/79 - 
2PP/S519, 
dated 4th 
September, 
1979. 

No. 3270 
ASI -65/ 
11434, dat.3d 
3rd April, 
1965. 
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Pb. Govt. 
circular 
letter 
No. 2334-ASI 
60/15708 
dated 
3-5-1960 8 
No.15/4/98- 
IPPI/11966, 
8-9-1998. 

Punjab 
.Government 
Circular 
letter No. 
2334-ASI-601 
15708. dated 
3rd May. 
I96U. 

(ii) Authorities competent to issue letters of appreciation. 

40. (i) Suitability/eligibility for issue of letters of 
appreciation on the basis of remarks recorded in Annual 
Confidential Reports should, where necessary, be consi-
dered by the 'highest Administrative Authority' i.e. appoint-
ting authority or the authority to whom representation against 
the punishment of 'censure' lies under the existing rules of the 
department concerned for a particular officer/official, whichever 
is higher. If such authority, whose recommendations for 
appreciation are being considered, himself happens to be the 
highest Administrative Authority, it should mean that in such 
cases the decision to issue appreciation letter should be taken 
by the next higher authority i.e. the Administrative Secretary 
and in case the recommendation for the issue of appreciation 
letter has been made at the level of Administrative Secretary him-
self, the highest Administrative Authority should mean the 
Minister-in-charge of the Department. Officers below the level of 
the authority competent to maintain the personal file of the 
officer as defined in paragraph 56 are not competent to issue 
letters of appreciation on the basis of generally good work done over 
a period of time . Their remarks in respect of generally good 
work done by subordinates should appropriately be recorded in 
annual confidential reports . 

(ii) Occasions do arise when an executive officer in the field 
feels the need of encouraging his subordinates by issuing them 
letters, of commendation particularly after good work done in 
connection with some specific incident, e .g. , flood relief 9  locusts, 
visit of some V .I.P. etc., and it is not the intention of 
Government to pla ce this method of extracting good work out of the 
subordinates beyond the reach of executive officers in the field. 
In such cases letters of appreciation may be issued even by 
officers lower than the appointing authority; the authority 
competent to receive confidential reports, convey adverse remarks 
and maintain personal files. Such letters will not, however, be 
placed on personal files and should be issued very sparingly. 

XIII. Communication of adverse remarks 

(i) All adverse remarks are to be communicated 

41, Adverse remarks in all cases are to be communicated so 
that the employee concerned should get an opportunity to know his 
detects, if any, which he should consciously endeavour tc remedy 
in the subsequent year. 

Generai Principles for communicating adverse remarks 

No. 7955-S11- 	42., For communicating adverse remarks to the Government 
(5)-67/31327, employee concered, following general principles are to be followed .-
dated 18th 
November, 
1967. 
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(a) ( i) When report is b uilt up on the individual opinions 
as noted of different departmental superiors in 
gradation it is only the opinion as accepted by the 
highest authority which need be considered from 
the point of communication ; 

(ii) Only the adverse remarks recorded or endorsed by 
the highest authority, reporting upon an 
officer/official should be communicated. Where, 
however, an adverse remark has not been 
specifically denied by a higher authority, -it should be 
conveyed. It is, however, open to that authority to 
decide that any adverse remarks need not be 
communicated. Where it is so decided, a specific 
order to this effect should be recorded. The 
criterion for such a decision should be based as in 
s ub-para ( c) ; 

( b ) An officer/official should not at any time be kept 
ignorant of reporting officer's opinion where his service 
is not considerd satisfactory; criticism should be 
communicated promptly and should indicate in suitable 
language the nature of the defe ct( s) in question. 

(c) The practice of discriminating between remediable and 
irremediable defects should be abandoned as far as 
practicable, except that a certain degree of discretion 
should be regarded as permissible in communicating 
reported defects of an irremediable nature. For instance, 
it might do more harm than good to inform an 
officer/official year after year that his brains are below 
average or he is unduly sensitive ; 

(d) The reporting officer should specifically state while 
writing the report whether the defect(s) reported 
has/have already been brought through any other 
communication to the notice of the officer/official 
concerned or not. Any departure from these instructions 
will be taken serious note of by the Government ; 

( e ) Remarks in cases in which the Government or Head of a 
Department or other officer competent to record the 
report suspends judgement should not be communicated ; 

(f) 	(i) Great attention should be paid to the manner and 
method of communication in order to ensure that the 
advice given or the warning or censure 
administered, whether orally or in writing, shall 
having regard to the temperament of the 
officer/official concerned, be most beneficial to him. 

(ii) The practice of conveying adverse remarks only is 
rather d is couraging and leaves the officer/official 
guessing as to the general total purport of the 
report. To avoid anxiety on this account, the 
officer/official should know briefly ( in a sentence 
or part-sentence) the general total impression of 
his report. For example, it may be, ' while your 
work has been assessed as of a good standard of 
efficiency and competence, it has been pointed that 
you tend to delay cases; or though your work is 
generally assessed as satisfactory during the year, 

No. 2090- 
2-S11-75/3767, 
dated 22nd 
September, 
1975. 
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you show a communal tendency which is brought to 
your notice for correction; or while you are a 
hard working officer, you sometimes lcse your 
temper in dealings with the public' . The adverse 
remarks which have been washed out by the 
remarks • of the superior authority including *- 
Ministers should not be conveyed. 

Pb. Govt. 
circular 
letter No. 
15/12/79- 
ZPP/8519 
dated 4-9-79 

Pb. Govt. 
circular 
letter No. 
2090-2511- 
75/3767 
dated 22-9-75. 

Pb. Govt. 
circular 
letter No. 
3916-GI-
57/9867, 
dated 5-6-
1957 & 59- 
AS1-62/5649, 
dated 
17-2-1962. 

( g ) The words 'No remarks' by the higher/highest authority 
do not mean that the remarks of first or second 
reporting authority cease to exist. On the other hand, 
they mean that the higher/highest authority agrees with 
the remarks or has no reason to differ from them, 
whether good or bad, recorded by the lower 
authority/authorities ; 

( h) All competent authorities should make an occasional cheek 
of confidential reports entrusted to their custody in 
order to ensure that adverse remarks have actually been 
conveyed to the.  officer/official core erned No notice  
should be taken of adverse remarks if they have not 
been conveyed. Where a competent authority does not 
convey adverse remarks to the officer/official con cerned , 
the omission will be treated as discriminatory action on 
its part and due notice should be taken of it. The 
official/officer responsible for the unjustified delay in 
communicating the adverse remarks beyond three months 
shall also be liable to disciplinary action. In regard to 

except those Hot conveyed or shown before 5th Jure, 
remarks(s) s ) that has/ have not been conveyed or shown, 
the past entries in the personal files, any adverse 

I 

1957, when Government's practice of conveying adverse 
remarks was not strict, shall not be taken into 
consideration. The uncommunicated au verse remarks 
relating to the period before 5th June, 1957, however, 
need not be commmunicated ; 

Pb. Govt. 
circular 
letter No. 
10935-G-
52/35352. 
dated 
21-12-1952. 

Pb. Govt. 
dr cular 
letter No. 
1485-AS1- 
GI/7762. 
dated 1st 
March, 1961 
and 8965, 
ASI-64- 
35707 
dated 
16-11-19E:4. 

(i) The highest reporting authority should be consulted at 
the time of communication of any adverse remarks if at 
the time of writing the report his views were not by any 
chance re corded therein ; 

( j) Except to the extent indicated above, confidential reports 
are not to be communicated or shown to the officer 
concerned; 

While communicating the adverse remark(s) s ) to a 
Government servant the • identity of the superior officer 
making such remarks) should not normally be 
disclosed. If, however, in a particular case, it is 
considered necessary to dis dose the identity of the 
superior officer, the authority dealing with the 
representation may at his dis cretion allow the identity to 
be communicated. 

(k) 

tNote: See also para-19) 
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(iii) Responsibility to be fixed for Non-Communication of the 
adverse remark(s). 

43. Certain officer/ official manage to have adverse remark( s) 
not conveyed to him in time, so that he can take shelter behind 
the plea of being not aware of the adverse remark( s) at the time 
of his promotion, crossing of efficiency bar, premature retirement, 
etc. In such cases collusion between the official reported upon and 
certain person(s) s ) working in the office of the authority required to 
convey the adverse remarks cannot be ruled out. It should, 
therefore, be ensured that the adverse remark(s) s ) recorded in the 
annual confidential report of an officer/official is /are conveyed to 
him, immediately after the report is duly completed. In cases of 
delay the responsibility for non-conveyance of adverse remark(s) s ) 
must be fixed and suitable action taken against the defaulter( s ) . 

XIV. Representations against adverse remarks. 

(i) Spirit in which the adverse remarks are to be taken. 

44. There is a strong tendency among officers/officials at all 
levels not to take adverse remark( s) in the spirit in which 
this /these are intended and as a part of the normal incident (s) 
of a whole career of service but to indulge in all kinds of 
pressure to get such remark( s) expugned. Such tendency produces 
ill-effects in regard to the recording of remark( s) , without fear or 
favour, by the reporting officers, and such practice must be 
strictly and firmly discouraged and eliminated to every possible 
extent. It is often forgotten that the primary purpose of 
maintaining a record of annual remarks in regard to an 
officer' s / official ' s work is to accumulate over a period of years a 
varied assessment regarding the performance, character, ability and 
integrity of the officer/official in dis charging the responsbilities 
entrusted to him. This record is meant to enable Government to 
assess the total worth of an individual officer/official with a view 
to utilising him in the best way possible for the public service. 
Primarily, therefore, the record of an officer/official is a 
document internal to Government to be utilised for promotions, 
postings, transfers, encouragement, caution, etc. This main purpose 
of the record must, therefore, be borne in mind, namely, that it 
is cumulative assessment 	of an officer's/official' s worth to be 
utilised for Government purposes and for public ends and it is only 
incidentally a means of bringing to the officer is /official' s notice 
defects which he should consciously endeavour to remedy. 

(ii) Representation is to be allowed if adverse remarks are based on 
patent error of fact or are mala fide. 

45. Ordinarly,  , department, should not enter into any 
controversy with the officer/ official in the matter of adverse 
remark( s) communicated to him on the basis of the confidential 
report. 0 ccasionally,  , however, cases arise where the adverse 
remark(s) s ) is /are not made bona fide, or is /are based on a patent 
error of fact. An examination of the representation in such a case 
is, therefore, called for, and it should not be turned down 
automatically. Where the preliminary examination of the 

Pb. Govt. 
circular 
letter No. 
1353-2PP-
78/5984, 
dated 15/16-
3-1978. 

Pb. Govt. 
circular 
letter 
No. 2334- 
AS1-60/ 
15708, 3rd 
May, 1960. 

Pb. Govt. 
circular 
letter 
No. 2334- 
ASI-60/15708 
dated 3rd 
May, 1960. 
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a

representation does not prima facie, establish that the adverse 
remark(s) is/are mala fide or based on a patent error of fact, 
there should be no hesitation in disposing of the representation on 
the basis of general policy referred to above. Where, however, it 
appears prima facie: that the remark(s) is/are not bona fide or 
that this/these are based on a clear error of fact, the 
representation should be examined on merits. If as a result, it is 
found that the adverse remark(s) was/were not justifed, after 
obtaining the orders of the highest administrative authority, a note 
should be recorded on the confidential report expunging the 
remarks and the officer/official concerned should be informed of 
the action taken. The reporting officer may also be informed and 
suitably warned where mala fide intent is indicated. Recourse to 
expunction of remarks may be had only in cases of exceptional 
character after observing the procedure laid down above. There 
may also be border line cases in which there may be some 
substance in the adverse remark(s) conveyed to the officer/official 
and also some justification for the representation made by the 
officer/official against the adverse remark(s). In such cases, the 
proper course to adopt would be to place the representation on the 
ersonal file after obtaining the orders of the highest 
dministrative authority. 

(iii) Time limit for making representation against the adverse 
remarks and authority to whom the representation is addressed. 

Pb. Govt. 
circular 
letter No. 
2334-AS1- 
60/15708, 
dated 3rd 
May, 1960. 

46. A representation for the expunction of adverse remarks, 
communicated to the employee, can be filed within a period of 
three months. 

47. The communication of the adverse remarks should in no case 
be delayed beyond three months of the receipt of the annual 
confidential report in the office/organisation concerned from the 
reporting/reviewing authority. It has also to be ensured by this 
prompt communication of adverse remarks, that representation 
against adverse remarks which are to be made within three 
months of the communication, are settled at the earliest. This 
will enable the employee concerned to know finally the impact of 
the adverse remarks so that he has full opporunity to rectify 
his defects at the earliest. 

Pb. Govt. 
circular 
letter No 
4408-S11 
(1)-72/27670, 
dated 20th 
October, 
1972. 

48. A representation for the expunction, of adverse remark(s) 
communcated to the employee can be filed within a period of three 
months from the date of letter communicating adverse remarks to 
the officer/official concerned. The representatiion against the adverse 
remark(s) is to be addressed direct to the authority conveying the 
adverse remarks. This time limit is to be followed rigidly end 
that time barred representations should be rejected. It is 
dangerous to allow officers to go on putting up representations 
whenever they think the situation is favourable to them, and post 
facto attempts to clean up personal files must be resisted. 
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49. The officer/ official, who wanted to represent against 
adverse remarks, but could not do so be cuase he was unable to lay 
hands on the relevant record in order to prepare his 
representation is required to intimate to the authority conveying 
the adverse remark ( s ) that he would be making a detailed 
representation after examining the relevant record. As far as 
possible, the detailed representation should also be sent within 
the prescribed time limit of three months, but where this is not, 
practicable owning to the circumstances beyond an 
officer s / offi 	s control and the authority dealing with the 
representation is satisfied about it, the representation may be 
entertained and dealt with as if it had been received within the 
prescribed time limit of three months. 

(iv) Guidelines for dealing with the representations against adverse 
remarks. 

50. The following guidelines for dealing with the 
representation against adverse remarks are laid down :-- 

(i ) The 	representation 	against 	adverse 	remark(s) s ) 
communicated to the employee, if made, is required to 
be disposed of finally within a period of five months 
from the date of its submission. This time limit is fixed 
keeping in view the fact that the Government employee 
concerned does not remain in suspense as to the fate of 
his representation. Delay in deciding such representation 
also causes repercussion on the cases of promotion, 
crossing of efficiency bar etc., of the employee 
concerned. 

The instructions to dispose of the representation against 
adverse remarks within a period of five months should 
be observed meticulously. A monthly review of each case 
may also be made so as to take necessary steps where 
called for. 
(Note: Please also see para 5(viii)to 5(xi) above) 

(iii) The representation should not contain any slinging and 
baseless charges. In case any officer/ official use filthy 
or unparliamentary language in his representation for 
the expunction . of adverse remarks the same will be 
straightaway rejected and action against him be taken 
under rule 3 (iii) of Punjab Government employees 
(Conduct) Rules, 1966. 

( iv ) If a representation is made by any officer/official against 
the remarks communicated to him, such representation 
should be brought to the notice of highest administrative 
authority and his order obtained. It would be very 
undesirable that an officer against whose adverse 
remark(s) s ) representation is submitted, should himself 
dipose of such a representation. 

(v) It is also incumbent upon the reporting authority to send 
his comments within the time prescribed for the purpose 
to obviate delay in the speedy disposal of representation 
against adverse remarks. 

(vi) Before passing final orders on a representation against 
adverse remar s ) 4  e comments of the reporting 

/authorities should inivariably be obtained. 

Pb. Govt. 
circular 
letter No. 
10250-ASI 
65/40176, 
dated 15th.  
Dec., 1965. 

Pb. Govt. 
circular 
letter No. 
4408-SII-
(I)-72/27670, 
dated 20th 
October, 
19 72 & para 
5 of P.G. 
letter No. 
5072-2S11- 
76, dated 
8th July, 
1976 & No. 
15/23/92- 
1PPI/9158, 
dated 28th 
May, 1993. 

Pb. Govt. 
circular 
letter 
No. 4514-
Services-
2(I)-71/ 
30328, 
dated 19th 
Nov., 1971. 

Pb. Govt. 
circular 
letter 
No. 2334- 
AS1-60/ 
15708, 
dated 3rd 
May, 1960. 
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Pb. Govt. 
circular 
letter No. 
3277-SI-
67/20363, 
dated 19th 
July, 1967. 

Pb. Govt. 
circular 
letter 
No. 11540- 
2GS-1-77/ 
2402, dated,. 
23rd 
January, 
1978. 

( vii) For purposes of rejection and acceptance of representation 
against adverse remark(s) s ) , there should be one authority 
and it should be the highest administrative authority. 

[Note : --The highest administrative authority' means the 
appointing authority' or the authority to whom representation 
against the punishment of censure lies under the existing rules of 
the department 	concerned 	for a particular officer/ official, 
whichever higher. If such authority whose adverse remarks are 
communicated, the term highest administrative authority' should 
mean the next higher authority. 

For members of the All India Services serving under the 
Punjab Government, the 'highest administrative authority) will mean 
the State Government .) 

( viii) E he representation or explanation against the adverse 
remark(s) s ) should not be added to the file containing the 
confidential report. 

(ix) If it is felt by the highest administrative authority that 
the remark(s) s ) should be toned down, he should make the 
necessary entry with proper attestation at the 
appropriate place of the report. Past entries should not 
be corrected. 

(x) In the rare event, if the competent authority coming to 
the con dusion that a particular adverse remark was 
'inspired by malice or was based on patent error of fact 
and, therefore, deserve expunction, he should score off 
such a remark or paste it up or obliterate it otherwise 
and should state that he has done so and sign at the 
appropriate place indicating the date. 

( xi) Where a patent error of fa ct( s ) or male fide intention 
behind the remarks is fully established, the adverse 
remark( s) should be expunged otherwise not. 

(xii) Remarks recorded in the Annual Confidential Reports 
against which representation has not been filed within 
the prescribed period or, if so filed has been rejected, 
should not be expunged in spite of the fact that at some 
later date a succeeding authority has a different view. 
The succeeding Minister or officer may record his own 
remarks and get the same also placed on the personal 
file of the employee reported upon where he has a 
different view in regard to the remarks in the 
confidential report recorded by a previous Minister/Officer. 
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XV . Nature of Documents/Communications which need be placed on 
Personal Files : 

51. Apart 	from the confidential reports on the work and 
conduct of an officer/official, copies of documents/communications 
specified below should also be placed on his personal file :— 

(i) all orders imposing any of the penalties prescribed 
under rule 4 of the . Punjab Civil Services (Punishment 
and Appeal) Rules, 1952 [ now rule 5 of Punjab Civil 
Services (Punishment and Appeal) Rules, 1970 sor rule 3 
of the All India Services (Discipline and Appeal) Rules, 
1954, as amended from time to time ; 

(ii) all communications conveying adverse remarks ; 

(iii) those letters of appreciation which deal with the 
outstanding nature of performance of an officer/official on 
an overall assessment on his work and conduct during the 
year in the light of the remarks recorded in his 
confidential reports . 

(iv) A copy of the orders granting advance in crements . 

v) The copy/ copies of the warning(s ) which is/are not 
the direct outcome of annual confidential report( s) 
(excepting those emanating from Government) , are not to 
be placed on the personal file without the previous 
approval, of the "appointing authority." 

( vi) Copy / copies of the commun cation(s) s ) in the nature of 
advice or conveying displeasure of Government ordered to 
be placed on the personal file by the "competent 
authority" defined as under :— 

( a) Government in cases where advice given to a 
Government servant is from Government or the 
displeasure of Government is conveyed or Government 
is the authority competent to impose the punishment 
of censure ; and 

_(b) the authority competent to hear appeals from an 
order imposing the punishment of censure, in other 
cases, except when the advice given is that of a 
higher authority in which case such higher authority 
should be the "competent authority" . 

(vii) Whenever an officer has attended -an approved course of 
study or training in India or abroad : — 

(a) the fact of his having done so should be entered in 
his character roll; 

(b) the report received from the head of the institution 
of the aforesaid study or training should either be 
placed in original on the character roll or the 
substance of it entered therein; 

Pb. Gov'• 
circular 
letter No. 

.2334-ASI-
A-60/15708, 
dated 3rd 
May, 1960. 

Pb. Govt. 
circular 
letter No. 
8965-ASI-
64/5707, 
dated the 
16th January, 
1964, 

Pb. Govt. 
circular 
letter No. 
279-ASI-63/ 
4665, dated 
2nd February, 
1963. 
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Pb. Govt. 
circular 
letter No. 
1485- 
ASI-61/ 
7762, dated 
1st March, 
1961. 

Pb. Govt. 
circular 
letter No. 
126-&SI-
64/2377, 
dated 17th 
January, 
1964. 

( c) an entry about the report submitted by the officer 
on his work should also find mention in the 
character roll if it is outstandingly good, or is of 
poor quality indicating that the officer had not made 
good use of his period of study or training. 

(viii) 'Approved courses of training to in dude courses sponsored 
by the Government or in which the cost or a part 
thereof is borne by Government as also courses attended 
with the permission of Government or for which 
Government grant study leave. In respect of some of 
these courses it may not be possible or necessary to obtain 
reports which could be incorporated in the character 
rolls. For instance there are part-time courses and 
referesher courses where an assessment of the candidate 
is not made. In such cases, however, entry in the 
character roll of fact of the officer/official having 
attended the course would nevertheless be useful in 
giving a more complete picture of the officer's/officials 's 
experience and accomplishments. 

(ix) a copy of the warning decided to be placed on the 
character roll of the officer/official as a result of 
delay(s) detected by the Assessment Units. 

(x) all documents required under the instructions of the 
Government to be placed on the personal file of the 
officer/official concerned. 

(xi) 'The term 'personal file' means in this context the 
collection of periodical or annual confidential reports on 
the work and conduct of a Government employee and 
copies of orders of Punishment and appreciation letters, 
etc., that may, in accordance with the foregoing 
instructions, form a part of this collection. 

XVI. Documents which are not to be placed on Personal File of 
the officer/official. 

Pb. Govt. 	 52. Copies of personal letters or certificates issued by 
circular 	superior officers to their subordinates or letters of commendation 
letter 	issued by Government in recognition of any special help that might Nos. 2334- 
ASI-60/ 	have been rendtlred by the officer on a particular occasion, e.g., 
15708, dated a local exhibition, visit of a V.I.P., etc. 
3rd May,19Ro 

53. Letters of appreciation issued by various authorities or 
persons on any major event of work done or special cnritribution 
made by the officer towards the implementation of a particular 
scheme or successful conclusion of special campaign. 

54. Enquiry reports of the Vigilance Departments containing 
unsubstantiated allegation. 
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55. A copy of the simple warning unless the procedure 
prescribed for punishment under Punjab Civil Services (Punishment, 
and Appeal) Rules, 1970 has been followed. 

XVII. Custody of Personal Files and Authorities Competent to 
convey Adverse Remarks in Confidential Reports. 

56. As regard general question as to which authorities should 
be competent' to receive and convey confidential reports and 
maintain personal files (charater rolls) of different categories of 
Government servants, in principle, all this work s'pould normally 
be the responsibility of the "appointing authority". However, in 
view of practical difficulties involved, this does not appear to be 
feasible in all cases. Therefore, without prejudice to the right of 
the 'appointing authority' to issue any special instructions to meet 
administrative exigencies, the following procedure has been laid 
down :— 

(1) The personal files of all officers of the I .A .S . and 
P .0 .5 . (Executive Branch) and Non-I .A .S ./P .0 .S 
(Executive Branch) , Administrative Secretaries will 
remain with the Chief Secretary, except that the 
personal file of the General Manager and 
Secretary, Bhakra Dam, will continue to be 
maintained by the Secretary, Irrigation and 
Power . 

(ii) The personal files of Additional Secretaries/Joint 
Secretaries/Heads of Departments, who are not 
members of the I .A .S ./P .0 .S . (Executive Branch), 
will remain in the custody of their Administrative 
Secretaries ; 

(iii) The personal files of all Class I and Class II 
officers, except those covered under (i) and (ii) 
above, will remain with their Heads of Depart-
ments . 

(iv) The personal files of non-gazetted staff will 
remain in the custody of their Heads of 
Departments/Heads of Offices according to the 
existing practice, which may be modified, if 
circumstances so warrant at the discretion of the 
Head of Department concerred . 

( v ) The authorities mentioned at (i) to (iv) above 
will receive confidential reports and convey 
adverse remarks contained therein in respect of 
the Government employees whose personal files are 
maintained by them . 

57. To facilitate the assessing of an officer's worth, on 
the basis of his personal file, the good and bad remarks should 
be sidelined with red and blue pencils, respectively while 
putting up the pdrsonal files in cases of promotion, disciplinary 
action, pension, etc. 

Pb. Govt. 
circular 
letter 
No. 6696- 
S11(1)-73/ 
573, dated 
24th January, 
1974. 

Pb. Govt. 
letter 
No. 2336- 
ASI-60/ 
15708, dated 
3rd May, 1960. 
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Punjab 
Government 
Circular 
letter No. 
2334-A51- 
60/15708, 
dated 3rd 
May, 1960 

Punjab 
Government 
Circular 
letter No. 
16R5-AS1- 
61/1762, 
dated 1st 
March, 
1961. 

Punjab 
Government 
Circular 
letter No. 
2334-A51- 
60/15708, 
dated 3rd 
May, 1960 

Pb. Govt. 
Circular 
letter No. 
2334-A51- 
60/15708, 
dated the 
3rd May, 
1960. 

Pb. Govt. 
Circular 
letter' 
No. 3778- 
511(1)-71/ 
17239; dated 
5th July, 
1971. 
No. 3498- 
A51-65, 
dated 2nd 
April, 1966 
and No. IS/ 
8/2°00-IPP1/ 
92]A. deed 
18th Aline, 
200/4  

56. Very often annual confidential reports are not written 
promptly by the recording authorities, nor is due importance 
attached to the proper maintenance of personal files, which 
are a valuable service record of Government employees. 
To remedy this state of affairs, an index in the attached 
Proforma (Annexure D) should form part of each personal file 
and entries therein be completed before any new documents are 
filed. To ensure proper upkeep of personal files, the appointing 
authorities/Heads of Departments/Heads of Offices may have the 
personal files in their own coustody and those in the custody of 
their subordinate offices inspected by a responsible officer 
once every year between the months of July and September. 

59. Where the persona] file is in the shape of a bound 
register, it is not necessary to prepare an Index to it . 

XIX Summary to personal files. 

60. A summary in the attached Proforma (Annexure E) 
should form part of each personal file to facilitate the judging 
of relative merits of officers by the competent authorities 
making appointments, promotions, etc. To facilitate this task, 
the grading should be done by the reporting officers. A column 
for 'overall assessment' should be prepared in the form so that 
the year 's work is assessed and graded in the recognised 
categories, namely, 'A plus' (outstanding); 'A' (Very good) , 
'B plus' (good) ; 'B' (Average and 'C' (below average). 

ANNEXURE "A" 

CONFIDENTIAL REPORTS ON THE WORK OF THE OFFICERS/ 
OFFICIALS DEPARTMENT FOR THE YEAR 

Name :— 

Designation :— 

Period spent in the post :— 

Remarks :— 

Defects, if any 

Overall Assessment :— 

[ "A plus" (outstanding); 'A' (very good), 'B 	plus} (good); 
'B' (Average) and 'C' (below average)]. 

Remarks by the Commissioners/Deputy Commissioners & S .D .0s . 
(Civil) in respect of the departmental officers at divisional, 
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district and sub-divisional level, respectively :— 

(i) Reputation for honesty ; 

(ii) Relationship with public ; 

Pb. Govt. 
Circular 
letter Nos. 
(1) 9128- 
2511-76, 
dated 13th 
October, 
1976. 

(ii) 12078- 
2GS-76/ 
5473, dated 
9th Febru-
ary, 1977. 

(iii) Implementation of development schemes, policies of / 7(1.7 	/ (iii) 
the Government (including Family Planning
Programmes) and performance in the Small Saving 9027, dated 
Schemes ; and 	 14th 

September, 
1979. 

(iv) Performance of the Departmental officers at district (iv) 15/16/ 
level put on Election duty in connection with Lok 79-2PP/  
Sabha Elections. 	 11933, dated  

the 5th 
December, 
1979. 

ANNEXURE 'B' 

CONFIDENTIAL REPORT OF THE WORK AND CONDUCT OF CLASS 
IV STAFF FOR THE YEAR-- 

1. Name :— 

2. Post held :— 

3. Date of birth :— 

4. Scale of pay :- 
5. Educational qualifications :— 
6. Branch to which/officer to whom attached :— 
7. Can he read and write Punjabi/Hindi/English :— 
8. Observation on :— 

(i) Intelligence :— 

(ii) Amenability to discipline :— 

(iii) Honesty and Integrity :— 

(iv) Punctuality :— 

(v) Devotion to duty :— 

9. Is he fit for promotion to the grade of Jamadar/Daftry/ 
Record Lifter etc. 

10. Are you prepared to retain him under you ? 

11. Any other remarks :— 
12. Overall Assessment :— 

[ 'A plus' (outstanding); 'A' (very good), 'B plus' (good); 
'B' (Average) and 'C' (below average)]. 

Signature of Reporting Offjcer 

Pb. Govt. 
Circular 
letter 
No. 7814- 
ASI-65/ 
27821, 
dated 10th 
August, 
1965. 
and 
Ph. Govt. 
Circular 
No. 15/8/ 
2000-IPPI/ 
9216, dated 
18th June, 
2001 
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ANNEXURE 'C' 

Name of the Department 

Div-i-sierrial 	level 
posts, 	reports in 
respect of whose 
incumbents are 
to be written by 
Commissioner 

District level 
posts, 	reports 
of whose 
incumbents are 
to be 	written by 
the Deputy 
Commissioner 

Sub-Divisional 
level posts, 	reports of 
whose incumbents 
are to be written 
by the Sub-
Divisional Officer 
(Civil) 

Sr. 
No. 

Name 
of the 
post 

Name 
of 
Division 

Sr. 
No. 

Name 
of the 
post 

Name 
of 

District 

Sr. 
No. 

Name 
of the 
post 

Name 
of 
Sub-
Division 

N .B .— To keep this list up to date the department concerned 
should ensure that any addition or deletion in the list is 
intimated to the concerned Commissioner/D .0 ./S .D .0. (C ) . 
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ANNEXURE 'D' 

DEPARTMENT OF 	  

Index to Annual Confidential Report and other Documents-placed- 
in the Personal File (Character Roll) of 	  

Sr. 
No. 

Date on 
which 
placed on 
personal 
file 

Nature of 
document 
placed 
showing 
period to 
which it 
relates 

Page Nos. 
of the 
documents 
filed 

Signature, 
date and 
designa-
tion of 
attesting 
authority 
of the 
entry 

Remarks 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

N.B.—(1) The Index Form should be printed on both sides of a 
thick coloured folder . 

(2) Each Index Sheet should have a printed Serial No. 
embossed in print in the right and top corner . 

(3) Printed Index Sheets are available from the Controller, 
Printing and Stationery, Punjab, Chandigarh. 

(4) Proper account of Index Sheet should be maintained 
by each office. 
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ANNEXURE 'E' 

(1) Name of the Officer with an indication of the service to 
which he belongs 

(2) Date of entry into the service. 

Period 
cover- 
ed by 
the 
report 

Post (s) 
held 

Name (s) 
with 
designa- 
tion 	(s) 
of the 
report- 
ing 
officer (s) 

Whether the report 
is, on the whole 
outstanding, very 
good, 	good, 	satis- 
factory or poor 

Refer-
ence 
to 
pages u) x

IA 
u5 
E 
4) tx Out- 

stand- 
ing/ 
Very 
good/ 
Good 

Satis- 
factory/ 
Fair 

Poor 

1 2 3 
• 

If 5 6 

(a) (b) (c) 



ANNEXURE 'F' 

Punjab Government instructions issued from time to 
time on the subject of Annual Confidential Reports 
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INDEX 

Sr . Number and date 
	Brief subject 

	
Page 

No. of Punjab Govern- 
	 No. 

ment Circular 
letter 

1 
	

2 
	

3 
	

4 

1 14102-G-1-57/ 
22998, dated 
15th November, 
1957 

Relationship between 
the Deputy Com-
missioners and the 
departmental Officers 
in the District--
Writing of Annual 
Confidential Reports 
of District Officers 40 

2 10542-GIII-59/ 
	

Ditto 
26741, dated 
the 17th December , 
1959 
	 40 

3 2334-ASI-60/ 
15708, dated 
the 3rd May, 
1960 

4 3482-ASI-61/ 
25298, dated 
11th July, 
1961 

5 472-ASI-64/ 
11586, dated 
9th April, 
1964 

6 5582-ASI-64/ 
24104, dated 
15th July, 
1964 

7 3270-ASI-65/ 
11454, dated 
3rd April, 
1965 

8 7814-ASI-65/ 
27821, dated 
10th August, 
1965 

Procedure for record-
ing of Confidential 
Reports 

Relationship between 
the Commissioners/ 
Deputy Commis-
sioners and Divi-
sional Officers/ 
District Officers in 
Divisions/Distirct—
Adverse remarks 
recorded by them 
are to be conveyed 

Confidential Re-
ports—Issue of 
letters of appre-
ciation 

Relationship between 
the Commissioners 
and Divisional 
Officers in 
Divisions—Writing 
of Annual Confi-
dential Reports of 
District Officers 

Confidential Re-
ports—Issue of 
appreciation letters 

Writing of confiden-
tial reports on 
Class IV Govern-
ment employees. 

40--58 

59 

59-60 

60-61 

61-62 

32-63 
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9 10250- ASI-65/ 
40176, dated 
15th December, 
1965 

10 	3498-ASI-66 , 
dated the 
2nd April, 
1966 

11 3681-ASI-66, 
dated the 
13th' May, 
1966 

12 3277-SI-67/ 
20363, dated 
the 19th 
July, 1967 

13 	7955-SII (5 )-67/ 
31327, dated 
18th November , 
1967 

14 	6789-Services 2 (1 )- 
69/28237 , dated 
28th November , 
1969 

15 10125-Services-2 
( 1 )-70/10419 , 
dated 27th May, 
1970 

16 	1724-SII (3)-71 , 
dated 8th June, 
1971 

17 U.O.No. 3778- 
SII (1 )-71/17239, 
dated 5th July, 
1971 

Confidential Reports---
Time limit for 
making repreSenta-
tions against adverse 
remarks 

Confidential Reports—
Consolidated instruc-
tions regarding 
IInd amendment 
of 1963—Overall 
assessment 

Confidential Reports 
on the work of 
Liaison Officers of 
Departments posted 
at Delhi 

Confidential Reports—
Action to be taken 
on representations 
received from State 
Government employees 
against communication 
of adverse remarks 

Confidential Reports—
Pointing out of 
defects recorded in 
the Annual Confi-
dential Reports 

Implementation of 
recommendation 
No . 126 of Punjab 
State Reforms 
Commission to 
enable the Sub-
Divisional Officers 
to record views 
in the annual 
reports of in case 
of non-cooperative 
officers 

Ditto 

Regarding placing of 
warnings in the per-
sonal files of Govern-
ment Employees 

Writing of confidential 
reports—Meticulous 
observance of Govern-
ment instructions 

63-64 

64-65 

65 

65-66 

66-67 

67-6R 

68-69 

69-70 

70-71 
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18 4514-Services-2 
	

Dealing with representa- 
(1)-71/30328, dated 

	
tions against adverse 

19th November, 	remarks recorded by 
1971 	 reporting authorities 	71--73 

19 4408-511 (1)-72/ 
27670, dated 20th 
October, 1972 

20 Extract of para 5 
of Punjab 
Government Circular 
U.O. No. 5072- 
2511-76 , dated 8th 
July, 1976 

21 	6696-511 (1 )-73/573, 
dated 24th January, 
1974 

Dealing with representa-
tions against adverse 
remarks recorded by 
reporting authorities 

Regarding represen-
tation against adverse 
remarks 

Placing a copy of the 
simple warning on 
the personal file 

73 

74 

74 

Writing of Annual 
Confidential Reports—
Recording of remarks 
about small Savings 
work by the report-
ing officers 

Writing of Annual 
Confidential Reports—
Recording of remarks 
by the Reporting 
Authority/Reviewing 
Authority—Avoiding 
of delay 

Regarding timely 
submission of con-
fidential reports 

Regarding placing 
of warnings on the 
Character Rolls of 
Government emplo-
yees 

Regarding timely 
writing of Annual 
Confidential Reports 

Confidential Reports—
Issue of Letters of 
Appreciation 

Writing of annual 
Confidential Reports — 
Communication of 
adverse remarks 

	

22 	8617-511 (1)-73, dated 
27th March, 1974 

23 4225-2511-74/21500 
dated 15th July, 
1974 

24 D.O. No. 5637— 
2511-74 , dated 29th 
July, 1974 

	

25 	267-2511-75/9435 , 
dated 24th March, 
1975 

26 2172-2511-75/ 
15598, dated 28th 
April, 1975 

27 3082-2511-75/ 
22713, dated 2nd 
July, 1975 

28 2090-2511-75/ 
3767, dated 22nd 
September, 1975 

74-75 

75-76 

77 

77--79 

79-80 

80-81 

81-82 
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29 	2164-2511-76 , 
dated 26th May, 
1976 

Recording of remarks 
regarding corrup-
tion in the Annual 
Confidential Reports 
of Heads of Depart-
ments 83 

30 9128-2511-76, 	 Writing of ACRs— 
dated 13th 
	

Work connected with 
October, 1976 
	

the Family Planning 
Programme 	 83-85 

31 12078-2GS-76/ 
5473, dated 9th 
February, 1977 

32 -11540-2GS1-77/ 
2402, dated 23rd 
January, 1978 

33 1353-2PP-78/ 
5984, dated 15th! 
16th March, 
1978 

34 15/7/78-2PP/ 
7186, dated 27th 
August, 1979 

35 15/12/79-2PP/ 
8519, dated 4th 
September, 1979 

Writing of ACRs of 
the Departmental 
Officers posted at 
Divisional, District 
and Sub-Divisional 
level by the Com-
missioners, DCs , 
S .D .0 . (C) respectively 

Writing of ACRs—
Expunction of adverse 
remarks—Policy 
regarding 
Writing of ACRs—
Communication of 
adverse remarks—
Strict observance of 

Writing of ACRs 
of the Departmental 
Officers posted at 
Divisional , District 
and Sub-divisional 
level by the Com-
missioners , D .Cs . and 
S .D .0 . (C) , respectively 

Writing of Annual 
Confidential Reports—
Recording of "NO 
remarks" by the 
higher authority 

85-86 

86-88 

88-89 

89-90 

91-92 
36 15/7/78.-2PP/ 

9027, dated 14th 
September, 1979 

37 15/16/79-2PP/ 
11933, dated 5th 
December, 1979 

38 Extract of para 
8 of P .G . letter 
NO. 20/19/80- 
IPP-/7433, dated 
2nd July, 1980 

Ditto 

Writing of confidential 
reports—work con-
nected with Lok 
Sabha Elections 

Regarding representa-
tions against adverse 
remarks 

92--94 

94-95 

95-96 
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39 15/7/80-2PP/ 
3386, dated 26th 
March, 1981 

40 4/6/81-2PP/ 
7908, dated 7th 
June, 1982 

41 	4/6/81-2PP/11016, 
dated 9-8-1982 

42 	7/14/82-2PP/12395, 
dated 13-9-1982 

43 15/5/83-2PP/4390, 
dated 22-4-1983 

44 4/6/81-2PP/8158, 
dated 15-7-1983. 

45 	15/10/78-1PP/1157, 
dated 23-2-1984 

46 15/23/86-1PPI/ 
19870, dated 
18-12-1986 

47 	15/12/87-1PPI/1406, 
dated 25-01-1988 

4. 	15/11/88-1PPI/17178, 
dated 4-11-1988 

49 	15/11/88-1PPI/17179, 
dated 4-11-1988  

Writing of annual 
Confidential Reports 

Writing of Annual 
Confidential Reports—
Recording of remarks 
by the Reporting/ 
Reviewing Authority—
Prescribing of time 
limits to avoid delay 

Writing of Annual Confi-
dential Reports-Recording 
of remarks by the Reporting/ 
Reviewing Authority-
Prescribing of time limit 
to avoid delay. 

Annual Confidential 
Reports - Initiating 
Authority. 

Effectiveness in the 
development and pro-
tection of Scheduled 
Castes and or Scheduled 
Tribes - Separate column 
in the Character roll. 

Writing of Annual Confi-
dential Report Recording 
of remarks by the Re-
porting/Reviewing 
Authority - Prescribing of 
time limit of avoid delay. 

Writing of confidential 
Reports of Heads of 
Departments (bther than 
All India Service OfTicers)— 
Procedure for 

Confidential Reports 
Issue of letters of 
Appreciation 

Writing of Annual Con-
fidential Reports-Re-
cording of remarks by 
Reporting/Reviewing 
Authority - Prescribing 
of time limit to avoid 
delay. 

Disposal of representations 
against adverse remarks 
prescribing of time limit 
for. 

Writing of Annual Confi-
dential Reports- entry 
regarding 'integrity' 

96-97 

97--99 

99 

99-100 

100-101 

101-102 

102-103 

103-104 

104-105 

105-106 

106-108 
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59 	15/9/91-1PPI/6252, 
dated 22-4-1993 

Writing of Annual Confi-
dential Reports- Strict 
observance of. 

113E5, [1J ' })it gli-111E5 itr j t 

)}4fErdralke Th*0 H651or mt3 

fa 3Z 	-afi-;16d, fi  
of -03-67 )3-1 	 )1-1q7U 

(fFr-g) 	 fTs 	Err 

Hm1/451 q143 	 f6:41-13 

)).1 	fFEU fOcZ 

tia I 

Substituting the word 
' ACR file' for Personal 
file. 

fora t*i (1 B-67s 0T6s) 
 	H&516T 3T1-13 t.42" 
fHii (.B1.»-rra.cTE-1Fs) 

,tit aaz zrra 

fotrici.41 t 31 Hacitca 
am-faral*rt 	H165161 
arLIB f-dt -Fet f a 11-3-1T:s 

fet:r 1131-t-6-3-1))-rt 
f-6-Lfzr-d7 
Writing' of Annual Confi-
dential Reports of Non-
IAS/PCS Heads of Depart-
ments during President's 
Rule. 

Writing of Annual Confi-
dential Reports of Non-
IAS/PCS Chairmen of 
Corporat ions/autonomons 
bodies in the State 
during President's Rule. 

Writing of Annual Confi-
dential Reports of Non-
IAS/PCS Heads of Depart-
ments during President' s 
Rule. 	 113 

-617 1:fdWd 	»-rfEraralb-rt 
a-  waif-31 dirr two (fi-ft 
12 )-181-, 1987 	24 

1992 	) #51:110 arElibit 
Hm.,T aRr3 	T Iva I 	113-114 

50 	15/5/89-IPPI/3726, 
dated 16-3-1989 

51 	15/19/89-1PPI/1587, 
dated 23-1-1990 

52 	15/7/90-1PPI/7681, 
dated 30-4-1990 

53 	15/9/90-1PPI/10407, 
dated 12-6-1990 

54. 15/9/90-1PPI/10407, 
dated 12-6-1990 

55 	15/9/91-IPPI/11566, 
dated 8-8-1991 

56 	15/9/91-1PPI/1227, 
dated 24-1-1992 

57 	15/9/91-1PPI/2264, 
dated 13-2-1992 

58 	15/9/91-1PPI/2265, 
dated 13-2-1992 

108 

109 

110 

111 

112 

112 
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60 	15/23/92-1PPI/9158, 
dated 28-5-1993 

61 	15/4/96-1PPI/10236, 
dated 14-6-1996 

62 	15/10/94-1PPI/14065, 
dated 16-8-1996 

63 	15/13/97-1PPI/20575, 
dated 29-10-1997 

64 	15/4/98-1PPI/11966, 
dated 8-9-1998 

65 	15/6/99-1PPI/12905, 
dated 3-11-1999 

66 	15/12/99-IPPI/1899, 
dated 4-2-2000 

67 	15/6/2000-1PPI/11599, 
dated 14-9-2000 

68 	15/23/92-1PPI/16192, 
dated 29-12-2000 

Writing of Annual Confi- 
dential Reports and 
Communication of adverse 
remarks etc. Presribing 
of revised time schedule. 114-116 

171-1 ,):1 fFitZ3 Pgre (t?; 

)').11-fITS) t9714, 1970 bitft6 
Fratt .g.-0){1  e... 1P-13 fa-O-de 

ftu 	 117 

H8,6,  T113 faThCei f0cZ, 

ciet6 t'Ff )1-T 	c( 146; 

ftarr 1-0-t-61t0 falreraT 
cid 6 Hqt-fl fill FEW 1:TriTeEr 

-Ert 	 117--119 

ECETt ftE 	)-11 ITFTEft 
aa3-  T5et RUETe 

)7-fiWral)IiiMM-fErd:Ni flit 
/-18,61  3r43 fa-4-azt 1 Tai  

	

qt1 arar -Ern-R3 Td25 Era 1 	120 

Regarding issue of 
appreciation letter on 
the basis of remarks 
recorded in the ACRs. 	120-121 

Writing of Annual Confi-
dential Reports and 
communication of Adverse 
Remarks etc. Prescribing 
of revised time schedule-
Column to be added in 
the ACR form/Self 
Appraisal form of 
Reporting Officers. 	 121 

)*51 61  TZ13 

Td3r YeritraraV 

faaraz ciO• ark 	dt!6; 
Hq 	gl 	 pia I 	122-123 

Special entry regarding 
census work in the Annual 
Confidential Reports of the 
staff engaged in the con-
duct of census of India - 
2001. 	 123 

H81 61  TLE.3 tdThde TT) friU 

fal.arcT5 BIT5 Et Fa 	 

	

ITTF5rWI-eft 1361( Era I 	123-124 
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69 	15/12/99-1PPI/1329, 	Hmiol URTS 	 - 
dated 24-1-2001 	allf3 fa4-az Rti Fru 88 a 

v).i -114g 

c4 	61 ft 	8t4 let ta81- 	I 

HM1 6r 743 f dzr TrArHcl 

idc(ici6 U? Ilia Fa Frrfde 

-14-TE5Tr ult-ot EiFriErra 

71 	15/8/2000-1PPI/9216, 	Ii-aHj IZt1 ggr6T 3T1-13 
dated 18-06-2001 

70 	15/5/2001-1PPI/2733, 
dated 28-2-2001 

fd4-de 	•r11-1 1 1:Ttil 	 

	 t-gt 
-1-611-et 

124-125 

125 

126-127 
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Copy of letter No. 14102-G-1-57/22998, dated 15th November; 
1957, from the Chief Secretary to Government, Punjab to all 
Heads of Departments, etc., etc. 

Subject. —Relationship between the Deputy Commissioners and the 
Departmental Officers in the District. 

I am directed to address you on the subject noted above 
and to say that after considering the question very carefully 
Government have decided that as far as relationship between the 
Deputy Commissioners and the Departmental Officers in the 
District is concerned, the Deputy Commissioner would be a 
co-ordinator and he will have authority to call for advice and 
assistance from all Departmental Officers posted in his District. 
Morevoer, he will also be competent to write the annual 
confidential reports of District Officers of the other Departments 
posted in his district, but his remarks would be confined 
merely to— 

(i) reputation for honesty; and 

(ii) relationship with public. 

So for as Police Officers are concerned, it has, however, 
been decided that no change is necessary in the present rules 
and procedure. 

Copy of letter No. 10542-GIII-59/26741, dated the 17th December, 
1959, from the Chief Secretary to Government, Punjab, Chandigarh, 
to all Heads of Departments, etc. etc. 

Subject. — Relationship between the Commissioners/Deputy Commis-
sioners and Divisional Officer/District Officers in 
Divisions/Districts. 

I am directed to refer to the instructions contained in 
Punjab Government letter No. 14102-GI-57/22998, dated the 15th 
November, 1957 and No. 9180-GIII-59/22659, dated the 20th 
November, 1959, regarding the relationship between Deputy 
Commissioners and Departmental Officers in the district and to 
state that after careful consideration, Government have decided 
that these instructions should apply mutatis mutandis 	to the 
Commissioners of Divisions vis-a-vis Divisional Heads of 
Departments. I am also to state that besides recording remarks 
with regard to (i ) reputation for honesty and (ii) relationship 
with public, of district and divisional officers of various 
departments, the Commissioners and Deputy Commissioner will 
also record remarks in regard to their work in the matter of 
implementing development schemes and policy of Government. 

Copy of Punjab Government Circular letter No. 2334-AS1-60/15708, 
dated 3rd May, 1960, from the Chief Secretary to Government, 
Punjab, to all Heads of Departments etc. etc. 

Subject. —Confidential Reports. 

I am directed to invite attention to Punjab Government 
Circular letter No. 15851-GI-56/1643, datec the 28th January, 
1957, on the subject of confidential reports, and to point out 
that since its issue a number of further instructions on 1-1-1p. 
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subject have been sent to you. It seems suitable, therefore, to 
issue a consolidated revised circular and this letter embodies 
all instructions on the subject brought uptodate. 

2_ The need for regular and punctual recording of reports in 

personal files. --It is essential that all officers write their 
reports in the personal files of their subordinates regularly and 
punctually. Not only should every official, whether gazetted or 
non-gazetted, except Class IV Government servants, posses's a 
personal file or character roll, but it should be kept up-to-date 
and not allowed to remain without remarks for over a period of 
12 months, otherwise its utility as a confidential record 
disappears. When an official is placed under suspension as a 
result of disciplinary proceedigns, the fact should be recorded 
in the personal file. Similarly, the final result of the 
disciplinary proceedings should also be duly recorded. As 
during the period of suspension an officer frequently has no 
immediate superior, there tend to be gaps in Personal Files, 
and it is the responsibility of the authority which keeps the 
file to ensure that entries regarding such periods are 
invariably made. It must be remembered that the personal file of 
an official is used for various purposes, e.g., promotion, 
punishment, appeals, memorials or in dealing with the question 
whether his service is approved for the purpose of full pension. 
If, therefore, it is not carefully maintained it is robbed of 
much of its value. Indeed, the very purpose for which it is 
maintained will be defeated. There are diferent instructions in 
different departments regarding the dates on which confidential 
remarks are to be recorded and the frequency of these remarks. 
In some cases, confidential reports are written twice a year and 
in others once a year. Whatever the frequency laid down, it is 
necessary that this should be adhered to rigidly and the 
reports recorded on or by the due dates. A certificate should be 
furnished by all Heads of Departments to the Administrative 
Secretaries concerned within one month to show that all 
confidential reports have been recorded in their respective 
departments by the due date. 

Note.--The confidential reports should be recorded without delay. 
Further in the event of heavy delay occurring in isolated 
cases, it should be possible for the higher authorities to 
discount to the extent necessary such reports as had 
been writen after a lapse of a very long period and as 
were attended with suspicious features on one ground or 
another. The assessment of the record as a whole of the 
officer concerned would thus not be affected unduly by 
such a report. 

3. What the reports should contain.--Forms have been pres-
cribed by different departments for 'different officers but it is 
not possible for Government to prescribe any standard form for 
all departments on which reports should be recorded. While, 
therefore, every department is free to obtain the reports in 
forms which may have been laid down or which it may consider 
most suitable, it is felt that the balance of advantage would 
definitely be in favour of prescribing a sample form (specimen 
enclosed as Annexure C) instead of providing a multiplicity of 
columns and items on which assessment is to be made. Too 
elaborate and lengthy a form would only lead to complications. 

No. 126-AS1- 
64/2377, 
dated 17th 
January, 
1964. 
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Generally speaking, the reporting officer should state whether 
the officer or official concerned has been able satisfactorily to 
discharge the duties of his office. It should also be stated 
whether the person is able, conscientious and hardworking and 
the degree of his qualities in these directions should be 
indicated. If the officer or official reported on has to control an 
establishment under him, it should be stated whether he is 
capable of supervising their work and whether his relations 
with his subordinates are satisfactory. It is important to 
Mention whether the officer or official is punctual and has 
maintained discipline. It should also be stated (if he domes 
into contact with the public) whether he is accessible and Fears 
and deals with complaints properly and is also courteous in his 
behaviour. In the case of touring officers, it should be stated 
whether their touring is systematic and adequate. The report 
should also specifically bring out any defects, remediable or 
otherwise, so that a complete picture of the official's work 
including the favourable and unfavourable points is available. 
If any particular incident has occurred during the period under 
report which shows up the officer in good or bad light, this 
should be mentioned. Letters of appreciation issued by various 
authorities or persons and any major event of work done or 
special contribution made by the officer towards implementation 
of a particular scheme or successful conclusion of a special 
campaign will naturally be taken into consideration by the 
reporting authority while recording the annual remarks on the 
work of the officer if he considers them relevant in an annual 
assessment of the officer's work. 

Explanatory Notes : 

(i) Some reporting officers tend to make mention of very 
slight defects in a subordinate. Government is of the 
view that very slight defects should be brought to an 
officer's notice verbally in the way of advice and 
guidance and need not find mention in annual 
confidential report unless they are of a type which 
have been more than once brought to the subordinate's 
attention but which he nevertheless persists in. 
Likewise, remediable defects should also be pointed out 
during the year so that the official concerned may 
make an effort to improve and to remove those defects. 

(ii) Quite often it is more convenient to get an overall 
assessment of an officer by pointing out some defects 
against one of the other columns in relationship to 
remarks made regarding his work with reference to 
that column. It is not the intention that all defects 
should be enumerated against the column 'Defects, if 
any, if their mention against some other column 
permits a more rounded and balanced judgment of the 
officer. In these circumstances it is better to mention 
the defects against the column where they seem 
relevant and merely state against the column "Defects, 
if any" the fact that these have been pointed out 
already. 

(iii) Generally agaisnt the column "Defects, if any", should 
be mentioned any significant general or particular 
defect in the subordinate which is part of his method 
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of work or manner, personality or reputation and 
minor matters can. either be ignored or dealt with as 
indicated in note (i) above. 

(iv) Where a pending enquiry finds mention in the confi-
dential report of an officer, it is incumbent upon the 
authority maintaining the personal file of that officer 
to ensure that the result of the enquiry is also 
recorded in the personal file. 

(v) Normally the reporting authorities should give their 
remarks in the confidnetial reprots on the basis of 
their personal knowledge or assessment. There can, 
however, be occasions when a reporting authority 
receives complaints against an officer. It will not be 
appropriate for a reporting authority to make mention 
of such complaints in the confidential reprots without 
trying to sift the truth. In such a case he should 
give an indication whether he believes the complaints 
to be true or false or that it is premature for him to 
form a definite opinion. 

No. 1485- 
ASI-61/7762. 
dated 1st 
March, 1961. 

4. Report regarding integrity.--A special mention should 
invariably be made regarding the integrity of the officer to 
which Government attached the greatest importance. It should be 
clearly stated if the officer is suspected of corruption or is 
believed to be corrupt and this opinion should generally be 
fortified by reasons, which may be in the possession of the 
reporting officer. Any ill-considered remarks in this respect may 
do a lot of mischief and harm. On the other hand, the reporting 
officer must be quite honest and frank and discuss an officer's 
worth from the point of view of his integrity openly and frankly in the 
column "Defects, if any" or elsewhere. Government observe that 
reporting officers are still following the practice of making 
non-committal remarks like no complaints. Governemnt view this 
with disfavour and desire that the practice of making non-
committal entries in the column relating to integrity should 
cease. Reporting officers should give a definite opinion on the 
integrity of their subordinates while writing their confidential 
reports. Further, instances have come to the notice of 
Government in which even though, officers are being proceeded 
against for serious forms of corruption their confidential 
reports for the same periods certify their integrity to be good. 
It is felt that contradictions of this type arise only because 
reporting officers are failing in their duty to make entries 
in the column relating to integrity forthrightly and without 
hestitation. In case an officer has been given a good report for 
integrity which is latter proved to be wrong, the reporting 
officer will run the risk of earning Government displeasure. 
Ordinarily, the inference would be that either he did not 
exercise proper supervision or he was in dishonest collusion 
with his subordinate. The intention of Government is that the 
truth about subordinate should be known to reporting officer 
and brought to the notice of higher authorities. This would not, 
however, justify the entering of ill-considered remarks based on 
inadequate observation. 

Letter No. 
8588-G(C)- 
56-11533- 
GI - (5)-56/ 
73580, dated 
4th October, 
1956. 



No. 574-GI-
59/5924, 
dated 3rd 
March, 
1959. 

No. 289-5II- 
(5)-68/3454, 
dated 8th 
February, 
1968. 
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5. Writing of Annual Confidential Reports on the Secretaries 
Joint Secretaries, Heads of Departments, and other Officers, working 
under the State Government.--(1) The Administrative Secretaries to 
Government will write confidential reports on the Additinal 
Secretaries, Joint Secretaries. Deputy Secretaries and Heads of 
Departments, included in their sphere of work. If the work of a 
Deputy Secretary or below passes through 	the Additional 
Secretary or Joint Secretary, the report on the work of the 
Deputy Secretary or other officer concerned will be initiated by 
the Additional Secretary/Joint Secretary as the case may be, 
and will thereafter be put up to the Administrative Secretary 
for his .remarks. In regard to Heads of Departments the 
Secretary will write the initial remarks though if much work 
has seen by an Additional or Joint Secretary, the former will 
consult him before doing so. 

The Confidential Reports on the work and conduct of the 
Inspector-General of Police will be initiated by the Home 
Secretary if he is of the rank of Commissioner. Thereafter, it 
will be recorded by the Chief Secretary, Minister-in-Charge of 
Home (Police) Department and the Chief Minister. In case, the 
Home Secretary is not of the rank of Commissioner, the 
Confidential Report of the Inspector-General of Police will be 
initiated by the Chief Secretary, who will consult the Home 
Secretary, informally or otherwise, before recording his 
remarks. Thereafter, the remarks will be recorded by the Home 
Minister and the Chief Minister. 

(ii) The Minister-in-charge will be the recording 
authority in respect of Secretaries to Government. 

(iii) The Minister-in-charge will be the accepting 
authority in regard to Additional Secretaries, Joint Secretaries, 
Deputy Secretaries and Heads of Departments. In the case of 
other officers, the Minister-in-charge would normally be neither 
a recording nor an accpeting authority. He would be competent, 
however, in any particular case, if he so chooses to send for 
the personal file of an officer and record such remarks therein 
as he considers should be made on the basis of his personal 
knowledge. 

No. 9161-
GI-59/26689, 
dated the 
16th 
December, 
1959. 

(iv) A Deputy Minister will have the same rights 
regarding recording/accepting of remarks in the confidential 
reports as the Minsiter-in-charge. 

Explanatory Note_ — A Minister or a Deputy of the Chief 
Parliamentary Secretary who has quit office, will not be 
competent to record remarks in the confidential reports of officers 
working in the Departments, which worked under him or on his 
personal staff. The reports of the officers for whom the 
Ministers or Deputy Minsiters are the only reporting authority, 
shall be recorded by the Chief Minister. 

6. Number of Reporting Officers and powers of Administrative 
Secretaries to record remarks in the Confidential Reports on the 
staff under the Heads of Departments.--The work and conduct of 
an officer working under a Head of Department, whether in the 
office or in the field, should be reported on by at least two 
officers. Thus, reports which are initiated by the Head of 

No. 1485- 
A5I-61/7762, 
dated 1st 
March, 1961. 

No. 59-ASI-
62/5649, 
dated 17th 
February, 
1962. 
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Department himself should be put up to the Administrative 
Secretary for the recording of his remarks. 

Explanatory Note. --These instructions do not apply to 
categories of Governemnt servants such as clerks, stenographers 
drivers, etc., who exclusively work under one officer. 

7. Minimum period for which a Reporting Officer should have 
seen the work of a subordinate before recording remarks on him.--In 
future no reporting officer should record his remarks in 
Confidential Reports of an oficer under him unless he has seen 
his work and conduct for at least three months. If the officer 
has served under the reporting authority for less than three 
months, the opinion of the officer udner whom he has previously 
served at least three months should be obtained. 

Explanatory Notes.--(i) A reporting officer while recording 
annual remarks may request his predecessor who has seen the 
work of the subordinate concerned for a period of more than 3 
months to record his remarks but these later remarks should be 
submitted by the recording officer direct to the next higher 
authority who before adding his own remarks will take both 
sets of remarks, that is, those recorded by the present 
reporting officer as well as those recorded by his predecessor, 
into consideration. 

(ii) In the case of a subordinate whose work has been 
seen by the reporting officer for a period of less than six 
months in the year (and of course more than 3 months), if 
there is another officer who has seen the work for more than 
six months during the same year, the latter must invariably be 
called upon to record his remaks and submit them direct to the 
next higher authority before the present superior records his 
own remarks. 

(iii) The period of three months referred to in this para-
graph means the period for which the reporting authority has 
actually seen the owrk of the officer/official reported on. 
Besides regular leave (causal leave is treated as duty), the 
period of suspension when a Government servant does not attend 
to his duties ie not to be counted in calculating this period, 
nor the leave and suspension periods of the reporting authority, 
if any, when it does not see the work of the subordinate. 

8. Recording of remarks on the occasion of relinquishment of 
charge by Reporting Authority.--(i) An officer may, if he had not 
done so previously within six months, record remaks for the 
confidential files of officers subordinate to him within six 
months of his relinquishing the charge of his post. 

(ii) In consequence of change of portfolios, a Minsiter or 
a Deputy Minsiter or the Chief Parliamentary Secretary may also 
if he had not done so previously within six months, record 
remarks on the confidential files of officers subordinate to him 
within six months of his relinquishing the charge of his 
previous portfolio. 

No. 279- 
ASI-63/4655, 
dated 2nd 
February, 
1963. 

Letter No. 
4686-G(C)-
56/16804, 
dated the 
21st April, 
1956. 

No. 59-ASI-
62/5649, 
dated 17th 
February, 
1962. 

No. 59-ASI-
62/5649, 
dated 17th 
February, 
1962. 

No. 59-ASI-
62/5649, 
dated 17th 
February, 
1962. 



No. 59-ASI-
62/5649, 
dated 17th 
February, 
1962. 

No. 279-A51 
63/4655, 
dated 2nd 
February, 
1963. 
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Explanatory Notes.-- (i) If an officer wishes to record his 
remarks either on account of his own transfer or because of the 
transfer of the subordinate in the middle of the year, there is 
no objection to his doing so and he may be supplied blank 
forms for the purpose if he asks for them but these remarks 
should not be taken into consideration for any purpose 
whatsoever, except at the end of the year, or other reporting 
period prescribed. Such a report will, however, be processed in 
the same manner as other normal reports. 

(ii) An officer under suspension is not competent to 
record confidential reports on the work of his his previous 
subordinates. 

No. 6853-G-
37/37890, 
dated 4th 
November, 
1937. 

No. 8965- 
AS1-64/ 
35707, 'date 
16th 
November, 
1964. 

9. Issue of letters of appreciation.--The practice of recog-
nising the good work of an officer by a letter of appreciation 
is sound and should be adopted by all departments. It is 
important that such letters should not be issued indiscriminately 
but this should be sent in really deserving cases to encourage 
good work and at the end of the prescribed reporting period, on 
an overall assessment of the officer's whole work during the 
period. The criterion for granting such commendatory letters 
should be based on a record of exceptionally good work and not 
merely on the performance of routine duties with more than 
average ability and industry; and since commendation will lose 
much of its value if it is too easily won, it is essential that 
the greatest care should be taken to limit the number of 
commendatory letters and to grant them only in cases really 
deserving of notice. 

Explanatory Notes. --(i) (a) At least two authorities when 
there are two or more such competent authorities, should make 
the recommendation in clear terms; and 

(b) the work proposed for commendation should be clearly 
indicated. 

(ii) The intention is that, as a rule, such letters of 
appreciation should where necessary, be issued by the appoin-
ting authority or at least by the authority competent to receive 
confidential reports, convey adverse remarks and maintain the 
personal file of the officer concerned as defined in paragraph 
17 and not by officers lower than that. Officers below the level 
of the authority competent to maintain the personal file of the 
officer concerned are not competent to issue letters of 
appreciation or commendation on the basis of generally good 
work done over a period of time. Their remarks in respect of 
generally good work done by subordinates should appropriately 
be recorded in annual confidential reports. 

(iii) Occasions do arise when an executive officer in the 
field feels the need of encouraging his subordinates by issuing 
them letters of commendation particularly after good work done 
in connection with some specific incident, e.g., flood relief, 
locusts, visit of some V.1.P. etc., and it is not the intention of 
Goverr --Int to place this method of extracting good work out of 
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the subordiante beyond the reach of executive officers in the 
field. In such cases letters of appreciation may be issued even 
by officers lower than the appointing authority the authority 
competent to receive confidential reports, convey adverse remarks 
and maintain personal file. Such letters will not, however, be 
placed on personal files and should be issued very sparingly. 

10. Communication of adverse remarks. --Attention is invited 
to paragraph 7 of Punjab Governemnt Consolidated Circular 
No. 1 which is reproduced below :-- 

IT The attention of Government of India having been 
directed to the diversity of procedure followed in 
different provinces in regard to the communication 
to subordinate officers in civil employ of unfavour-
able remarks made by their superiors in annual or 
other reports of a periodical nature, the Governor-
General in Council has, with the approval of the 
Secretary of State, laid down the following general 
principles to which effect has to be given in all 
departments in all provinces :-- 

( a) when report is built up on the individual 
opinions as noted of different departmental 
superiors in gradation it is only the opinion as 
accepted by the highest authority which need be 
considerted from the point of communication; 

(b) an officer should not at any time be kept 
ignorant of reporting officer's opinion where his 
service is not considered satisfactory; criticism 
should be communicated promptly and should 
indicate in suitable language the nature of the 
defects in question; 

(c) the practice of discriminating between a remedi-
able and irremediable defects should be 
abandoned as far as practicable, except that a 
certain degree of discretion should be regarded 
as permissible in communicating reported 
defects of an irremediable nature. For instance, 
it might do more harm than good to inform 
an officer year after year that his brains are 
below average or that he is unduly sensitive; 

(d) the reporting officer should specifically state 
whether the defects reported have already been 
brought in any other communication to the 
notice of the officer concerned; 

(e) remarks in cases in which the Government or 
head of a department or other officer suspends 
judgment should not be communicated; 

(f) great attention should be paid to the manner 
and method of communication in order to ensure 
that the advice .given or the warning or censure 
administered,- whether orally or in writing, 

No. 9026-G-
51/6544, 
dated 4th 
December, 
1951 
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shall having regara to the temperament of the 
officer concerned, be most beneficial to him; 
and 

(g) any remarks on an officer's report which show 
that he has taken steps to remedy defects to 
which his attention has been drawn in a 
previous year, should be communicated to him 
so that he may know that his efforts to improve 
have not passed unnoticed. 

No. 2679- 
G-I 59/8249, 
dated 15th 
July, 1959. 

The above instructions should continue to be followed 
with the modification that adverse remarks in all cases should 
be communicated. Further the existing practice of conveying only 
adverse remarks is rather discouraging and leaves the officer 
concerned guessing as to the general total purport of his 
report. To avoid anxiety on this account Government have also 
decided to let the officer know briefly (in a sentence or part-
sentence) the general total impression of his report. For 
example, it could be said, 'while your work has been assessed 
as of a good standard of efficiency and competence, it has been 
pointed that you tend to delay cases; or though your work is 
generally assessed as out satisfactory during the year, you 
show a communal tendency which is brought to your notice for 
correction' ; or, 'while you are a hard working officer you 
sometimes lose your temper in dealings with the public' . 

Explanatory Notes.-- 

(1) It is not the intention that even those adverse remarks 
which have been washed out by the remarks of some 
superior authority including Ministers should be 
conveyed . The correct position is that only the 
adverse remarks recorded or endorsed by the highest 
authority reporting ,on an officer should be communi-
cated. Where, however, an adverse remark has not 
been specifically denied by a higher authority, it 
should be conveyed. It is, however open to that 
authority to decide that any adverse remarks need 
not be communicated. Where it is so decided, a 
specific order to this effect should be recorded. 
The criterion for such a decision should be based on 
paragraph 7(c) of•.  Punjab Government Consolidated 
Circular No. 1 reproduced above. 

(ii) The reporting officer, while mentioning any defects 
in the report, should as far as possible also give 
indication of what efforts have been made by way of 
guidance, admonition, -etc., to get the defects 
removed and with what results. 

(iii) It has been noticed that instructions that adverse 
remarks in all cases should be communicated to the 
officer are not being stricly observed with the result 
that officers are deprived of the right of represen-
tation. It has, therefore, been decided that all 
departments should make it a regular form of 
routine discipline and procedure to invariably 
convey adverse remarks to the officer concerned. All 



(iv) The highest reporting authority should be consulted No. 10935-
G-52/35352, 
dated 21st 
December, 
1952. 

at the time of communication of any adverse remarks 
if at the time of writing the report his views were 
not by any chance recorded therein. 
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competent authprities should make an occasional 
check of confidential reports entrusted to their 
custody in order to ensure that adverse remarks are 
in fact conveyed to the officers concerned. No notice 
should be taken in future of adverse rernaks if they 
have not been conveyed. Where a competent authority 
does not convey adverse remarks to the officer 
concerned, the omission will be treated as 
discriminatory action on its part and due notice 
will be taken of it. In regard to past entries in the 
personal files, any adverse remarks that have not 
been conveyed or shown, except those not conveyed 
or shown when Government's practice of conveying 
adverse remarks was not as strict as it is now, 
shall also not be taken into consideration. 

Although it was provided in Punjab Government 
circular letter No. 	9026-G-51/16544, dated the 4th 
December, 1951, that an officer should not be kept 
in the dark about reporting officer 's opinion where 
his service was not considered satisfactory and that 
criticism should be communicated promptly, yet all 
Departments do not invariably convey adverse 
remarks to the officers concerned.- Fresh instructions 
were issued in Punjab Government letter No. 3916-
GI-57/9867, dated the-  5th June, 1957 that all 
adverse remarks shotld be conveyed. The practice of 
conveying adverse remarks can, therefore, be said 
to have become strict only on receipt of the letter, 
dated the 5th June, 1957. The uncommunicated 
adverse remarks relating to the previous period, 
however, need not be communicated now. 

No. 5515- 
ASI-61/25297 
dated 11th 
July, 1961. 

No. 59-AS1- 
62/5649, 
dated 17th 
February, 
1962. 

(v) Except to the extent, indicated above, confidential 
reports are not to be communicated or shown to the 
officer concerned. 

(vi) While communicating the adverse remarks to the 
Government servants the identity of the superior 
officer making such remarks should not normally be 
disclosed. If however, in a particular case, it is 
considered necessary to disclose the identity of the 
superior officer, the authority dealing with the 
representation may at his discretion allow the 
identity to be communicated. 

11. Representations against adverse remarks. --Government 
have noticed a strong tendency among officers/officials at all 
levels not to take adverse remarks in the spirit in which they 
are intended and as part of the normal incidents of a whole 
career of service but to indulge in all kinds of pressure to get 
such remarks expunged. Such tendency produces ill-effects in 

-r 

No. 1485- 
A51-GI/ 
7762, dated 
1st March, 
1961. 

No. 8965- 
AS1-64/ 
35707, 
dated 16th 
November, 
1964. 

No. 703-GI-
58/8250, 
dated 7th 
April, 1958. 
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regard to the recording of remarks, without fear or favour, by 
reporting officers, and such practice must be strictly and firmly 

No. 2356-G- 
discourged and eliminated, if possible. It is often forgotten 55/18471, 	that theprimar dated 31st 	 y purpose of maintaining a record of annual 

March, 	remarks in regard to an officer's work is to accumulate over a 
1955. 	period of years a varied assessment regarding the performance, 

character, ability and integrity of the officer in discharging 
the responsibilities to which he is called. This record is meant 
to enable Government to assess the total worth of an individual 
officer with a view to utilising him in the best way possible 
for the public service. Primarily, therefore, the 'record of an 
officer is a document internal to Government to be utilised for 
'promotions, postings, transfers, encouragement, caution, etc. ' 
This main purpose of the record must, therefore, be borne in 
mind, namely, that it is a cumulative assessment of an officer's 
worth to be utilised for Government purposes and for public ends 
and it is only incidentally a means of bringing to the officer's 
notice defects which he should consciously endeavour to remedy. 
Ordinarily, therefore, departments should not enter into any 
controversy with officers in the matter of adverse remarks 
communicated to them on the basis of their confidential reports. 
Occasionally, however, cases arise where the adverse remarks 
are not made bona fide, or are based on a patent error of 
fact. An examination of the representations is, therefore, called 
for, and these should not be turned down automatically. Where 
the preliminary examination of the representation does not prima 
facie establish that the adverse remarks are mala fide or based 
on a patent error of fact, there should be no hesitation in 
disposing of the representation on the basis of the general 
policy referred to above. Where, however, it appears prima 
facie that the remarks are not bona fide or that these are 
based on a clear error of fact, the representation should be 
examined on merits. If as a result, it is found that the adverse 

No. 15172- 	remarks were not justified, after obtaining the orders of the G-55, dated 
highest administrative authority, a note should be recorded on the 22nd 	the confidential report ex December, 	 ging the remarks and the officer  

1955. 	 concerned should be informed of the action taken. The reporting 
officer may also be informed and suitably warned where mala fide intent is indicated. Recourse to expunction of remarks may 
be had only in cases of exceptional character after observing 
the procedure laid down above. There may also be border line 
cases in which there may be some substance in the adverse 
remarks conveyed to the officer and also some justification for 
the representation made by the officer against the adverse 
remarks. In such cases, the proper course to adopt would be to 
place the representation on the personal file after obtaining the 
orders of the hightest administrative authority. 

No. 8965- 
A51-64/ 
35707, 
dated 16th 
November, 
1964. 

Explanatory Notes :— 

(i) Before passing final orders on a representation 
agaisnt adverse remarks, _the comments of the 
reporting authority/authorities should invariably be 
obtained. 

(ii) If a representation is made by any officer against 
the remarks communicated to him such representation 
should be brought to the notice of the highest 
administrative authority and his order should be 
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obtained. It would be very undesirable that an 
officer against whose adverse remarks representations 
are submitted should himself dispose of such 
representations. 

The intention is that both for purposes of rejection 
and acceptance of representations against adverse 
remarks, there should be one authority and it should 
be the highest administrative authority. 

The 'highest administrative authority' means 'the appoint 
ing authority' or the authority to whom representation 
against the punishment of censure lies under the 
existing rules of the department concerned for a 
particular officer, whichever is higher. If such 
authority is himself the authority whose adverse 
remarks are communicated, the term 'highest adminis- 
trative 	authority' should mean the next higher 
authority. 

For members of the All India Services, serving under the 
Punjab Government, the 'highest administrative 
authority' will mean the State Government. 

No. 12241-
GI-58/1860, 
dated 21st 
January, 
1959. 

No. 59-AS1- 
62/5649, 
dated 17th 
February, 
1962. 

12. Time limit for filing representation against the adverse 
remarks and the authorities to whom the representations are to be 
addressed. — (i) As stated above, Government do not encourage 
representations against adverse remarks. But if a representation is 
made it should not be entertained unless it is received within three 
months from the date of the letter communicating adverse remarks to 
the officer/of ficial concerned. Government wish to make it clear 
that this time-limit should be followed rigidly and that the 
time-barred representations should be rejected. It is dangerous 
to allow officers to go on putting up representations whenever 
they think the situation is favourable to them, and post facto 
attempts to clean up personal files must be resisted. 

(ii) The representation against adverse remarks may be 
addressed direct to the authority conveying the adverse 
remarks. 

Remarks recorded in the Annual Confidential Reports 
against which representation has not been filed within the 
prescribed period or, if so filed, has been rejected, should not 
be expunged in spite of the fact that at some later date a 
succeeding authority has a different view. The succeeding 
Minsiter or officer may record his own remarks and get the 
same also placed on the personal file of the employee reported 
upon where he has a different view in regard to the remarks in 
the Confidential Report recorded by a previous Minsiter/Officer. 

Explanatory Note :— 

In the case of officers posted in Lahaul and Spiti on 
account of difficult communications the time-limit for submitting 
representations against adverse remarks will be eight months. 

13. Nature of documents/communications which need be placed 
on personal files.— (i) Besides the confidential reports on the 

No. 5515- 
ASI-61/ 
25297, 
dated 11th 
July, 1961. 

No. 3871- 
511-(5)/68/ 
14567, dated 
24th May, 
1968. 

No. 279-ASI-
63/4655, 
dated 2nd 
February, 
1963. 
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No. 8955- 
ASI-64/ 
35707, 
dated 16th 
January, 
1964. 

No. 279- 
AS1-63/4655, 
dated 2nd 
February, 
1963. 

work and conduct of an officer, copies of documents/communica- 
tions specified 	below should also be specified on the personal 
files-- 

(a) all orders imposing any of the penalties prescribed 
under Rule 4 of the Punjab Civil Services (Punish-
ment and Appeal) Rules, 1952 [now rule 5 of Punjab 
Civil Services (Punishment and Appeal) Rules, 1970] 
or rule 3 of the All India Services (Discipline and 
Appeal) Rules, 1954, as amended from time to time; 

(b) all communications conveying adverse remarks; 

(c) those letters of appreciation which deal with the 
outstanding nature of performance of an officer on 
an overall assessment on his work and conduct 
during the year in the light of the remarks 
recorded in his confidential reports. 

(d) A copy of the orders granting advance increments. 

(ii) As regards warnings which are not the direct out-
come of annual confidential reports (excepting those emanating 
from Government), these shall not be placed on the personal 
files without the previous approval of the 'appointing authority'. 

(iii) In regard to other communications of the nature of 
advice or conveying displeasure of Government orders of the 
competent authority whether or not a copy should be placed in 
the personal file should be obtained in each individual case. 
"Competent authority" referred to above will be— 

( a) Government in case where adivce given to a 
Government servant is from Government or the 
displeasure of Government is conveyed or Govern-
ment is the authority competent to impose the 
punishment of censure; and 

(b) the authority competent to hear appeals from an 
order imposing the punishment of censure, in other 
cases, except when the advice given is that of a 
higher authority in which case such higher 
authority should be the "competent authority". 

(iv) Whenever an officer has attended an approved 
course of study or tranining in India or abroad— 

(a) the fact of his having done so should be entered in 
his character roll; 

(b) the report received from the head of the institution 
of the aforesaid study or training should either be 
placed in original with the character roll or the 
substance of it entered therein; 
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(c) an entry about the report submitted by the officer 
on his work should also find mention in the 
character roll if it is outstandingly good, or is of 
poor quality indicating that the officer had not 
made good use of his period of study or training . 

Explanatory Note.--Approved courses of training may be 
defined to include courses sponsored by the Government 
or in which the cost or. part of the cost is borne by 
Government as also courses attended with the 
permission of Government or for which Government 
grant study leave. In respect of some of these courses 
it may not be possible or necessary to obtain 
reports which could be incorporated in the character 
rolls. For instance there are part-time courses and 
refresher courses where an assessment of the candidate 
is not made. In such cases, however, entry in the 
character roll of the fact of the officer having 
attended the course would nevertheless be useful in 
giving a more complete picture of the officer's 
experience and accomplishments. 

Explanatory Notes :— 

(i) As a result of delays detected by the Assessment 
Units, the officials responsible for delays are some-
times warned and in certain cases the Chief 
Secretary decides that a copy of the warning be 
placed on the personal file of the official concerned. 
In such cases it is not necessary to obtain the 
orders of the competent authority as defined in this 
paragraph for placing a copy of the warning on the 
personal file. The Chief Secretary will be competent 
authority for this purpose. 

(ii) It 	is 	the 	responsibility 	of 
	

the 	authorities 
maintaining the personal files to ensure that all 
documents required under the instructions of 
Government to be placed on the personal files, are 
placed thereon. 

(iii) The term personal file means in this context the 
collection of periodical or annual confidential report 
on the work and conduct of a Government Employee 
and copies of orders of punishment and appreciation 
letters, etc. , that may in accordance with the 
forgoing instructions, form a part of this collection. 

14. Documents which are not to be placed on personal files.--
The personal files should not be burdened with copies of 
personal letters or certificates issued by superior officers to 
their subordinates or letters of commendation issued by Govern-
ment in recognition of any special help that might have been 
rendered by the officer on a particular occasion, e.g., a local 
exhibition, visit of a V.I.P., etc. 

Letters of appreciation issued by various authorities or 
persons on any major event of work done or special contribution 
made by the officer towards the implementation of a particular 
scheme or successful conclusion of special campaign will not, 
therefore, be placed on personal files. 

No. 1485- 
AST-61/ 
7762, dated 
1st March, 
1961. 

No. 126-ASI-
64/2377, 
dated 17th 
January, 
1964. 

-ditto- 

No. 5929- 
G(C)-56/ 
21125, 
dated 30th 
May, 1956. 
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No. 5445-
GI-58/15172, 
dated 26th 
May, 1958. 

No. 6257-
GI-59/1587, 
dated 13th 
January, 
1960. 

Explanatory Note. --Enquiry 	reports 	of the Vigilance 
Department sometimes contain mention of unsubstantiated 
allegations. In any case these are in the nature of investiga-
tions . Such enquiry reports shall not be placed on the personal 
file . 

15. Procedure to be followed where a Reporting Authority is 
related to the officer to be reported on.--(i) When the reporting 
officer is the first reporting authority, he should be competent 
to record his remarks, but, while doing so, he should clearly 
mention that he is related to the officer reported on and bring 
out the exact nature of relationship. 

(ii) When the reporting officer is not the original 
reporting authority he need not normally write any remarks. If, 
however, he feels that for some reasons he must enter some 
remarks, he should, while doing so, act as under (i) above. 

16. Soliciting of remarks to be discouraged.-- Government 
have noticed an undesirable tendency among officers/officials to 
approach the higher authority for getting remarks out of the way 
on their personal files. The confidential remarks on the work of 
Government servants are recorded by the competent authority in 
the normal course when due. The officer/officials should, on no 
account, solicit for remarks in personal files whether from 
Ministers or their other superiors. 

17. Custody of persongl files and Authorities competent to 
convey adverse remarks in Confidential Reports.--In regard to the 
general question as to which authorities should be competent to 
receive and convey confidential reports and maintain personal 
files ( character rolls) of different categories of Government 
servants it is considered that, in principle, all this work 
should normally be the responsibility of the "appointing 
authority" . However, in view of practical difficulties involved, 
this does not appear to be feasible in all cases. Therefore, 
without prejudice to the right of the 'appointing authority' to 
issue any special instructions to meet administrative exigencies, 
it has been decided to lay down the following procedure : -- 

(i) The personal files of all officers of the I .0 .S ./ 
I . A .S . and the P C .S 	(Executive Branch) and 
non-I .0 .S ./P .0 .S . 	(Executive Branch) , Adminis- 
trative Secretaries will remain with the Chief 
Secretary, except that the personal file of the 
General Manager and Secretary, Bhakra Dam, will 
continue to be maintained by the Secretary, 
Irrigation and Power. 

(ii) The personal files of Additional Secretaries/Joint 
Secretaries/Heads of Departments, who are not 
members of the I C S ./I . A .S/P C S 	(Executive 
Branch) will remain in the custody of their 
Administrative Secretaries. 

(iii) The personal file of all Class I and Class II 
Officers, except those covered by (i) and (ii) 
above, will remain with their Heads of Departments 

(iv) The personal files of non-gazetted staff will remain 
in the custody of their Heads of Departments/Heads 

No. 1485- 
A51-61/ 
7762, dated 
1st March, 
1961. 

No. 3916- 
1G-57/9867, 
dated 5th 
June, 1957. 
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of Offices according to the existing practice, which 
may be modified, if circumstances so warrant, at 
the discretion of the Head of Department concerned. 

The authorities mentined at (i) to (iv) above will receive 
confidential reprots and convey adverse remarks contained 
therein in respect of the Government servants whost personal 
files are maintained by them. 

To facilitate the assessing of an officer's worth on the 
basis of his personal file, the good and bad remarks should be 
sidelined with red and blue pencils respectively while putting 
up the personal files in cases of promotion, disciplinary action, 
pension etc 

18. Index to Personal Files. —Government observe that very 
often annual confidential reprots are not written promptly by 
the recording authorities, nor is due importance attached to the 
proper maintenance of personal files, which are a valuable 
service record of Government servants . To remedy this state of 
affairs, it has been decided that an index in the attached pro 
forma ( Annexure A) should form part of each personal file and 
entries therein completed before any new documents are filed. 
To ensure proper unkeep of personal files, it would also be 
desirable that the appointing authorities/Head of Departments/ 
Heads of Offices have the personal files in their own custody 
and those in the custody of their subordinate_ offices inspected 
by a responsible officer once every year between the months of 
July and September, 

Explanatory Note. —Where the personal file is in the shape 
of a bound register, it is not necessary to prepare an index 
to it . 

19. Summary of personal files. —Government have decided 
that a summary in the attached pro forma (Annexure B) should 
form part of each personal file to facilitate the judging of 
relative merits of officers by the competent authorities making 
appointments, promotions, etc. To facilitate this task the 
grading should be done by the reporting officers. A column for 
'overall assessment' should be prepared in the form so that the 
years' work is assessed and graded in the recognised categories 
namely 'A plus' (outstanding), 'A' (Very good) , 'B plus' 
( good); 'B' ( Average) and 'C' (Below average). 

20. I am to urge again that the officers recording 
confidential reports should realise the value and the importance 
of such reports in making or adversely affecting the careers of 
officers reported upon. While superior officers have the fullest 
freedom and the right to record their opinion about the work 
and conduct of their subordinates, in doing so they should be 
guided solely by considerations of merit, justice and fair play. 
No personal considerations, approaches or sifarish of any kind, 
should be allowed to supervene and their conscience alone should 
be their guide in this matter. 

21. I am to request that these instructions should be 
strictly followed. 

No. 1648- 
G-56/18571, 
dated 14th 
March, 1956 

No. 6257-
GI-59/1587, 
dated 13th 
January, 
1960. 

No. 1485- 
A51-61/1762, 
dated 1st 
Merch, 
1961. 

No. 59-AS1- 
62/5649, 
dated 17th 
February, 
1962. 

No. 126- 
A51-64/2377, 
dated 17th 
January, 
1964. 
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ANNEXURE 'A' 

DEPARTMENT OF 

Index to Annual Confidential Report and other Documents placed 
in the Personal File (Character Roll) of 	  

Serial 
No. 

Date on 
which 
placed on 
personal 
file 

Nature of 
document 
placed 
showing 
period to 
which it 
relates 

Page Nos. 
of the 
documents 
filed 

Signature, 
date and 
designation 
of attesting 
authority 
of the entry R

e
m

a
rk

s  

1 2 3 4 5 .6 

N.B.—(1) The Index Form should be printed on both sides of a 
thick Coloured folder. 

(2) Each Index Sheet should have a printed Serial 
No. embossed in print in the right and top corner. 

(3) Printed Index Sheets are available from the Controller 
Printing and Stationery, Punjab, Chandigarh. 

(4) Proper account of Index Sheet should be maintained by 
each office. 
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ANNEXURE 'B' 

(1) Name of the Officer with an indication of the service to 
which he belongs. 

(2) Date of entry into the service. 

Period 
cover- 
ed by 
the 
report 

Post(s) 
held 

Name(s) 
with 
designa- 
tion (s) 
of the 
report- 
ing 
officer 
(s) 

,Whether the report 
is, 	on the whole, 
outstanding, very 
good, 	good, 	satis- 
factory or poor 

Reference 
to pages 

0  

N 

E
ro 
a) 

Out- 
stand- 
ing/ 
Very 
Good/ 
Good 

Satis- 
factory/ 
Fair 

Poor 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

(a) (b) (c) 

■ 
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ANNEXURE 'C ' 

Confidential Reports on the work of the officers of the Indian 
Civil Service/Indian Administrative Service for the year 	 

Name 

De sgination 

Period spent on the post 

Remarks 

Overall Assesment 

(Outstanding, very good, 
good, average or below average) 
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Copy of Punjab Government Circular letter No. 3482-ASI-61/25298, 
dated 11th July, 1961 from the the Chief Secretary to 
Government, Punjab, to all Heads of Departments, etc. etc. 

Subject. —Relationship between the Commissioners/Deputy Commis-
sioners and Divisional Officers/District Officers in 
Divisions/Districts. 

I am directed to refer to the instructions contained in 
Punjab Government circular letters No. 14102-GI-57/22998, dated 
the 15th November, 1957, No. 9180-GIII-59/22659, dated the 20th 
November, 1959 and No. 10542-GIII-59/26741, dated the 17th 
December, 1959, on this subject. 

It has been laid down in paragraph 10 of Punjab 
Government circular letter No. 2334-ASI-60/15708, dated the 3rd 
May, 1960, regarding confidential reports that adverse remarks 
in all cases should be communicated. It has further been 
amplified in explanatory note (i) under this paragraph that 
only the adverse remarks recorded or endorsed by the highest 
authority reporting on an officer should be communicated. In 
the ordinary departmental hierarchy, it is easy to determine who 
is the highest authority reporting on an officer, but it is 
difficult to do so where the Deputy Commissioner and the 
Commissioner are the additional reporting authorities on 
Divisional/District level departmental officers., A question has 
arisen as to what weight should be attached to the remarks 
recorded by the Deputy Commissioner/Commissioner vis-a-vis 
those recorded by the departmental reporting authorities. After 
careful consideration Government have decided that where an 
adverse remark has been recorded by the Deputy Commissioner/ 
Commissioner, it should invariably be conveyed even though the 
departmental reporting authorities have disargreed with it. 
Where however, the Commissioner disagrees with the Deputy 
Commissioner, the Deputy Commissioner's remarks need not be 
conveyed. 

Copy of Punjab Government Circular letter No. 472-ASI-64/11586, 
dated 9th April, 1964 from they Chief Secretary to Government 
Punjab, to all Heads of Departments, etc. etc. 

Subject.—Confidential reports—issue of letters of appreciation. 

I am directed to invite a reference to the Punjab Govern-
ment letter No. 2334-ASI-60/15708, dated the 3rd May, 1960, on 
the above mentioned subject and to state that in para 9 thereof 
it was specifically mentioned that letters of appreciation should 
not be issued indiscriminately but only in really deserving 
cases, in order to encourage good work on an overall assessment 
of the officer's whole work during the reporting period. The 
intention behind this really was to ensure that commendatory 
letters are based on a record of exceptionally good work, and 
not merely on the performance of routine duties with more than 
average ability and industry. Since commendations lose much of 
their value if they are given too easily, it is essential that the 
greatest care is taken to limit the number of such letters and to 
grant them only in really deserving cases. 
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2. Instances have, however, come to the notice of the 
Government where these instructions have not been followed in 
the spirit in which they were issued, with the result that 
recommendations for letter of appreaciation were made only in a 
routine manner and not after full and proper consideration of 
the merits of the work done. And, of late such recommendations 
have been found to have been made too frequently, which had 
even led to an unhealthy tendency among officers to go abegging 
for such letters. 

3. It has, therefore been considered that the standing 
instructions on the subject should be brought to the pointed 
notice of all concerned, so that these may be observed 
carefully. 

In order to further ensure that such recommendations come 
up after thorough consideration, Government desire that for any 
good case for acceptance-- 

(a) at least two authorities, when there are two or more 
such competent authorities, should make the 
recommendations in clear terms; and 

( ID) the work proposed for commendation should be clearly 
indicated. 

4. It is requested that these instructions may be brought to 
the notice of all the reporting authorities under your control, 
for careful compliance. The necessary addition to paragraph 9 
of the Circular letter referred to above is also being made. 

5. The receipt of this letter may please be acknowledged. 

Copy of Punjab Government Circular Letter No. 5582-ASI-64/24104, 
dated 15th July, 1964 from the Chief Secretary to Government, 
Punjab, to all Heads of Departments etc. 

Subject .—Relationship between the Commissioners and Divisional 
Officers in Divisions. 

I am directed to invite a reference to the instructions 
contained in the Punjab Government letter No. 10542-GIII-59/26741 
dated the 17th December, 1959, on the subject noted above, 
wherein it has been provided, inter alia, that Commissioners of 
Divisions will record remarks on all the Divisional Officers of 
the various Departments with regard to 

(i) reputation for honesty; 

(ii) relationship with public; and 

(iii) implementation of development schemes and policy of 
the Government. 

2. In this connection, it has been brought to the notice of 
the Government that the Divisional Officers of the various 
Departments often do not pay even a courtesy call on the 
Commissioners, with the result that most of these officers are 
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not likely to be known personally to the Commissioners who are 
consequently not able to express proper opinion about them. 

I am, therefore, in the interests of the Administration, as 
well as of the individual officers themselves, to request that 
the Divisional Officers of your Department may be directed to see 
the Commissioners of their Divisions as and when they find it 
feasible and covenient, but at least once in _six months. 

Copy of Punjab Government Circular letter No. 3270-ASI-65/11454, 
dated 3rd April, 1965, from the Chief Secretary to Government, 
Punjab, to all Heads of Departments, etc. etc. 

Subject.—Confidential Reports--issue of appreciation letters. 

I am directed to invite a reference to the Punjab Govern-
ment letter No. 472-ASI-64/11586, dated the 3rd/9th April, 1964, 
on the subject noted above, wherein it was decided that before a 
letter of appreciation could be issued to an officer on the basis 
of his confidential report, the following conditions should be 
fulfilled :-- 

(a) at least two authorities, when there are two or more 
such 	competent 	authorities, 	' should 	make 	the 
recommendation in clear terms; and 

b) the work proposed for commendation should be clearly 
indicated. 

The State Government has from time to time, been receiving 
references from the various departments seeking clarification on 
certain points. The matter has, therefore, been considered 
further and I am to offer the following clarifications in this 
behalf :— 

(i) where there is only one reporting authority and it 
recommends clearly the issue of an appreciation 
letter and also indicates the work proposed for 
commendation, an appreciation letter may be issued 
in such cases; 

(ii) in cases where the first reporting authority 
recommends an appreciation letter in clear terms 
indicating the work proposed for commendation and 
the second authority simply endorses it by saying 
'I agree' an appreciation letter may be issued as 
the words 'I agree' amount to endorsing the 
recommendation of the first reporting authority 
notwithstanding the fact that the second reporting 
authority did not clearly say in so many words 
that an appreciation letter may be issued; 

(iii) where two reporting authorities recommended the 
issue of an appreciation letter and the highest 
authority does not contradict that recommendation 
but records the words "Seen" or "No remarks" or 
simply appends his signature, an appreciation letter 
may be issued. Where, however, the final authority 
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controverts the recommendation of the lower authority 
no letter of appreciation should be issued; 

(iv) where the two lower reporting authorities do not 
recommend the issue of an appreciation letter but 
the highest authority makes the recommendation for 
such a letter in clear terms, a letter of 
appreciation should not be issued straightaway. In 
such cases, a refe.renece to the two lower reporting 
authorities, where there are two or more such 
authorities, should be made asking for their views 
on the issue of a letter of appreciation. A letter of 
appreciation should be issued only if at least one 
of the lower reporting authorities is also of the 
view that an appreciation letter should be issued. 

2. I am to request that these instructions may be brought 
to the notice of all reporting authorities under your control for 
careful compliance. 

The receipt of this letter may be acknowledged. 

Copy of Punjab Government Circular letter No. 7814-ASI-65/27821, 
dated 10th August, 1965, from the Chief Secretary to Govern- 
ment, Punjab, to all Heads of Departments, etc. etc. 

• 

Subject . —Writing of confidential reports on Class IV Government 
employees 

I am directed to say that the question regarding the 
maintenance of confidential personal files on the work of Class 
IV Government employees in the State has been engaging the 
attention of Government for some time past. At present, no 
confidential reports are recorded on the work of Class IV 
employees with the result that there is no satisfactory system 
for the purpose of judging the relative merit of these employees 
at the time of their promotion etc. It has been considered that 
the maintenance of regular confidential personal files of this 
class of Government employees would prove a useful record, 
which may be utilized for purposes of promotion and confirmation 
as well as for purposes of general discipline. In view of these 
considerations, it has been decided that annual confidential 
reports should hereafter be written in respect of all regular 
Class IV Government employees in the state and their personal 
files be maintained, as in the case of other classes of 
Government employees . A sample form of confidential report, 
which may be used in this connection is enclosed. 

2. The receipt of this letter may please be acknowledged. 

Confidential Report on the work and conduct of Class IV 
staff for the year 

1. Name 

2. Post held 

3. Date of birth 
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4. Scale of pay 

5. Educational qualifications 

6. Branch to which/Officer to whom attached 

7. Can he read and write Punjabi/Hindi/English 

8. Observations on— 

(i) Intelligence 

(ii) Amenability to discipline 

(iii) Honesty and Integrity 

(iv) Punctuality 

(v) Devotion to duty 

9. Is he fit for promotion to the grade of Jamadar/Daftry/ 
Record Lifter etc. 

10. Are you prepared to retain him under you 
11. Any other remarks. 	

Signature of Reporting Officer. 

Copy of letter No. 10250-ASI-65/40176, dated 15th December, 1965, 
from Sirdar Gyan Singh Kahlon, ICS, Chief Secretary to 
Government, Punjab, to all Heads of Departments, etc. etc. 

Subject. —Confidential reports—time limit for making represen-
tations against adverse remarks. 

I am directed to invite a reference to paragraph 12 of the 
Punjab Government instructions contained in circular letter 
No. 2334-ASI-60/15708, dated the 3rd May, 1960 as amended, —vide 
Punjab Government letter No. 5515-ASI-61/25297 dated the 11th 
July, 1961, which reads as follows :--- 

"Time limit for filing representation against the adverse 
remarks and the authorities to whom the representations 
are to be addressed. 

(i) As stated above, 	Government do not encourge 
representations against adverse remarks. But if a 
representation is made, it should not be entertained 
unless it is received within three months from the 
date of the letter communicating adverse remarks to 
the officer/official concerned. Government wish to 
make it clear that this time-limit should be followed 
rigidly and that time-barred representations should 
be rejected. It is dangerous to allow officers to go 
on putting up representations whenever they think 
the situation is favourable to them and post facto 
attempts to clean up personal files must be resisted. 

(ii) The representation against adverse remarks may be 
addressed direct to the authority conveying the 
adverse remarks." 

As is clear from the above mentioned instructions this time 
limit of three months for making representations against adverse 
remark is required to be followed strictly. Accordingly, if an 
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officer wants to represent against adverse remarks, he must do 
so within this prescribed time-limit and time-barred 
representations should be rejected straightway. 

2. Instances have, however, come to the notice of 
Government where certain officers, who wanted to represent 
against adverse remarks, could not do so because they were 
unable to lay hands on the relevant record in order to prepare 
their representations. The matter has been considered by 
Government and it has been felt that in such cases the officer/ 
official concerned should promptly intimate to the authority 
conveying the adverse remarks that he would be making a 
detailed representation after examining the relevent record. As 
for possible the detailed representation should also be sent 
within the prescribed time limit of three months. But where this 
is not practicable owing tO the circumstances beyond an officer's 
control and the authority dealing with the representation is 
satisfied about it, the representation may be entertained and 
dealt with ,as if it had been received within the prescribed time 
limit of three months. 

2. I am to request that these instructions may be brought 
to the notice of all concerned for information and compliance. 

Copy of circular letter No. 3498-ASI-66, dated 2nd April, 1966, 
from the Chief Secretary to Government Punjab to the All 
Heads of Departments, etc. etc. 

Subject.—Confidential reports—consolidated instructions regarding 
IInd amendment of 1963--overall assessment. 

I am directed to invite a reference to paragraph 3 of the 
Punjab Government letter No. 126-ASI-64/2377, dated the 17th 
January, 1964, in which the following addition was made at the 
end of paragraph 10 of the consolidated instructions contained in 
Punjab Government circular letter No. 2334-ASI-60/15708, dated 
3rd May, 1960 :— 

"To facilitate this task grading should be done by the 
reporting officers. A column for overall assessment should 
be provided in the form so that the year's work is 
assessed and graded in, the recognised categories, namely, 
'A plus' (outstanding) 'A' (very good); 'B plus' (Good); 
'B' (Average); and 'C' (below average)." 

It has come to the notice of the Government that column 
for overall assessment has not been provided by some of the 
Departments in their confidential report forms with the result 
that the overall assessment of the officers is not indicated by 
the reporting authorities at the time of recording annual 
confidential reports. It has further been noticed that even where 
this column for overall assessment has been provided in the 
report forms, the reporting authorities do not indicate the 
overall assessment of the officers reported upon. This 
necessitates the return of confidential reports to the reporting 
authorities for indicating the overall assessment. As a result, 
the confidential reports are delayed cons.derably and various 
matters, which have to be decided on the basis of those 
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confidential reports, have also to be kept pending. In order to 
avoid such eventualities, I am to request that the column for 
overall assessment should be provided in the form of 
confidential reports, where it has not already been provided, 
and the grading of an officer should be indicated in the said 
column invariably. 

2. I am to request that these instructions be brought to the 
notice of all concerned for information and strict compliance. 

Copy of letter No. 3681-ASI-66, dated 13th May, 1966 from the 
Chief Secretary to Government, Punjab to all Heads of 
Departments in the State. 

Subject. —Confidential reports on the work of Liaison Officers of 
Departments posted at Delhi. 

I am directed tc invite a reference to Punjab Government 
letter No. 3206-ASI-66/5854, dated the 17th March, 1966 wherein 
the procedure for writing annual confidential report on the work 
of the officers of the various departments who are posted as 
Liaison Officers at Delhi was conveyed to you. 

2. The matter has been considered further and it has been 
decided that the confidential report on the work of a Liaison 
Officer shall be initiated by the head of the Department 
concerned. Thereafter, the Agent to Government, Punjab at Delhi 
will add his remarks and send the report to the Administrative 
Secretary concerned. If the Administrative Secretary has a 
different opinion from the one given by the Agent to Government, 
Punjab the report will be put up to the Minister-in-charge for 
his final remarks. 

3. I am to request that these instructions may be followed 
strictly in the matter of confidential reports on the work of the 
Liaison Officers posted at Delhi. 

Copy of Punjab Government Circular letter No. 3277-51-67/20363, 
dated 19th July, 1967 from the Chief Secretary to Government, 
Punjab to all Heads of Departments, etc. etc. 

Subject.—Confidential reports—Action to be taken on represen-
tations received from State Government Employees 
against communication of adverse remarks. 

1 am directed to invite your attention to paragraph 11 of 
the instructions contained in Punjab Government letter 
No. 2334-ASI-60/1570, dated the 3rd May, 1960, in which the 
procedure for dealing with representations against adverse 
remarks has been laid down. It has among other things been 
provided that where the remarks are not bonafide or are based 
on a patent error of fact, a note should be recorded on the 
confidential report expunging the remarks, after obtaining the 
orders of the highest administrative authority and the officer 
concerned should be informed of the action taken. 'Further in 
border line cases in which there may be some substance in the 
adverse remarks conveyed to the officer and also some 
justification for the representation made by the officer against 
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the adverse remarks, the representation should be placed on the 
personal file of the officer concerned. 

2. In this context, the Government of India have laid down 
a uniform procedure to be followed by the State Governments in 
dealing with representations received from Officers of the All 
India Services against communication of adverse remarks made in 
their confidential reports. After taking into consideration 
instructions of the Government of India and keeping in view the 
procedure prescribed in the existing instructions of the State 
Government, it has been decided that— 

(i) the reprsentations or explanation against the adverse 
remarks should not be added to the confidential 
reports; 

(ii) if it is felt by the highest administrative authority 
that the remarks should be toned down, he should 
make the necessary entry with proper attestation 
at the appropriate place of the report. Past entries 
should not be corrected. 

(iii) In the rare event of the competent authority coming to 
the conclusion that the adverse remarks was inspired 
by malice or was based on a patent error of fact 
and, therefore, deserves expunction, he should score 
through the remark or paste it up or obliterate it 
otherwise and should state that he has done so and 
sign at the appropriate place indicating the date. 

Copy of Punjab Government Circular letter No. 7955-511(5)- 
67-31327, dated 18th November, 1967, from the Chief Secretary 
to Government, Punjab to all Heads of Departments, etc. etc. 

Subject . — Confidential reports. 

I am directed to invite your attention to the instructions 
contained in explanatory note (i) below paragraph 3 and 
paragraph 10(d), read with explanatory note (ii) thereunder, of 
the consolidated circular No. 2334-ASI-60/15708, dated the 3rd 
May, 1960, on confidential reports, as amended from time to time 
which read below : 

1. Explanatory note (i) below paragraph 3 

"Some reporting officers tend to make mention of very 
slight defects in a subordinate, Government is of the 
view that very slight defects should be brought to an 
officer's notice verbally in the way of advice and 
guidance and need not find .nention in annual 
confidential report unless they are of a type which 
have been more than once brought to the subordinate's 
attention but which he nevertheless persists in. 
Likewise, remediable defects should also be pointed out 
during the year so that the official concerned may 
make an effort to improve and to remove those defects." 

2. Paragraph 10(d) 

"The reporting officer should specifically state whether the 
defects reported have already been brought in any 
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other communication to the notice of the officer 
concerned." 

3. Explanatory note (ii) below paragraph 10 

"The reporting officer, while mentioning any defects in 
the report, should as far as possible .also give 
indication of what efforts have been made by way of 
guidance, admonition, etc. to get the defects removed 
and with what results." 

It has been observed by Government that the instructions, 
mentioned above, are not being followed by some of the 
reporting authorities and they still make mention of very slight 
defects in the work of their subordinates without first bringing 
them to their notice either verbally or in writing by way of 
advice and guidance. As a result, when some adverse remarks 
are conveyed to them (the subordinates), they ask for their 
expunction on the ground that no such defects were ever 
brought to their notice by the reporting authority/authorities 
during the course of the year as required by the instructions 
of Government. 

2. I am directed to point out that the object behind these 
instructions is to afford reasonable chance to the concerned 
employee to remove such minor remediable defects during the 
course of the year. If those are not brought to their notice in 
time the very object of these instructions is defeated. 

3. In the circumstances, I am directed to impress upon 
you that the instructions of Government, referred to above, 
should be brought to the notice of all concerned again for being 
followed meticulously, in future. Further, as required under 
paragraph 10(d) of the instructions, the reporting officer should 
specifically state while writing annual confidential reports 
whether the defects reported have already been brought in any 
other communication to the notice of the officer(s) concerned or 
not. Any departure from these instructions will be taken serious 
note of by the Government in future. 

6-OF ti3V• 	6789—-2(1)-69/28237, fHt 28 6elid, 1969, c 
Citr Hddd, 	Hdclid, 	*Fir 	t CP4 }if a1 bite I 
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"To enable the Sub-Divisional Officer to perform his co-
ordinating role properly, he should be authorised in 
case an official is not co-operative, to place on 
record his views on the annual report on the 
offending official to whichever Department he may 
belong." 
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3-etar }1-11-1)T01 	gA 	chf---)-rzz5 YkruFrai- (f1 	) 25 mtiloc:( 

	

Yriggut ETO fai-Tde ft 	)41:lard   t I 90; 	)1-17Cr81 

})-flift futfia 	d Yrgr 33~"ar 	tH 1- 31 rIQ i 

3. 4In_r 	 66,,21 EfJw 	 t fa 	r Frlrr fLit- 

'ftu Ex as cirratiqqat fErt-o-lb-rat ti4ft aN3 falte-ef # 

foa-rar f1)1.9/fir fra it)ti de) 
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Ad di a- 	 d 	4P1-1-  cf/1-ETWre 

ao 'fFry)fr Hie 0 I 

HddIa 3r })"faTITU fFt' -rEff f- grar 	fo-yr 1-4-cra 	b-roFral Err 

ah-ru-6-a 	faiThaz   fFS atm .<)? 	:-- 

(@) 	 HcfU3 ; 

(b-r) 1-1(5.1 	PErtr; 

(e) QH 	dl AalNr t Frar -ado W M-1 })I Ad di 	 c51A 

	

fEc i tftli (aspects) 	fftat 	b-rfcrala t 

fE-R-  F5 	#a.a f 	af-gEr-6--a ararkgral fel-1W))-2- 	fai-Thaz-  ftr.)4-T 

fFsbro 	>}r3 ab-ru5-Er 	FluK-s- 	 uggiva- 

do 7r 74-6 UIT Zi 31H17-dA I (seen or no remarks) -NNW 	t 	31  
TITIUU 	Ot-fTc1c04 ter  FrEtti radlcIT6 	 37Z33 

od • t'N-IT, Ufa fatiZt 7b-IET67 	Ub-19- J 1 6TE Ul Ft-13 Ut011-  I td-d- 

fatr -1 	 d17-frdc-1 fdEr t 	1-1 	c;? afi-ru-o-a- 

Frif-da.  (aFf 	 >)-09-0-  ?59  Ufrift., 	 fadld16 ft 	,i1 

CPci feff1-:31b-ra- 	}grtr-Z-  fZ:14175 t-U.  3 	1-1-07 	fu-i- sr rowdy) 

fe9 -1-6-1))-ra ufr 	 Thaa Traci 

ab-rra-ag 	d 3TO'-dl /-1k=rt-I 1)1g)=T-d 

Tiro- 	1-s1 t I fodidlo ffP1-6t)-ra 
4ITZ-it afi ITaaH c1fWT3 d P-rfo-ur 25 fa-4TE Rr-- 	 zr-d- 

fai-rra-ap-  f TLt TZ W 3FrP. 	Hk=i'Ll 'Kura 

6-71-3»-rl -Err# 	r I fe-Fr 	 trEr-a- 	b-rftratal do >yf3 d 	d 

fETT 	Utard 	at-rr-d-aFr ure-Tz;5@ a-f-d-at I zra @J tra 

aTE-1--  (override) ride ) cbcJI 	41-073 fe5U-97 	 TTHITaFf 

tT fg11-1 	 afifra-ag 	l })-1HU adl ttdrr nr3 fE94 

ab-ru-o-a-  C1 fFt13 feR11(116 ft?-4t-atl-r-a el f-Fiat 59  Ito-  SIT adi FOail- 

fad fEr- 	 fu fz:5-)crl   }1-f-d-Frai 
(columns) 	-"If--;"1-1 	I t 	 ii 	fta- 	f-F94- r -4-675 f 	di 

alff-e0- 	( sequence ) F /16H ra- 	Lf p.r -1t-UTT I" 

.rtft 	Hdclici MITA 143U 	1724-1T 11(3)-71, f1-131-  8 tla, 1971 

	 INTEr Hdepd, tEt,  Hia 	crtri-  lArie 

rs H. : 	 bid-Errs "rcl VT 	Hdd al -T-MTa--1>K1 	111 	fTo- 
Iff-dz# fi-r€1-1- f 	Cl i-rizD3 --r 	EPt 

(ttltd3 ff 	))-fr4 	FfIl-crs aa-f-e0 	tru f 	wrfaio 

0 fa gq fa# co-hdra-  a-al-tura-1)1# 	1 	i 1 	i of (u-Erz51- 	fFut au  
fT0"), 	 -ftvre 	>1N9-E) fib, 1970 ))-1-6-1TU fEr-a 
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ociT fa-rf- gr 	 It 	 fc4A 41 c1 

aaxaTafi 	ftR-1-  fi-IRE i. t3 U141 B-1 1 'a 3$ ca c5"61 	 1- (r 1- cx 

	

fagfa-  	FrEttr3 am-rardi- 	Ar )-rn-rfRgi 	Erai gra 

-n-  wiEr 	I 10-1 t.-5& 	 FrErtr3 	 fi-rFrE kti 

trfdmi 	 ifk000t to- 	TdOt FINiV}I-fr ;e 	fa gFr 	ware 

-Frf-zr31-  'FOR-  c(d6 ET 	T COT 1-. r 114 I 

Copy of U.O. Circular letter No. 3778-SII(1)-71/17239, dated 5th 
July, 1971, froth the Chief Secretary to Government,. Punjab 
to all the Administrative Secretaries to Government, Punjab. 

Subject : Writing of Confidential Reports--Meticulous observance 
of Government instructions. 

I am directed to invite your attention to consolidated 
instructions issued, --vide Punjab Government circular letter 
No. 2334-ASI-60/15708, dated the 3rd May, 1960, on the subject 
noted above, and to say that there has been a growing laxity 
in regard to writing of annual confidential reports for some 
time past. Allowing for difference of opinions genuinely held by 
different reporting/accepting authorities, it has been observed 
that the reports are generally very much on the liberal side. 
Quite often these contain non-commital remarks, with the result 
that the reports do not reflect a correct and objective 
assessment of the work and conduct of the Government 
employees. In this connection, your attention is invited to 
paragraphs 3 and 4 of the above noted circular letter, wherein 
guidelines have been laid down both with regard to the contents 
of the reports and the manner in which these should be written. 
It is inter alia stressed therein that :-- 

(i) instead of multiplicity of columns in the A.C.Rs. a 
simple form (annexure 'C' thereto) on the aspects of 
satisfactory discharge of duties, ability, consciencious-
ness and hard-work and the degree of these qualities, 
control on the establishment under the Government 
employees 	concerned-capability 	of 	supervision, 
maintenance of punctuality and discipline, access-
ability, proper dealing with the complaints, courtesy 
in behaviour, systematic and adequate touring (in the 
case of the touring officers), should be adopted; 

(ii) the report should bring out specific defects, if any, 
remediable or otherwise, occurrence of any particular 
incident depicting the officer to be good or bad, 
letters of appreciation-, if any issued by the various 
authorities the major event of work or special 
contribution to a particular scheme and accomplish-
ment of a special campaign should be , taken into 
consideration while making assessment of the officer/ 
official's work ; 

(iii) while minor defects may be pointed out verbally, 
those of persistent/perpetual nature, should be 
mentioned in reports indicating therein remedial 
defects during the year, so that the official concerned 
may make an effort to improve or remove the same ; 
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(iv) while indicating defects, an overall and balanced 
judgment be made in the respective columns instead of 
clubbing all the defects in one column relating to 
defects, if any, which is particularly meant for 
indicating significant defects of general nature ; 

(v) an entry about pending enquiry in the confidential 
report should invariably be followed by the entry 
about the result of the enquiry ; and 

(vi) a mention about complaints without sifting the truth 
thereof ; should be avoided and the assessment be 
made on the basis of personal knowledge. 

2. According to para 4 of the aforesaid letter the 
integrity of the Government employees, being of greatest 
importance, needs a special mention in the confidential reports. 
The reporting officer should give a definite, frank and the 
honest opinion on the integrity of their subordinates and the 
practice of making non-commital/ill-considered remarks in this 
regard should be discouraged. It was also stressed therein that 
the entries with regard to integrity should be forthright and 
realistic. 

3. Attention is again invited to para 20 of the aforesaid 
letter wherein the need for writing confidential reports in a 
fair, impartial and objective manner was stressed. It is laid 
down therein that the officers recording confidential reports 
should realise the value and importance of such reports 
especially while making adverse remarks affecting the careers 
of the Government employees reported upon. While reporting/ 
accepting authorities have the fullest freedom and the right to 
record their opinion about the work and conduct of their 
subordinates, but in doing so they are to be guided solely by 
the consideration of merit, justice and consistency. A 
confidential report should as such depict a true assessment 
about the work and conduct of the Government employees in an 
explicit and concise manner. 

4. It is, therefore, requested that the necessity of writing 
confidential reports in a proper and impartial manner should be 
stressed again on , all the reporting/accepting authorities and 
these instructions should be observed meticulously. 

4514-A-q're 2(1 ) -71/30328 

Hu 	 HdotiU I 

Fn-ru 	fv-grail )7-1u-oral, 
d 	 Ittni nr3 uf-a>gr-o crrO 

)7-r trfewsr gag, 
Fo-ru fuT br4 14Er5 
Tn-r-a fave ab-ru--6a )7-1 

@.f-gaz:s r4ufa (fizwg), zi2R-rEi 

f)-Si a'aidy 19 6-4. :1 d , 1971 
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 	YrUtra artrs f 	fT-o- 	b-ITzTaral).K1  8 Id c?' d 	aid  
1"3 c(t16 RFT' rtt V81---t6-314# EITa 

Wria1}7{1 	fa »{r-ti 	fEmem 	Hdcoa- 	Tut irga 

2334-- AR.wrzr1.-60/15708, .1)431 3 )-rd-, 1960 E.  ar 11 65 

fgrfl:11-11 	11-1H WU 	 famr Fri-  fa Tata Ufzig 	fFs)tr- 

fEru t fa -167a-31b-rfqz-Ti 	zn-Fr us ta am-rural ET Ad- 

f3}grd 	.# @FT 	 Tz "fUPYr1 	() 

titra 	)1-rrFrn-r1- 	tfalb-ri QH am-rural t ax nr3 ))-rrua-- 	b-f'ovil Tsrfeb-rr 

Aaf«guntfuol f-4'A-7oapr 64 	f-a-gr Hael t 	15,31-ci c6fad  

eiNgrUt 	fErF1 FE'tt,a HIS is fa Qc..r @o; 	ed aar-6 El 73-6 cta I 

2. 	delfu-st arc-Fra b-o-r 	d 	1{-7ThaTic 6 i 1-R:InEft fa# 

ct 	dxar 	 f-fu 	 acil nr3 @=r"--d1-9Tat 

111:31--t-Est g0; UrF5r3i- 	tErut 	Fr-E1 	as 	Ta6 aR;531 

17 .123 art t-(7 I -tp )1-rfuul 1-M 	),rrdri aa-a. Hsi  
))-ff- 7 ilraT adi. 	 H c4 	irlH 	grg @3T 	Ar 11-IH 

arra fya-  FErz_f am-rural))-ftz4t ))-fgrfa t for )3-Tut -H-6 Er gEfrz:3- 	11-1)-1 

aEr-6 	 f"8.7 et do f 	 )1-rrfol-fr t fa  
FrEt'y   t fir ci 	fol-rrEr 	 ad 

fvI trl:r 	 ad fa TTErttg -d1-1Vr-df 	kgrVel-  -FroTET 

c? d 0-  yar-zrar 	t, ua 1. )-1 tr  f=u 	ad] fa g;z); t 	# 

)1-fr 	"d1Z3 	 I FrErci ))-furat fir fta-a-  geziA 	aut 	 f-EV- 

ErfE3t cud 	 )-rErTal.  fT i 	fa gu 1131-gFc omoi 

)crraF d 	drQa Fe -v3t-ta-tN-1 	 )1-fur-di frau 	r )1-4 

--Eff-9-kfre 	Z'5,drigd-  I oda 	 b-FOTTU fir 
Htil ihicirf3 	3-t @ftlS 3T fu u tr fa gu ttra a 	4--dt 	l Cdr  

Ig1651 Ulu]: 4111-al ihic(11:3 gri 	 3T # A 	Hrufido 	ao Jr 

	

atst .M" Ha I fur 	4.?a Eri-  am-rural }}-rd'r g )1-we 

	

)1-rfuu-1)/-rt arm fmTharr f 	fa ')160Hodlazi Ar edltfra Fn-rfwr riT  

Hcce, 	3T yr 	s QA 	11-st-t6-3-1 FraFrat a 	dtl old feA 1-3-Qdf1 
Ett;5f. 	"Kft_4 149WE1 HdaTa dU)-i-Tut »fru-d-o-  f-670-frt, 1966 	faup-i 
3(iii) Et gzgflia-T 	FrEru 	 ziErgat arard.  at-st T  Tra-011 I tiiii- 
at-st tril 	 )/-n-fzus 	!b(r 1-1Q I 

3. fur 113a 	vdt an-1E 

f)71ere-f ur3a, 

4-Ta.-111 . 

	

Frr,Td3 Ff3U 	cirt-lotkc4 , 
?T.Ft 	, .L171:1 Addrd 
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Htior )1-1 	 fd 

(1) 111-1.0" tat 	zr14 	1 .; 

(2) Fn-ru 	 if r1 	 FfTara ; 
4f SITW-Er a I 

H.Ff. 

tap-6. YkraRa-,A- re 2, 
RU-arra 1 

qr 

(1) FrHu ft31-  afHig-6a-, if-ffrEr 

(2) FP-1-U lifaTFral 'gaga, zrriTkl RU-dra I 

.14.A.:4514- 1-  2(1)-71, ii-fal- ttd14 19 	1971 

e: 4408-Ff 11(1)-72/27670, Mal 20 41031EFU, 1972 	 Cftf 

1-1•;idcl, IrRTET Hdcad 	 Itra H f .kgraT )411-dra 4irfe 

kUi : Yia-fFra artr3 	 facod6 	1r3r 	 1-1f3- 

63.1)1-fi Efr 	1 

t fa wi r -ftr1m zri-fir Hdotia t arEr31-  tr3a- 

2334-.)-rrrel-. 60/15708, fl-F31-  3 NE't, 1960 	-n-Ur 1 1 )}{- 	aT  

12 #5 -fliEr})-17 rIQ 	))-1-6-FfrU UP-fa fat 	l[atf,.3" cal6; e vr-d-ff 

wr# a-a)-rural-  3 /-1-01t 	FT) 	mid11-36-31.  

-Oka-31)1# t )1f3H ua)-r 	u1 1 fad au-6 )1-rferara-1),- 

t itca- 	wrfeo.  t fa 	4(1-  1441681})-ft 	1c61-1 	Z:Sd 

d 61. 	arch 	 b-rfcraral.  Fr4 f-Fra 	f?-4-& 

1)-1 	 -Nil-ft odi 1R ltd  	Rit I 1-1-1H 

gF5Fal-f a 	a )-N'14& 	)1-Ed173 3#t, f-61,161, #-a urd adc5 Yrf  

auk wrfef TtH# 	fo-aaa 	 t, t f-614-2-r 

1?.c1   t I fo=r 1 fErmiYi 	alpco.; 1:1-4 

> cgdo 	 fad 	ado tT H-a'azr 1-ra-r 

fl-fg, HIM 	H c5R-it 	of -dEl- -U1 )11-di# FR:s 	 focrl- 

1-06 t I 	 gtf FO )1-red FiErcig a-d)-r9-Te 	 f-e3 FrfEr31-  

	 igtrat 	gfu-3 ad 	Frratlit arm 	irft:r alrf-e})-rt 

fEr-dago al3r fa-wr t fa )74 2' 	°mai   11-31tr-6-310 	)14'3H 

tHZ:5"T 31-1-dt 	).)-rd-q'ec1 	d tar 111 )2-ft 11-i fH# 	))-rn-r 

61-a-gta -kfrE-6r 
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No. 4408- 
SII (1)-72/ 
27670, dated 
20th October, 
1972. 

Extract of Para 5 of P.G.U.O. Circular No. 5072-2511-76, dated 
8th July, 1976, regarding adverse remarks. 

5. The representations against adverse remarks communi-
cated to the employees, if made are required to be disposed of 
finally within a period of three months from the date of its 
submission. This time limit was fixed keeping in view the fact 
that the Government employee concerned does not remain in 
suspense as to the fate of his representation. Delay in deciding 
such representation also causes repercussion on the cases of 
promotion, crossing of efficiency bar etc. of the employees 
concerned. 

Copy of Punjab Government Circular letter No; 6696-S11(1)-73/ 
573, dated the 24th January, 1974, from the Chief Secretary 
to Government, Punjab to all Heads of Department's, etc., etc. 

Subject : Placing a copy of the simple warning on the personal 
file. 

In continuation of the Punjab Government circular letter 
No. 1724-SII (3 )-71 , dated the 8th June, 1971 on the subject 
noted above. I am directed to clarify that a copy of tro simple 
warning, when placed on the Personal file of the Government 
employee would amount tc censure and would accordingly require 
the procedure prescribed in the Punishment and Appeal Rules, 
1970, to be followed. In view of this position a copy of the 
simple warning should not be placed on the personal file of a 
Government employee unless the prescribed procedure for 
punishment is followed. 

Copy of Punjab Government Circular letter No. 8617-511(1)73, 
dated the 27th March, 1974, from the Chief Secretary to 
Government, Punjab, to all Heads of Departments etc.,etc. 

Subject : Writing of annual confidential reports--recording of 
remarks about Small Savings work by the reporting 
officers. 

I am directed to invite your attention to the Punjab 
Government circular letter No. 5582- ASI-64/24104 , dated the 15th 
July, 1964, --vide which it was provided that Commissioners of 
Divisions/Deputy Commissioners will record remarks on the work 
of all the Divisional Officers of various Departfnents with regard 
to implementation of development schemes and policy of the 
Government. It was further laid dcwn therein that to enable the 
Commissioners to express proper opinion the Divisional 
Officers should see the Commissioners of their Divisions as and 
when they find it feasible and convenient but at least once in 
six months . 

2. It is felt that the Small Savings movement forms one of 
the essential and basic source of funds for development schemes 
and welfare policies of the Government. Thus the achievements 
of the development schemes are del3endent upon the success of 
the Small Savings movement. District Officers who have to raise 
funds on voluntary basis, by mobilizing public opinion, by 
persuasion and all other laudable methods, play an important 
part to give fillip to the development schemes. 

3. Although the momentum for the schemes should 
spontaneously come from the officers concerned in the national 
interest, yet it is felt that recognition of the performance of 
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officers by the Government would  further help in more 
enthusiastic efforts for mobilising Small Savings. 

4. Accordingly, Government have decided that performance 
in the field of Small Saving Schemes, like performance in the 
field of developmental schemes, should also be kept in view °  
while recording the Annual Confidential Reports of the Officers 
concerned. The Deputy Commissioners of the respective Districts 
who allocate targets of Small Savings to various officers should, 
therefore keep in view the local conditions of the area and 
other allied factors at the time of recording their remarks on 
the performance of the officers concerned. 

As regards the performance, of the Deputy Commissioners, 
the Commissioners of Divisions may kindly keep in view the 
achievements of various districts in the same manner while 
recording remarks in the Annual Confidential Reports of the 
Deputy Commissioners concerned. 

5. Kindly acknowledge receipt of this letter. 

Copy of Punjab Government Circular letter No. 4225-2S11-74/ 
21500, dated the 15th July, 1974 from the Chief Secretary 
to Government Punjab to all Heads of Departments etc., etc. 

Subject : Writing of Annual Confidental Reports--Recording of 
remarks by the Reporting Authority/Reviewing 
Authority--Avoiding of delay. 

I am directed to address you on the subject noted above 
and to invite your attention to the following extracts from the 
instructions contained in Punjab Government Circular letter 
No. 2334-ASI-60/15708, dated the 3rd May, 1960 : 

"Para 2: It is essentted that all officers write their 
reports in the per.sOnal files of their subordinates 
regularly and punctually. Not only should every 
official whether gazetted or non-gazetted, possess a 
personal file or character roll, but it should be kept 
up-to-date and not allowed to remain without remarks 
for over a period of 12 months, otherwise its utility 
as a confidential record disappears. 

* 	* 	* 

In some cases, confidential reports are written twice a 
year and in other once a year. Whatever the 
frequency laid down , it is necessary that this should 
be adhered to rigidly and the reports recorded on or 
by the due dates. A certificate should be furnished 
by all Heads of Departments to the Administrative 
Secretaries concerned within one month to show that 
all confidential reports have been recorded in their 
respective departments by the due date. 

necessary such 
lapse of a very 
with suspicious 

r _,._ 

	

	*Note:--The confidential reports should be recorded without 
delay. Further", in the event of heavy delay occurring in 

reports as had been written after a 
long period and 

isolated cases, it should be possible for the higher 
authorities to discount to the extent 

as were attended 

Inserted,— 
vide P.G. 
No.126-451.- 
64/2379, 
dated 17th 
January, 
1964. 
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As emend-
ed,--vide 
P.G. No.59- 
ASI-62/5649, 
dated .17th 
February, 
1962. 

features on one ground or another. The assessment of 
the record as a whole of the officer concerned would 
thus not be affected unduly by such a report." 

@"Para 8 :--Recording of remarks on the occasion of 
relinquishment of charge by Reporting Authority : (i) An 
officer may, if he had not done so 'previously within 
six months, record remarks for the confidential files 
of officers subordinate to him within six months of 
his relinquishing the charge of his post. 

(ii) In consequence of change of portfolios, a Minister or 

a Deputy Minister or the Chief Parliamentary Secretary 
may also, if he had not done so previously within six 
months, record remarks for the confidential files of 
officers subordinate to him within six months of his 
relinquishing the charge of his previous portfolio." 

2. The above policy was laid down, inter alia on the 
following grounds :-- 

(a) There should be no undue delay in writing of the 
reports; 

(b) Delay in writing of reports especially by the officers 
relinquishing 	charge 	of 	the 	post 	is 	not 
administratively desirable because by the passage of 
time, the assessment becomes unrealistic; 

(c) The possibility of the reports being biased on account 
of delay in writing can also not be ruled out; and 

(d) If representation against adverse remarks so recorded 
at later stage comes, th.e officer concerned will not be 
in a position to give proper appreciation to the basis 
of remarks. 

3. It has been observed by Government that the above 
instructions are not complied with in letter and spirit with the 
result that confidential reports on the work of officials/officers 
continue to be recorded very late. In some cases the reporting/ 
reviewing authorities have recorded their remarks even long 
after 6 months of relinquishing the charge, in violation of the 
instructions referred to above. The cases involving the consideration 
of the latest report for deciding several matters such as 
crossing of efficiency bar, grant of annual increment etc., have 
to be kept ,pending. Delay in recording the reports also creates 
an atmosphere which is not conducive to the efficient working 
of the Government. 

4. Government view this tendency of late-recording/non-
recording of confidential reports on the part of the various 
reporting authorities with concern. Government, therefore, desire 
that you should ensure strict compliance of the Government 
instructions. Where unreasonable and unjustified delay takes 
place and the Government policy is infringed, responsibility may, 
be fixed so as to take suitable disciplinary action where 
warranted. 

5. The receipt of this letter may also be acknowledged. 
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and ;PIT Ruardt 	 5637-2A.11-74, f1-131 29 H&1, 1974 

1-1(74sd A-0e, .4M Fru-a 	afi-nar-6-ar ))d WERT i-fiJszi, -tfura- mrfe 

PUr : 	arl_13 fa azT Erra 

auta3 f 	urFultfa 
U-d-R 	 istu I 

2. G14-a3 	art' AV172" aft FidcIU el cblA el get 
Fa bid urFsTr Horth- 	 fYa Nth i-r3d1R-1- 	wrtv 1,e1 
t 	c1c1 HIM 31 )41-d-U 	arbre 	 b-rcf b-rcf gr# .-d)-1-01a14rit  

u-14{1- 	fodlb-rf RTfErYfr 	ftp-I i-rfua) 	ftF5 	 @R Err blq&S 

))13 	6dn3 UNiE Qoi 	1-11  affrfEolirr wfEibir a I 

-144 	 u-1-  1973-74 )1{-? Iff-dgf 	fa4-azt 
1-17 T Er11E16 -a 	g3t 	e 10 40713, 1974 3a fErU 13-d-q-dZ 

FT -T 	fld 	fidqff-a-  fir F5Eftbeil 3T IT d 	a fa .6-ffi 

3. @z1-0a3 )116HTd g 4111 	tro-t adel ui fa :-- 

(1) Fidcoa 	i=r)zr (51A })-- 	g3-a-1- 	t 	-fa as Ars 
W4H 	t bled mid fad fECIc tax 25 )-1M-F5 71-3T 
Wiegr as b-r-  @FT 	EIN-E is1per i-r3at R-1- 	Frfu3 

	

1(`) far 	fabiT-6 	u2 T old 	1-1 ; ))-1 

(2) )4T8 1973-74 ))-f -  zifugi u1))-it f j f Err   fTgraT 	8 
4911:13, 1974 ()1 faltd-2 	7-fr? 41-d71-3 nrrurTlt8.  binf bitit6 
Axa b{)-A Haut Fria frgidii 	otopm-i 	 au fir 

l'ir? fa fdla?t #50)1-it ,fir 	dc5 	f-R-e 
bifti dl oil 	 c5cif (1.A mut 0 	 9v fT-a figF 	and 6 tf}—{ 	 fEra )jtil 4-4-T 

and- -Om Frdara dmisl u3a g: 267-21411-75/9435, f)-131 24 1-19"U, 
1975 	 crtr AT3d, -trR-rtf 	 kgizo 	crEd-  birtI  

	

1;1,  : ftic5-1 4f--d-Eirs 	cST tr  Hdcadi 	 d»-ri 	tr-s-dio 
ftugra 

1r-a-a3 	 4nf 	fEN-F-6 Ifffra H d and 	MITA.  tf"3-d 
1724 -RA( 3 ) -71, f)-13fi 8 tie), 1971, tTs feQd- 	bfrfulbir tEit 

fBR did; fd Film? .461 fdP311  

la4 cojd cid aaNaTafi 	le6f f-a6161 (8r251-  Al fzz9zr-st au  

	

kid , liffrEf fp s> 	(-ea bi-4 	f6-13n-fivnt, 1970, 

	

of Ara fcif 	a 	tf;iFF roe va 

H 	d ciru 	TEr31- -tba- 	fte-  K: 4225-2R 
II-74/21500, 
f)-(3115-7-74 
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7F3- foTA Hdare 	 1(-51-11 grErt5 	(5E1 1-11 
t 3T 0416 -t 	 1. (1 for 	 -ffa 	 

IT8t13 am-rare 	FAT HT)-ifF91# 	Efal- 4iFra 	Hotel t 
1. 	ZTerf YifiRUT 	1 .z.c.)1 Hkzi"1.1 	 1 1-0A -b-Tre- 

	

fk!d Frigifoo 	a 	Hot 1:11-rfr:Jk)fr 1-110" t fa  
@Fr 	FrfErst FR1AZ 	z):11 f-OT Fr PT-- I 

2. 1. )-1 HNtr fpa "z-fATEI Pra. TU 	3D:ft 	6696-MI(1)- 
73/573, 1)-13t 24 ricW(:11, 1974 TrUt -1E-a 7LIV----1,T9 3- 	 fulryfr 
tits 1-1Ttird6 , 	f-a) aal-roat 	Hi61 f-KTR:5 	 g1-1 tr 
	 gA 	Pr6t4fd (censure) 0(dc5T ifUT 	4.1" 	 1-191-10:1 1A-TE 

»-r-4 Y414-17_z5) 2-F.5-6, 1970 -1-q-U fc37a<fd3 fel 	ipm-T as 
trrdlel 	I (- 1-1 )-111-1A- 	0(1631   fTgrfa")-fr tP3-fr 	1 lo-1 
vNntri- 	Frer6 ftH Zif<VU 

"It cannot be said that every warning placed on the 
personal 	file amounts to censure. A distinction will 
have to be drawn between the warning issued on 
account of any gen2ral lapse on the part of a 
Government employee and a warning issued as a 
result of the employee being held guilty of misconduct. 
The correct view would be that a warning with a copy on 
personal file will become censure only when it is 
issued as a result of disciplinary action by the 
disciplinary authority under the Punishment and 
Appeal Rules holding the employee concerned guilty of 
misconduct. Therefore, it is not necessary to observe 
the procedure laid down in the Punishment and Appeal 
Rules in every case where a warning is to be 
administered." 

3. 1-153 )861-11U. Fr-P4ZI3 1- tcr A ttl, 	1. (1 Ird-dra. 	O' 

1c4A aaHaTafi 	Afu-a 	#3-trst 	zra ti' 	41 
fi-FTF5 	65;, 	of 	1 	 3f 11-1 Mei zlituf 	atri 
C-hdT 	 0(163T td 	Trial 6c.I1• ; 

(41) Rt 10(4 ff.)-(Ure 	trocw, 't-nv 	ardo 	 fd't 	 @A- 
1-1131 fi-TFIH 	t.)=It 	37 gp- 6 Qzr-d'--4-3 u-qt 

VrElbit 8 No, 1971 E1411 	4.37:frd 	litFt 	4fna-T 
FRniret~cC 	 }fir 	 (prior opportunity of 	expla- 
nation) Rat t, fad 	 ti161 -b-rFiFs 

gF5, 	 bir?-d-rr tra trwEr fFiu5 t 	(je 
bi-trla) .1-67)-1, 1970 11,1 fH-Erf tErl- 	 ad1'; 

	

(Er) ti 10(4 a)-rare 6 fm:ra'aaz 	wrzrra 	 @Ff 
c6,3 6w), 	 t'a vkf bitif-dt  	3-qZ3 ifP/4 

fi-rFia 3 	t1-tFrur 	 rq- 3f gut-a-3 	2 11:j 
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FRPTetd- 	})-f-67TrU 	fEra tatwa 	Htp r drf, froi &it 
zr,-1-41 	 (4 	)1-Rats) 'I-67)4,1970 fwd ff  

ZITarr 	 11.1 	fE cgiet iIT Tfilcd gAl) 
F5Ert fEU a1a tNTr 	 itat>ga.' 

1-11 	I 	fu fa fi-rFrag-ea-2- 	ozc5Frau f-a-un-rt fq-a- 
E-TR-  minor penalty ftt  	IffeA" penalty () 	ral 
reA t1I I  

4. fu at3 m-ru icrfutr3 	 fcr)14-r:f 	 fz:sfr fealmt 
3t 4 feTi- H 	Frac 	PM 	T N 

5. 1- /-1 4c1 	lreU aFrle • -q1 ifrt 

artitfJL f. e: 2172-2g1 1-75/15598, fH3t 28 )}10", 1975 c 
ditto 	 t". r., 	 dirialfsa 	 

F-J7 PA afruesa-  bia vErtratFrau, ifwEr Hdcad 	lea and nr 
taut Prizei hirte 6 

kkir : ,-,Tdr);1« aTirs fu-o-d-et 6 asi- -iFsoT ark I 

-law a-a-a gu--0'33 f 	urEritr kid 1e 	Hdotrat 14 7  
ft:Neff-6 	5 otd61-  

3 1. bl.R.e: 
5637-2R11-
74, fyi-81 
20-7-74 

:-- 
2. i-17,r 	 b-rr-zr )1-ro-Fia. 	vR-1- 	fEru tz3filnir fap-gr ufi  

	

) cid HIM )45 	4ed 41-1 d f3 	j fz;314- 	 )-m-fFs 
1-gr 	 3a93 EWE 1.411 )21" 	 

(2) )-11-65 1973-74 )1-1 	1-1f0T5t 	-1>)-11-  MU-et Elia )1R1 ft  	f 

	

1-1-c111. 	Fnip r,1 	Fr8971-  c(c511651 	16 
1-€3T HQ fa fa--3-1-d-e-t fo4-14it 	#al-b-ri de) I 

UTRit 1 3UUF irgat 	 tlzPgr fdr*IT fa gzi-a-a3 
wrErta-f (2) 	uo--67  > 	Fffa 	 6--dT vrzT3 tEt 125. 	11-1 
Erra kHoid 6-r65 cirdErrUl ?5T adl5 REM csird 	de) 	I 

3. 	-d1-101.T10/))1CFre d))-fi TVS fal-d--e 144 fRa.  f81=1"zr /-ft3" 

111 	 Qoi 	AT 	741 .  b-fd 1j8'UC1 	»focrra- 
Fra-  do, 11-0-1 	 6R-5 4iT)-f f--61161 TcrTzi-  W Rae-1- 	feH 44-  6 

2. e: 5637-
2R11-74, 
fift 
9-8-74 

3. e:6710- 
2R11-74, 

15-1-31-  
3-9-74 
4. e:315- 
21'111-75, 
frot 
29-1-75 



1. 2334-AS1- 
60/15708, 
dated 3rd 
May, 1960. 

2. 472-AS1- 
64/11586, 
dated 9th 
April, 1964. 

3. 3270-AS1- 
65/11454, 
dated 4th 
March, 1965 
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1:1r   WU 	e 	ode' ut fa bfrlf 1)-1   611 VW-6 

ft`g ))-(4 rt 	cJ Urat61-  Ildigfa --d)-FTU1014-0:re 	Hi6 1973-74 t-a 

Ui4fi urtrg falla-et )-1M-R3 	Erra 87-ter iidC11W 	 t 25 Waal- 
klatricw # 	 bit .R.f-olfr 1-11? I 1)-1 a6 25 t uratot ErrIt:7Wr 1-Q fa 

HT65 1974-75 1"ff fdThde 4R4---azz5 	}){Ea qua faTcribft 	 4f4 
teer Fideirga   1-Q I 

4. taw 	CAlt-03 ))16Firdte-e 41T-NT 4ITLI )IfElt619tra 	 
i:11114# 	 liTZT (=WO nr3 	T-Tel fc.! 	7-1 1  40.  Pe 	 
rirclV1 FrerftHf33 cj 	r tips I 

Copy of Punjab Government Circular letter No. 3082-2511-75/ 
22713, dated the 2nd July, 1975 from the Chief Secretary to 
Government, Punjab, to all Heads of Departments etc., etc. 

Subject : Confidential Reports--Issue of Letters of 4ppreciation. 

I am directed to address you on the subject noted above 
and to say that instructions as per circular letters noted in the 
margin were issued in regard to the issue of letters of 
appreciation on the basis of Annual Confidential Report. The 
circumstances in which such letters of appreciation should be 
issued, as explained in the instructions referred to above, have 
not been appreciated completely in various cases which have 
come to the notice of Government. The basic requirements for the 
issue of letters of appreciation are, therefore, reiterated 
below' :-- 

(i) The letters of appreciation should be recommended and 
issued only "in really deserving cases on the basis 
of exceptionally good work and not merely on the 
performance of routine duties with more than average 
ability and industry". 

(ii) At least two authorities, when there are two or more 
such competent authorities, should make the 
recommendation in clear terms. 

(iii) The work proposed for commendation should be cleary 
indicated. 

(iv) Where there is only one reporting authority and it 
recommends clearly the issue of an appreciation letter 
and also indicates the work proposed for 
commendation, an appreciation letter may be issued in 
such cases. 

(v) In cases where the first reporting authority re-
commends an appreciation letter in clear terms 
indicating the work proposed for commendation and 
the second authority simply endorsed it by saying 'I 
agree' 7  an appreciation letter may be issued as the words 
'I agree' amount to endorsing the recommendation of 
the first reporting authority 	notwithstanding • the 
fact that the second reporting authority did not 
clearly say in so many words :hat an appreciation 
letter may be issued. 
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(vi) Where two reporting authorities recommend the issue 
of an appreciation letter and the highest authority 
does not contradict that recommendation but records 
the words 'Seen' or 'No remarks' or simply appends 
his signature, an appreciation letter may be issued. 
Where, however, the final authority controverts the' 
recommendations of the lower authority, no letter of 
appreciation should be issued. 

(vii) Where the two lower reporting authorities do not 
recommend the issue of an appreciation letter but the 
highest authority makes the recommendation for such a 
letter in clear terms, a letter of appreciation should 
not be issued straightway. In such cases, a reference 
to the two lower reporting authorities where there are 
two or more such authorities should be made asking 
for their views on the issue of a letter of 
appreciation. 4 letter of appreciation should be 
issued only if at least one of the lower reporting 
authorities is also of the view that an appreciation 
letter should be issued. 

2. Keeping in view the importance of the letters of 
appreciation and to make them really objective, it is requested 
that the basic pcints as stated above should be brought to the 
pointed notice of all concerned so that the instructions are 
observed carefully. It may be especially kept in view that 
apart from other conditions, it is essential that the 
recommendation for the issue of letters of appreciation, whenever 
made, must in every-case be supported by clearly indicating the 
work proposed for commendation . If the above instructions are 
not complied with in the desired manner, it will not be 
permissible to issue the letter of appreciation. 

3. The receipt of this letter may kindly be acknow-
ledged. 

Copy of Punjab Government Circular letter No. 2090-2511-75/3767, 
dated the 22nd September, 1975 from the Chief Secretary to 
Government, Punjab, to all Heads of Departments etc., etc, . 

Subject : Writing of annual confidential reports--Communitation 
of adverse remarks. 

I am directed to invite a reference to the Punjab 
Government letter No. 2334-ASI-60/15708, dated the 3rd May, 
1960, on the subject noted above and to state that paragraph 10 
thereof, inter alma, lays down as follows :-- 

"An officer should not at any time be kept ignorant of the 
reporting officer's opinion where his service is not 
considered satisfactory; criticism should be communicated 
promptly and should indicate in suitable language the 
nature of the defects in question. 

XX 	 XX 	 XX 	 XX 

XX 	 XX 	 XX 	 XX 

All competent authorities should make an occasional check 
of confidential reports entrusted to their custody in 
order to ensure that adverse remarks are in fact 
conveyed to the officers concerned. No notice should be 
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taken in future of adverse remarks if they have not 
been conveyed. Where a competent authority does not 
convey adverse remarks to the officer concerned, the 
ommission will be treated as discriminatory action on 
its part and due notice will be taken of it (Punjab 
Government letter No. 5515-ASI-61/25297, dated 11th 
July,. 1961, may be referred to)." 

The objective of the above policy to communicate adverse 
remarks is that the employee concerned should get an 
opportunity to know his defects, if any, which he should 
consciously endeavour to remedy in the subsequent year. 

2. Government have noticed that the instructions for the 
adverse remarks to be conveyed promptly to the employees 
concerned are not being observed. In some cases the adverse 
remarks are communicated very late. 

3. If the remarks are not conveyed within the first few 
months after the completion of the year to which the annual 
confidential report may relate, the employee concerned would be 
deprived of the earliest opportunity to make improvement in the 
light of the advice from the adverse remarks communicated to 
him. Thus the basic purpose of communication of adverse 
remarks, that is to ensure improvement in the person concerned 
would be defeated. This would be against the administrative 
interest as also against the interest of the individual. 

4. Government have taken serious note of the above 
situation and desire that the policy to convey the adverse 
remarks promptly to the employee concerned must be followed in 
letter and spirit. Government further desire that the 
communication of the adverse remarks should in no case be 
delayed beyond three months of the receipt of the annual confidential 
report in the office/organisation concerned from the reporting/ 
reviewing authority. It has been also to be ensured by this prompt 
communication of adverse remarks that representations, if any, 
against such adverse remarks, which are to be made within 
three months of the communication, are settled at the earliest. 
This will enable the employee concerned to know finally the 
impact of the adverse remarks so that he has full oportunity to 
rectify his defects at the earliest. This will also serve an 
administrative interest. 

5. The instructions quoted in pars 1 above also make it 
clear that no notice should be taken of adverse remarks if they 
have not been conveyed. Thus the non-communication of the 
adverse remarks condones the guilt of the employee reported 
upon merely by default of the authority responsible for the 
maintenance of the annual confidential reports. This inter ella, 
adversely affects the administrative interest. It is, therefore, 
also very necessary to impress upon all concerned to observe 
the instructions meticulously and that the official/officers 
responsible for unjustified delay i-n communicating the adverse 
remarks ordinarily beyond three months shall be liable to 
disciplinary actions. 

6. The receipt of this letter may kindly be acknowledged. 
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Frddra dIUS1 113-d.  e: 2164-2A11-76, iH3t 26-5-1976 	 HA H(;idd,1--q-ru HdoI'd .48 Fira f-q-drart 	)grfe 
: f 	TcjjT UO0-  E 	Hie'6161  37- 73 1J? fEZ:r Z77# EiFT-gra-  u3)-r 

d d 	6 Real ?t737.  ark ftZI--t I 

cif -1"A a1i-rEr3a, V'mEr 	ZiE'z-,CT) 	zrWEI 14-daTU faTzfr 
as Qzr-a-a3 f-f4 	 fgwr-3 	 ? 

2. Hdcile 	 fldhietild T e 11T3NT ado 	CMZ551-  fg)- clZt u 	f-Tgrar 	 f--grar 	zl 	l Fr-43a.  8E1- 	 
aafi t fa ea 	fa f- cs fePyraf f34 	f3--grtf w dui O I f-E# 

as c71 irpzr U91 41i-dwa 	NFif »-ro=r-a-  c1 d fTgra1, (tr .125ura3 
13-6 3T 	arau-erara-  fed-- tr 	 BTSrEt 	Fr I f )1-gFrd-t 
f-  -Tart1-x10 	 9. -Fr 3' tit. 113H- 
FrurfEr3T  	)3:4 	 3TF5 ) 55.  t)cal-  t I 	 Fret ear 
fcpgr-6 N1T1.  fr-grdT 	 2462-U(12)-68/506, fi-131-  1 T6, 1968, 	11285-'0-N-67, f)-21 8 Safi, 1968 }).13 
75/3062, -bit 28 4.EITR3, 1975  	 t I 

3. 4-aFri-  tarar 	tra.  HfdRH ac13T fa-mr 0-  fa ezrala3 	 
 	gr 	13)4 4cikiltira 6. 113)-ru--6 	fm-Thgraf 	Mar ur 	601 f3--gr 	geTE-1, 1975 ft-e-  ft 	 attv33- )).r4 Rtat.birEit. 	nroTat 	tzif 	 mffear ft."-a 	e fHedhi 

	

aft fa Hdcria.  f-q-grdif 	ijr4-10 	tErr3T tT bil6:1-ir6 879t 17)4.  fETT irN 6 e 	fuNir6  	fa  	413-7ura 	1 3)-1 	TrEftrf fu4-o•af 6 tag tE "‘,4 f3--yrfw 

4. (tqf-a-43 	3 f;t1 641 FifEft 	Baia ajr fUNfr 	b-r-  fEr-a- tFrgr a 	fa-mr t fa 1040(1 Fra3u, fTgrui 	iER11- 	Hr65161  04-3 faiThaz fgz:r.  
fl 10-1 tpor 	birtra- .•f -or-a "'era a 	v-aa 	 aft ci cic5 	 fa fTrerura 73r-gK Ta-3 RErriff tarar 	i-Ozrf 	100-1 a-e 	Fig831-  lin43 

UI 

NO. 9128-2S11-76/ 
From 

The Chief Secretary to Government, Punjab. 
To 

All Heads of Departments 
Commissioners of Divisions, 
Deputy Commissioners, 
Registrar, Punjab and Haryana High Court, 
District and Sessions Judges and Sub-Divisional 
Officers (Civil) in the State. 

Dated Chandigarh, the 13th October, 1976. 



Subject : Writing of confidential reports--work connected with 
the. Family Planning Programme. 

Sir, 

No. 14102, 	 I am directad to invite your attention to Punjab Govern- 
G1-57/22998, merit instructions contained in circular letters noted in the dated 15th 
November, margin. Inthe said instructions the Divisional. Commissioners, 
1957. 	Deputy Commissioners and S.D.Os 1C) were authorised to write 
2. No. 	annual confidential reports of the Departmental Officers at 
10542-GII- Divisional, District and Sub-Divisional level respectively on the 
59/26741, 	following aspects of their work : -- 
dated 17th 
December, 	 (i) Reputation for honesty ; 
1959. 

(ii) Relationship with public ; 

2. As already emphasised, —vide demi-official communi-
cation No. 4421-MI31V-76/15906-09, dated 19th May, . 1976, 
Government attaches great importance to the Family Planning 
Programme and desires to achieve maximum targets with the 
co-ordination of all Departmental Officers. It has, therefore, 
been decided that the S.D.Os. (C), the Deputy Commissioners 
and the Divisional Commissioners will record in the annual 
confidential reports the performance of various Departmental 
Officers functioning in their respective jurisdiction in achieving 
the Family Planning targets entrusted to them. These remarks 
will be covered under the broad category (iii) mentioned in 
paragraph I above. 

Kindly ensure meticulous compliance of these instructions 
and acknowledge receipt of this letter. 

Yours faithfully, 

Y.S. RATRA, 

Joint Secretary, Personnel, 
for Chief Secretary to Government, 

Punjab. 

A 'copy is forwarded to Financial Commissioners and 
Administrative Secretaries to Government, Punjab for similar 
action. 

3. No. 
6789-Ser- 	 (iii) Implementation of Development schemes and policies of 
vices 2(I)- 	 Government. 
69/28237, 
dated 28th 
November, 
1969. 

G. L. SADANA, 
a 

Section Officer, General Services, 
for Chief Secretary to Government, 

Punjab. 
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U.O. No. 9128-2SII-76/dated Chandigarh, the 
13th October, 1976 

A copy is forwarded to Principal Secretary to C.M./Deputy 
Principle Secretary to C.M. and Secretaries/Private Secaretaries 
to Ministers and Deputy Ministers for information and necessary 
action. 

G.L. SADANA, 
Section Officer, General Services, 

for Chief Secretary to Government, 
Punjab. 

U.O. No. 9128-2511-76/dated Chandigarh the 
13th October, 1976 

IMMEDIATE 

No. 12078-2GS-76/5473 

From 

The Chief Secretary to Government Punjab. 

To 

All Heads of Departments in the State. 

Dated Chandigarh, the 9th February, 1977. 

Subject :-- Writing of annual confidential reports of the depart-
mental officers posted at Divisional, district and 
sub-divisional level by the Commissioner, Deputy 
Commissioner and Sub-Divisional Officer (Civil) 
respectively. 

Sir, 

I am directed to invite your attention to Punjab Govern-
ment instructions contained in their letter No. 9128-2SII-76/, 
dated the 13th October, 1976, according to which the Divisional 
Commissioners, Deputy Commissioners and Sub-Divisional Officers 
(Civil) are authorised to write annual confidential reports of 
the officers of all the Departments (except the police officers) 
functioning in their respective jurisdiction on the following 
aspects of their work :-- 

(i) Reputation for honesty ; 

(ii) Relationship with public ; and 

(iii) Implementation of development schemes and policies 
of Government (including Family Planning Pro-- 
gramme). 

The above policy has been laid down to enable the 
Commissioenrs/Deputy Commissioners/Sub-Divisional Officers (C) 
to perform their co-ordinating role effectively. 

2. It has come to the notice of Government that the Corn-
misioners/Deputy Commissioners/Sub-Divisional Officers (C) are 
experiencing difficulty in writing the reports of all the 
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departmental officers because they do not have complete list of 
such officers functioning in their respective jurisdiction. In 
some cases even the forms of the reports are not supplied to 
them by the respective Departments. In order, therefore, to 
ensure that the above Government policy is meticulously followed, 
I am directed to request you to kindly supply a list of the 
officers of your Department functioning at Divisional, District and 
Sub-Divisional level direct to the concerned Commissioner, 
Deputy Commissioner and Sub-Divisional Officer (C) in the pro-
forma enclosed, as early as possible and in any case not later 
than 28th February, 1977. A copy of the list, so supplied to the 
Cornmissioners/Deputy Commissioners/Sub-Divisional Officers (C), 
may also kindly be sent to the Chief Secretary to Government, 
Punjab (in General Services Branch). It may also kindly be 
ensured that any addition or deletion in the list be similarly 
intimated to the concerned Commissioner/Deputy Commissioner/ 
Sub-Divisional Officer (C) with a copy to the Chief Secretary to 
Government, Punjab (General Services Branch) so that the list 
is kept up-to-date. 

3. The receipt of this letter may kindly be acknowledged. 

Yours faithfully, 

HARDIP SINGH, 

Under Secretary, Personnel, 
for Chief Secretary to Government, Punjab . 

Name of the Department 

Divisional level posts, 
reports in respect of 
whose incumbents are 
to be written by the 
Commissioner 

District level posts, 
reports in respect of 
whose incumbents are 
to be written by the 
Deputy Commissioner 

Sub-Divisional level posts, 
reports in respect of ' • 
whose incumbents are to 
be written by the Sub-
Divisional Officer (Civil) 

Sr. Name of 	Name of 
No. of the 	Division 

post 

Sr. Name of 	Name of 	Sr. Name of 
No. the post -District 	No. the post 

Name of 
the Sub- 
Division 

U) 

fri 
E 
YI 

DEPARTMENT ,OF PERSONNEL AND ADMINISTRATIVE REFORMS 

No. 11540-2G51-77/2402 

From 

The Chief Secretary to Government, Punjab. 
To 

All Heads of Departments, Commissioners of Divisions, 
Registrar of Punjab and Haryana High Court, District 
and Sessions Judges and Deputy Commissioners in the 
State and the Financial Commissioners and all Adminis-
trative Secretaries to Government, Punjab. 

Dated, Chandigarh, the 23rd January, 1978. 
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Subject :--Writing of Annual Confidential Reports--Expunction of 
adverse remarks--policy regarding. 

Sir, 

I am directed to address you on the -  subject noted above 
and to say that, --vide Punjab Government instructions No. 4225- 
=1-74/21500, dated 15th july, 1974, it stands emphasised that 
there should be no unreasonable and unjustified delay in writing 
the annual confidential reports of Government employees and 
that it should be ensured that the tendency of late-recording/ 
non-recording of confidential reports on the part of the vaious 
reporting 	authorities 	is 	curbed. 	Further, --vide 	Punjab 
Government instructions No.. 2172-2511-75/15598, 28th April, 1975, 
it has been laid down that the work of writing of confidential 
reports of all employees should be completed within the month 
of April each year and a report be sent to that effect to the 
Chief Minister, Punjab. As laid down in Punjab Government 
instructions No. 2090-2511-75/3767, dated the 22nd September, 
1975, communication of the adverse remarks should in no case 
be delayed beyond three months of the receipt of the annual 
confidential report in the office/organisation concerned, from the 
reporting/reviewing authority, because if the remarks are not 
conveyed within the first few months after the completion of the 
year to which the annual confidential report may relate, the 
employee concerned would be deprived of the earliest opportunity 
to make improvement in the light of the advice emanating from 
the adverse remarks communicated to him. Thus the basic 
purpose of hte communication of adverse remarks is to ensure 
improvement in the work and conduct of the person concerned. A 
representation against the adverse remarks can be made wihtin 
three months from the date of the letter communicating adverse 
remarks to the employee concerned, and time-barred representa-
tions are to be straightway rejected as per policy laid down in 
para 12 of the Punjab Government instructions No. 2334-ASI-60/ 
15708, dated 3rd May, 1960. Recourse to expunction of adverse 
remarks is to be had only in cases of exceptional character 
viz . whereas a result of the examination of the representation 
against the adverse remarks, it is found that the remarks are 
mala fide or are based on patent error of fact. There is a 
tendency among all Classes of State Services to make approaches 
in violation of Government instructions stated above, and to 
get the previously recorded adverse remarks expunged/modified. 
Attempts are made to get the time-barred representations 
entertained on one pretext or the other whenever the atmosphere 
is found congenial with changes in political or administrative 
set up. To curb such tendencies instructions were issued, --vide 
Punjab Government letter No. 3871-Services 2(5)-68/14567, dated 
24th May, 1968 laying down as under :-- 

"Remarks recorded in the annual confidential reports 
against which a representation has not been filed within 
the prescribed period or if so filed, has been rejected 
should not be expunged inspite of the fact that at some 
later date a succeeding authority has a different view. 
The succeeding Minister or officer may record his own 
remarks and get the same also placed on the personal 
file of the employee reported upon where he has a 
different view in regard to the remarks in the 
confidential report recorded by a previous Minister/ 
Officer" . 
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2. Despite the clear and categorical policy stated above, 
it has been observed that a tendency persists among Government 
employees to represent against even the slightest of remarks 
which are not in their favour and to indulge in all kinds of 
pressures to get such remarks expunged . If this tendency is 
encouraged and reporting officers are challenged at the 
slightest provocation about the remarks which have been given 
in the normal course of their observations of their subordinates, 
then it is felt that the main objective of writing confidential 
reports will stand defeated and the reporting officers will not 
be able to express their opinion in a clear and frank manner. 
I am, therefore, directed to reiterate the Government's policy as 
stated above for strict compliance and to stress that only if 
patent errors of facts or mala fide intention behind the remarks 
are fully established, the adverse remarks should be expunged, 
otherwise not . 

3 . Kindly acknowledge its receipt . 

Yours faithfully, 

G .5 . AGGARWAL, 

Deputy Secretary, Personnel, 
for Chief Secretary to Government, Punjab . 

No. 1353-2PP-78/5984 

GOVERNMENT OF PUNJAB 

DEPARTMENT OF PERSONNEL AND ADMINISTRATIVE REFORMS 

To 

All Heads of Departments, Commissioners of Divisions, 
Registrar of Punjab and Haryana High Court, District 
and Sessions Judges, Deputy Commissioners in the 
State . 

Dated Chandigarh, the 15th/16th March, 1978. 

Subject :-- Writing of Annual Confidential Reports--Communication 
of adverse remarks--Strict observance of. 

Sir, 

I am directed to address you on the subject and to say 
that in Punjab Government circular letter No. 2090-2511-75/3767, 
dated the 22nd September, 1975, it was emphasised that the 
communication of adverse remarks should in no case be delayed 
beyond three months from the date of the receipt of the annual 
confidential report . It was further stated that disciplinary 
action should be taken against the officials responsible for any 
delay . 

2. It has been observed that certain officers/officials 
manage to have adverse remarks not conveyed to them in time, 
so that they can take shelter behind the plea of being not aware 
of the adverse remarks at the time of their promotion, crossing 
of efficiency bar, premature retireme -it etc. In such cases 
collusion between the officials repo/ ted upon and certain 
persons working in the office of the authority required to 
convey the adverse remarks cannot be ruled out. - am, 
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therefore, directed to request you to ensure that the adverse 
remarks recorded in the annual confidential report of an 
official are conveyed to him immediately after the report is 
received duly completed. In cases of delay the responsibility for 
the non-conveyance of adverse remarks must be fixed* and 
suitable action taken against the defaulter. 

3. The above instructions may please be brought to the 
notice of all concerned for strict compliance. 

4. Kindly acknowledge the receipt of this letter. 

Yours faithfully, 

G.L. SADANA, 
Section Officer, Personnel Policies, 

for Chief Secretary to Government, Punjab. 

A copy each is forwarded to all Administrative Secretaries 
to Government, Punjab, for information and necessary action. 

2. They are further requested to ensure that all the 
authorities under their control observe the above instructions in 
letter and spirit and no laxity is shown in dealing , with the 
defaulters. 

G.L. SADANA, 

Section Officer, Personnel Policies, 
for Chief Secretary to Government, Punjab. 

To 

All Administrative Secretaries to Government, Punjab. 

U.O. No. 1353-2PP-78, dated Chandigarh, the 15th/16th 
March, 1978 

IMMEDIATE 

No. 15/7/78-2PP/7186 

GOVERNMENT OF PUNJAB 

DEPARTMENT OF PERSONNEL AND ADMINISTRATIVE REFORMS 

To 

All Heads of Departments in the State. 

Date, Chandigarh, the 27th August, 1979. 

Subject :--Writing of annual confidential reports of the depart-
mental officers Poted at Divisional, District and Sub-

Divisional levels by the Commissioner, Deputy Com-
missioners and Sub-Divisional Officers (Civil), 

respectively. 

Sir, 

I am directed to invite a reference to Punjab Government 
letter No. 12078-2GS-76/5473, dated the 9th February, 1977, on 
the subject in which you were requested to supply a list (in 
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the prescribed pro forma) of the officers of your Department 
functioning at Divisional, District and Sub-Divisional levels 
direct to the concerned Commissioner, Deputy Commissioner and 
Sub-Divisional Officer (C) so as to enable them to write the 
annual confidential reports on such officers. You were also 
required to ensure that any addition or deletion in the said 
list was similarly intimated to the concerned Commissioenr/ 
Deputy Commissioner/Sub-Divisional Officer (C). It has been 
observed by the Government that the instructions are not being 
observed meticulously with the result that the concerned Com-
missioners/Deputy Commissioners/Sub-Divisional Officers (C) are 
finding it difficult to write the reports. I am, therefore, 
directed to request you that the requisite lists may please be 
sent to them immediately with copies to Government. Further, to 
keep the concerned Commissioner/Deputy Commissioner/Sub-
Divisional Officers (C) informed of the posting and transfers of 
officers of your Department in the Division/District/Sub-Division, 
you are also requested to send a copy of the posting/transfer 
orders whenever these are issued, to the concerned Commissioner/ 
Deputy Commissioner/Sub-Divisional Officer (C). 

Yours faithfuly, 

P.S. CHAWLA 

Under-Secretary, Personnel, 
for Chief Secretary to Government, Punjab. 

No. 15/7/78-2PP/7187, dated Chandigarh, the 27th 
August, 1979 

A copy is forwarded to the Commissioner, Deputy Com-
missioner and Sub-Divisional Officer (C) in the State for informa-
tion. 

2. They are requested to ensure that the lists of all the 
departmental officers functioning in their respective jurisdiction 
are supplied to them by the. Heads of the Departments and if 
any difficulty is experienced in this behalf, the same may be 
brought to the notice of this Department for further necessary 
action. 

P .S . CHAWLA, 

Under-Secretary, Personnel, 
for Chief Secretary to Government, Punjab. 

A copy is forwarded to all Administrative Secretaries to 
Government, Punjab for information and necessary action. 

P.S. CHAWLA, 

Under-Secretary, Personnel, 
for Chief Secretary to Government, Punjab. 

To 

All Administrative Secretaries to Government, Punjab. 

U.O. No. 15/7/78-2PP, dated Chandigarh, the 27th 
August, 1979 
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No. 15/12/79-2PP/8519 

GOVERNMENT OF PUNJAB 

DEPARTMENT OF PERSONNEL AND ADMINISTRATIVE 
REFORMS 

(Personnel Policies Branch) 
To 

All Heads of Departments, Commissioners of Divisions, 
Deputy Commissioners, Registrar, Punjab and Haryana High 
Court and S.D.Os. (C) in the State. 

Dated Chandigarh, the 4th September, 1979. 

Subject :-- Writing of Annual 'Confidential Reports--Recording of 
"No Remarks" by the higher authority. 

Sir, 

I am directed to say that in the annual confidential 
reports if the final authority records the words "No remarks", 
"Seen" or simply appends his signatures, the view is generally 
taken that the remarks recorded by the lower authority stand. 
It is not interpreted that the remarks of the lower authority get 
nullified or expunged, whether good or bad. However, a case 
has come to the notice of the Government where ,the first 
reporting authority recorded some adverse remarks and the 
higher authority recorded 'No remarks' . When the comments of 
that authority were called for on the representation of the 
officer, the higher authority sent a reply that the words "No 
remarks" recorded by it meant that the adverse remarks of the 
first reporting authority had been washed out. 

2. In order to clarify the position, the following relevant 
extracts from the instructions contained in Punjab Government 
circular letters quoted in brackets are reproduced :-- 

"PARA-10--EXPLANATORY NOTES" 

"Where, however, an adverse remark has not specifically 
been denied by a higher authority, it should be 
conveyed. It is, however, open to that authority to 
decide that any adverse remarks need not be 
communicated 	X 	 X 	 X 

(No. 2334-ASI-60/15708, dated 3rd May, 1960) 

(iii) Where two reporting authorities recommended the 
issue of an appreciation letter and the highest 
authority does not contradict that recommendation 
but records the words "Seen" or "No remarks" or 
simply appends his signature, an appreciation 
letter may be issued. Where, however, the final 
authority controverts the recommendation of the 
lower authority, no letter of appreciation should be 
issued." 

(No. 3270-ASI-65/11454, dated 3rd April, 1965) 

In the face of the above provisions, there can be no two 
opinions about the correct meaning of the higher authority 's 
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words 'No remarks'. Nevertheless, in order to put the matter 
beyond any shadow of doubt, I am directed to clarify that the 
recording of the words 'No remarks' by the higher/highest 
authority does not mean that the remarks of the first or second 
reporting authority cease to exist. On the other hand, they 
mean that the higher/highest authority agrees with the remarks 
or has no reason to differ from them, whether good or bad, 
recorded by the lower authority/authorities. 

3. These instructions may please be brought to the notice 
of all the officers/officials working under you for information 
and guidance. 

P.S. CHAWLA, 

Under Secretary (Personnel), 
for Chief Secretary to Government, Punjab. 

No. 	15/12/79-2PP/8520, 	dated 	Chandigarh, 	the . 4th 

September, 1979. 

A copy each is forwarded to all Administrative Secretaries 
to Government, Punjab, for information and necessary action. 

P.S. CHAWLA, 

Under Secretary (Personnel), 
for Chief Secretary to Government, Punjab. 

No. 15/12/79-2PP/8521, dated Chandigarh, the 4th 
September, 1979. 

A copy each is forwarded to the Secretaries/Private 
Secretaries to the Chief Minister/Ministers/Ministers of State for 
the information of the Chief Minister/Ministers. 

P.S. CHAWLA, 

Under Secretary (Personnel), 
for Chief Secretary to Government, Punjab . 

No. 15/7/78-2PP/9027 	 Important 

GOVERNMENT OF PUNJAB 	 Immediate 

DEPARTMENT OF PERSONNEL AND ADMINISTRATIVE 
REFORMS 

(Personnel Policies Branch) 

To 

All Heads of Departments in Punjab. 

Dated Chandigarh, the 14th September, 1979. 

Subject :--Writing of annual confidential reports of the depart-
mental officers posted at divisional, district and sub-
divisional levels by the Commissioners, Deputy 
Commissioners and Sub-Divisional Officers (Civil) 
respectively. 
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Sir, 

I am directed to say that in Punjab Government circular 
letter No. 12078-2GS-76/5473, dated 9th February, 1977 on the 
subject noted above, you were requested to supply lists of the 
officers of your Department functioning at Divisional, District 
and Sub-divisional levels direct to the concerned Commissioner, 
Deputy Commissioner and Sub-Divisional Officer (Civil) so as to 
enable them to record their remarks in the annual confidential 
reports on your officers in respect of the following aspects of 
their work :-- 

(i) reputation for honesty ; 

(ii) relationship with public ; and 

(iii) implementation 	of developmental, 	schemes 	and 
policies of Government. 

Further instructions were isued in circular letter No. 15/7/78-2PP/ 
7186, dated 27th August, 1979 that in order to ensure the 
meticulous observance of the instructions,, the concerned 
Commissioner/Deputy Commissioner/Sub-Divisional Officer (Civil) 
should be kept informed of the posting and transfer of officers 
of your Department. 

2. I am now directed to say that in case a proforma has 
been prescribed for recording the annual confidential reports 
on the Officers of your Department as should be the case, it 
may please be modified so as to provide a place for the 
recording of remarks by the Commissioners, Deputy Commissioners 
and S.D.Os. (Civil). This work may please be completed at the 
earliest and a copy of the proforma so modified should be 
furnished to this Department for information and record. 

3. I am further to request that you should obtain the 
remarks on your field officers from the concerned Commissioner/ 
Deputy Commissioner and S.D.O. (Civil) and place them on the 
ACR files of the pertinent officers of your Department without 
fail. Without these remarks, the ACRs would not be treated as 
complete. 

Yours faithfully, 

P .5 . CHAWLA, 

Under Secretary, Personnel, 
for Chief Secretary to Government, Punjab. 

No. 15/7/78-2PP/9028, dated Chandigarh, the 14th 
September, 1979. 

Copies are forwarded to all Commissioners/Deputy Com-
missioners and Sub-Divisional Officers (Civil) in Punjab for 
information and necessary action in continuation of Punjab 
Government endorsement No. 15/7/78-2PP, dated 27th August, 
1979. 

P .5 . CHAWLA, 

Under Secretary, Personnel, 
for Chief Secretary to Government, Punjab. 
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1. No. 
14102/ 
G-57/ 
22998, 
dated 
15-11-57 

2. No. 
10542-G11- 
59/26741, 
dated 
17-12-59 

3. No. 
6789-SII (1) 
69/28237, 
dated 
28-11-69 

No. 15/7/78-2PP/9029, dated Chandigarh, the 14th 
September, 1979. 

Copies are forwarded to all Administrative Secretaries for 
information and necessary action. 

P.S. CHAWLA, 

Under Secretary, Personnel, 
for Chief Secretary to Government, Punjab. 

Urgent 

No. 15/16/79-2PP/11933 

GOVERNMENT OF PUNJAB 

DEPARTMENT OF PERSONNEL AND 
ADMINISTRATIVE REFORMS 

(Personnel Policies Branch) 

Chandigarh, the 5th December, 1979. 

To 

All Deputy Commissioenrs in Punjab. 

Subject :--Writing of confidential reports--Work connected with 
Lok Sabha Elections. 

Sir, 

I am directed to say that in Punjab Government circular 
letters noted in the margin, the Divisional Commissioners, 
Deputy Commissioners and Sub-Divisional Officers (C) were 
authorised to write annual confidential reports of the 
departmental officers at divisional, district and sub-divisional 
level respectively, on the following aspects of their work :-- 

(1) Reputation for honesty ; 

(ii) Relationship with public 

(iii) Implementation of development schemes and policies of 
Government. 

2. The Election Commission of India has decided that for 
the effective control and supervision of Election work, the 
entries may be made in the Annual Confidential Reports of the 
State Government Officers/Officials appointed as election 
authorities in so far as their work connected with the elections 
is concerned. It has been decided that at the time of recording 
the views in the A .C.Rs. , in pursuance of above mentioned 
instructions, the Deputy Commissioners will also make a mention 
in the annual confidential reports about the performance of the 
departmental officers at district level put on Election duty in 
connection with the coming Lok Sabha Elections. These remarks 
will be covered under the broad category (iii) mentioned in 
paragraph 1 above. 

3. Kindly ensure meticulous compliance of these instruc-
tions. 

Yours faithfully, 

P.S. CHAWLA, 
Under Secretary, Personnel. 
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No. 15/16/79-2PP/11934, dated Chandigarh, the 5th 
December, 1979. 

A copy is forwarded to all Heads of Departments, 
Registrar, Punjab and Haryana High Court, Commissioners of 
Divisions, and Sub-Divisional Officers (Civil) in Punjab, for 

111, 	information and necessary action. 

P.S. CHAWLA, 

Under Secretary, Personnel. 

No. 15/16/79-2PP/11935, 
December, 1979. 

dated Chandigarh, the 5th 

A copy is forwarded to the Chief Electoral Officer, 
Punjab, Chandigarh, in continuation of this Department 
endorsement No. 15/16/79-2PP/11126, dated 8th November, 1979, 
for information. 

P.S. CHAWLA, 

Under Secretary, Personnel 

No. 15/16/79-2PP/11936, dated Chandigarh, the 5th 
December, 1979. 

Copies are forwarded to all Administrative Secretaries, 
Government, Punjab, for information. 

P.S. CHAWLA, 
Under Secretary, Personnel. 

Extract of Para 8 of Punjab Government Circular 
letter No. 20/19/80-1PP/7433, dated 2nd July, 1980 

REPRESENTATIONS AGAINST ADVERSE REMARKS 

8. The representations against adverse remarks 
communicated to the employees, if made, are required to be 
disposed of finally within a period of three months from the 
date of their submission. This time-limit was fixed keeping in 
view the fact that the Government employee concerned does not 
remain in suspense as to the fate of his representation. Delay 
in deciding such representations also causes repercussions on 
the cases of promotion, crossing of efficiency bar etc., of the 
employees concerned. 

9. Despite the directions referred to above, Government 
have observed that these instructions are not being followed 
meticulously. No concrete steps have been taken by the 
Administrative Departments/Departments to expedite such cases 
and orders of the appropriate authority have not been obtained 
for the extension of the period of suspension beyond the 
prescribed limit. It has specially been observed that,— 

(a) Government employees 	are not being 	confirmed 
expediously, in spite of the fact that permanent posts 
are available ; 
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(b) passing of final orders on the representations against 
adverse remarks is abnormally delayed. One of the 
reasons of delay in such cases is that the comments 
of the reporting officers are not received for a long 
time ; and 

(c) cases of crossing of efficiency bar have not been 
taken up well in time. In some cases orders are 
passed even after a lapse of more than one year, 
there being no justification to delay the matter ; 

(d) cases of promotions, seniority fixation and disciplinary 
proceedings have not been expeditiously dealt with. 

10. The above state of affairs, Government feels requires 
to be remedied to improve efficiency in the administration. In 
the above circumstances, a special compaign is considered 
essential to finalise the pending cases of Government employees 
in respect of their service matters. It is, therefore, requested 
that steps be taken to dispose of such cases within a period of 
three months, as far as possible, by meticulously observing 
Government instructions referred to above. A monthly review of 
each case be made so as to take necessary steps where called 
for. 

No. 15/7/80-2PP/3386 

GOVERNMENT OF PUNJAB 

DEPARTMENT OF PERSONNEL AND ADMINISTRATIVE 
REFORMS 

(Personnel Policies Brach) 
Dated Chandigarh, the 26th March, 1981 

To 

All Heads of Departments, 
Registrar, Punjab and Haryana High Court, 
Commissioners of Divisions, Deputy Commissioners 
and Sub-Divisional Officers (Civil) in Punjab. 

Subject :--Writing of Annual Confidential Reports. 

Sir, 

I am directed to invite your attention to the instructions 
contained in explanatory note (i) below paragraph 3 of the 
consolidated circular letter No. 2334-ASI-60/15708, dated 3rd 
May, 1960, wherein it was stressed that very slight defects 
should be brought to the notice of an officer verbally in the 
way of advice and guidance and need not find mention in 
confidential reports unless they are of a type which have been 
more than once brought to the subordinates attention but which 
he nevertheless persists in. It has been observed by Government 
that some authorities while writing Annual Confidential Reports 
of their subordinates continue to make mention of such matters 
as have nothing to do with the performance of an officer, e.g., 
the officer has a long stay at a partici. lar station and requires 
shifting etc., which as a matter of policy should not find place 
in the Annual Confidential Reports. An officer holds an 
appointment subject to the pleasure of the Government 	ld his 
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continuance at a particular station is not a matter of his choice. 
The remarks of these type are not of a remediable nature for 
which the official/officer could make an effort to improve or 
remove the same that the instructions of Government referred to 
above, should be brought to the notice of all concerned again 
and the tendency of recording remarks unrelated to an officer 's 
performance 	should 	be 	stopped 	imemdiately. 	The 
recommendations regarding transfers etc. should be sent to the 
authorities concerned in separate communications. 

Yours faithfully, 

JASWANT SINGH, 

Under Secretary to Government, Punjab. 
(Personnel) . 

No. 15/7/80-2PP/3387, dated Chandigarh, the 26th March, 
1981. 

A copy is forwarded to all Administrative Secretaries to 
Government, Punjab for information and necessary action. 

JASWANT SINGH, 

Under Secretary, Personnel. 

No. 4/6/81-2PP/7908 

GOVERNMENT OF PUNJAB 

DEPARTMENT OF PERSONNEL AND ADMINISTRATIVE 
REFORMS 

(Personnel Policies Branch) 

Dated Chandigarh, the 7th June, 1982. 

To 

All the Heads of Departments, 
Registrar, Punjab and Haryana High Court, 
Commissioners of Divisions, 
Deputy Commissioners and Sub-Divisional 
Officers (Civil) in the State. 

Subject :--Writting of Annual Confidential Reports--Recording of 
remarks by the Reporting/Reviewing Authority-
Prescribing of time limit to avoid delay. 

Sir, 

I am directed to invite a reference to Punjab Government 
circulP.: letter No. 4225-2SII-74/21500, dated the 15th July, 
1974, on the above subject, and to say, that 	it has been 
repeatedly emphasised that there should be no delay in writing 
of annual confidential reports and that a certificate should be 
furnished by all Heads of Departments to the Administrative 
Secretaries concerned within one month, to the effect that the 
confidential reports of all the employees have been recorded in 
their respective departments by the due date. It has, hoWever 
been observed that these instructions are not being . followed, 
with the result that confidential reports on the work and 
conduct of officials/officers continue to be recorded very late 
and the requisite certificate is not furnished within the 
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prescribed period. Government have, therefore, reconsidered the 
whole matter and the following time-limit is prescribed for 
writing of annual confidential reports :-- 

(1) The Annual Confidential Reports shall be written 
for each financial year and transmitted to the 
reviewing/accepting authority by the reporting 

_authority by the 31st May each year. 

(ii) The reviewing authority and accepting authority 
shall record their remarks within a period of one 
month from the date of receipt of the report from 
the reporting authority. 

(iii) A confidential report shall also be written when 
either the Reporting Authority or the employee 
reported upon relinquishes charge of the post, and 
in such a case it shall be written within two 
months of the relinquishment of his charge of the 
post . 

(iv) In the event of change of portfolios, a Minister or 
Minister of State or a Deputy Minister or the Chief 
Parlimentary Secretary may also if he had not 
done so previously, record remarks on the 
confidential report of officers subordinate to him, 
within two months of his relinquishing the charge 
of his previous portfolio. 

(v) All the authorities while recording their remarks 
on the confidential report, shall indicate the date 
of recording their remarks on the confidential 
report. 

(vi) The Heads of Departments shall furnish to their 
Administrative Secretaries concerned, a certificate 
by 30th September every year, certifying that all 
the confidential reports in their departments have 
been duly recorded and placed in personal files 
of the officers/officials concerned. 

(vii) In case the annual confidential report in respect 
of any employee is not recorded by the 30th 
September, by the authorities concerned, the 
report written thereafter shall not be placed on 
his personal file and only a certificate, duly 
signed by the competent authority, should be 
added in personal file of the Government employee 
that the work and conduct of the officer/official 
concerned during the period in question, was 
satisfactory. 

2. It has been further decided that adverse notice should 
be taken of those Reporting Authorities who do not record the 
annual confidential reports on time, and superior officers of 
such Reporting Authorities may record this lapse in the annual 
confidential reports of such defaulting Reporting Authorities. 
This decision of Government may kindly be brought to the notice 
of all concerned for strict compliance. 

JASWANT SINGH, 

Deputy Secretary, Personnel. 
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A copy is forwarded, for information and necessary action 
to all the Financial Commissioners and Administrative 
Secretaries to Government, Punjab: 

JASWANT SINGH, 

Deputy Secretary, Personnel. 

To 

All the Financial Commissioners and Administrative 
Secretaries to Government, Punjab. 

U.O.No. 4/6/81-2PP, dated Chandigarh, the 7th June, 1982. 

Copy of Punjab Government circular letter No. 4/6/81-2PP/11016, 
dated 9th August, 1982, from the Department of Personnel and 
Administrative Reforms, addressed to all heads of Departments, 
etc., etc. 

Subject.--Writing of Annual Confidential Reports--Recording of 
remarks by the Reporting/Reviewing Authority-Prescrib-
ing of time-limit to avoid delay. 

I am directed to invite a reference to Punjab Government 
circular letter No. 4/6/81-2PP/7908, dated the 7th June, 1982, 
on the above subject and to say that clarification has been 
sought as to whether these instructions are to be given retros-
pective or prospective effect. I am to clarify that these instruc-
tions are effective from the date of issue. The fact may please 
be brought to the notice of all concerned. 

Copy of Punjab Government circular letter No. 7/14/82-2PP/12395, 
dated 13th September, 1982, from the Department of Personnel and 
Administrative Reforms, addressed to all Heads of Departments 
etc., etc. 

Subject.--Annual Confidential Reports. 

I am directed to invite your attention to the instructions 
contained in para 6 of the Punjab Government Circular letter 
No. 2334-ASI-60/15708, dated the 3rd May, 1960, on the above 
subject and to say that in terms of these instructions annual 
confidential reports on the wcrk and conduct of an employee 
should be written by atleast two officers, except of course, in 
the case of those employees mentioned in the Explanatory Note 
below the aforesaid para, who work exclusively under one officer. 
A clarification has now been sought as to whether in the 
Departments where both Superintendents Grade I and Superinten-
dent Grade II are working, Superintendent Grade II, who actually 
supervises the work and conduct of an employee is to initiate 
the annual confidential report or this is to be done by Superinten-
dent Grade I who is a Gazetted Officer. 

.1 am to clarify in this behalf that annual confidential 
reports are to be written by those officers, irrespective of the 
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fact whether they are Gazetted or Non-Gazetted, who actually 
supervise the work and conduct of an employee subordinate to 
them and who are actually working under them. In this view of 
the matter Superintendent Grade-II, though is a Non-Gazetted 
Officer but actually supervises the work and conduct of an 
employee, should initiate the annual confidential report of that 
employee and not the Superintendent 	Grade -I, who does not 
directly supervise the work and conduct of that employee. 

2. The above clarification may please be brought to the 
notice of all concerned for meticulous observance. 

Kindly acknowledge. 	 

Copy of letter No. III. 11011/7/82-PCVDESK), dated the 19th January, 
1983 from B.K. Sarkar, Joint Secretary to Government of India, 
Ministry of Home Affairs, New Delhi to the Chief Secretaries of 
all States/Union Territories. 

Subject .--Eff ectiveness in the development and protection of 
Scheduled Castes and/or Scheduled Tribes--Separate 
column in the Character roll. 

I am directed to forward herewith a copy of the Ministry 
of Home Affairs, Department of Personnel and Administrative 
Reforms Notification No. 11059/1/81-AIS(III), dated 4th February, 
1982 (Annexure I) wherein item No. 3 in Part-II/(Assessment by 
the Reporting Authority), relating to the "Effectiveness in the 
development and protection of Scheduled Caste and/or Scheduled 
Tribes" has been incorporated in the form of the confidential 
report meant for every member of the All India Services. The 
explanation under this para mentions that this column is appli-
cable in case of officers dealing with the development and 
protection of Scheduled Castes and/or Scheduled Tribes. This 
aspect was also brought to the notice of the State 
Governments/Union Territory Administrations in the Union Home 
Minister's D.O. letter No. III., 11011/4/80-NID(D), dated the 
10th March, 1980. 

2. It is requested that the State Government/Union Terri-
tory Administration may take similar action for incorporating 
this column in the Annual Confidential Report forms meant for 
State Services Officers and U.T., Officers and in turn take up 
with the local bodies and co-operative bodies in your State/Union 
Territory to provide similar column in the ACR form of their 
employees. 

3. The receipt of this letter may kindly be acknowledged. 
The action taken in this regard be intimated in due course. 

GOVERNMENT OF PUNJAB 

DEPARTMENT OF PERSONNEL AND ADMINISTRATIVE 
REFORMS 

(PERSONNEL POLICIES BRANCH) 

No. 15/5/83-2PP/4390, dated Chandigarh, the 22nd April, 1983. 

A copy with a copy of item No. III mentioned therein is 
forwarded to all the Heads of Departments, Registrar, Punjab 
and Haryana High Court, Commissioners of Divisions, Deputy 

3 
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Commissioners and Sub-Divisional Officers (Civil) in the State 
with the request that a similar column in the A.C.R. forms of 
their employees may please be incorporated accordingly. 

(Sd.) . . . , 
Deputy Secretary, Personnel. 

A copy with a copy of its enclosure is forwarded to all 
the Financial Commissioners and Administrative Secretaries to 
Government, Punjab, for information and necessary action. 

(Sd.) . • • • 

Deputy Secretary, Personnel. 

All the Financial Commissioners ; 

and Administrative Secretaries to Government,Punjab. 
U.O. No. 15/5/83-2PP, dated Chandigarh, the 22nd April, 1983. 

ITEM NO. III 

*Effectiveness in the development and protection of 
Scheduled Castes and/or Scheduled Tribes., 

(a) Attitude towards Scheduled Castes and/or Scheduled 
Tribes. 

(b) Sensitivity to social justice. 

(c) Ability to take quick and effective action to prevent 
and quell atrocities and ensure justice to Scheduled 
Castes and/or Scheduled Tribes. 

(d) Effectiveness in bringing about the development of 
Scheduled Castes and/or Scheduled Tribes. 

*(Applicable in case of officers dealing with the develop-
ment and protection of Scheduled Castes and/or Scheduled Tribes). 

Copy of Punjab Government circular letter No. 4/6/81-2PP/8158, dated 
15th July, 1983, from the Department of Personnel and Administra-
tive'Reforms, addressed to all Heads of Departments, ete., etc. 

Subject. --Writing of Annual Confidential Report--Recording of 
remarks by the Reporting/Reviewing Authority--Prescri-
bing of time-limit to avoid delay. 

I am directed to invite a reference to Punjab Government 
circular letter No. 4/6/81-2PP/7908, dated the 7th June, .1982 on 
the subject cited above and to set out the following clarifica-
tions and modifications in respect thereof:— 

0i The Cadre Controlling--Authorities shall furnish to the 
Reporting Authorities concerned the A.C.R. forms, by 
the 10th of April, each year. 	• 

(ii) Each authority, after recording the remarks, would 
return the ACR to 	Cadre Controlling Authority, 
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which would be responsible for sending that A.C.R. to 
the next higher authority. 

(iii) It would be obligatory on Cadre Controlling Authori-
ties to keep a track of Annual Confidential Reports 
required to be written at various levels. 

(iv) Upon relinquishing the charge of the post either by 
the Reporting Authority, or by the Government employee 
reported upon, the ACR shall be written by the Report-
ing Authority within a period of three months instead 
of two months, already prescribed. Similarly, the 
period of two months is raised to three months for 
recording of remarks' by a Minister, or Minister of 
State or a Deputy Minister or the Chief Parliamentary 
Secretary, in the event of a change of their port-
folios. 

(v) In the instructions referred to above, it is provided 
that a certificate duly signed by the competent 
authority to the effect that the work and conduct of 
the Government employee was satisfactory, be added in 
personal file in case his A.C.R. is not recorded by 
the 30th September, by the authorities concerned. On 
reconsidering the matter, it is clarified, that reports 
received after 30th September should not be treated as 
invalid. They should be placed on the A.C.R. files 
alongwith a note to the effect that the report was 
received after 30th September. 

(vi) As already clarified, --vide Punjab Government circular 
letter No. 4/6/81-2PP/11016, dated the 9th August, 1982, 
the instructions dated 7th June, 1982, referred to 
above, are effective from the date of their issue. 
These are, therefore, applicable to the A.C.Rs from 
the year 1982-83 and onwards and not to the A.C.Rs. 
of the previous years. If, therefore, under instruc-
tions dated 7th June, 1982, any certificate about the 
work and conduct of an employee for the year 
1981-82, being 'satisfactory' has been placed in the 
ACR file, the same should be removed and a properly 
recorded ACR for the year 1981-82 be placed in the 
ACR file. 

2. These clarifications/modifications may please be brought to 
the notice of all concerned for meticulous adservance. 

Copy of Punjab Government circular letter No. 15/10/78-1PP/1157, 
dated 23rd February, 1984, from the Department of Personnel and 
Administrative Reforms, addressed to all Heads of Departments 
etc., etc. 

Subject.--Writing of the Confidential Reports of the Heads of the 
Departments (other than All India Service Officers)--
Procedure for. 
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I am directed to invite a reference to the Punjab 
Government instructions contained in this Department circular 
letter No. 2334-ASI-60/15708, dated 3rd May, 1960, which are 
partly reflected in para 14 of the Standing Guide on Annual 
Confidential Reports published by this Department, and to say 
that the matter regarding prescribing of Reporting, Reviewing 
and Accepting authorities in respect of the Confidential Reports 
of the Heads of Department (other than the All India Service 
Officers) has been under consideration of the State Government. 
After careful consideration, it has been decided that the 
following authorities shall be Reporting/Reviewing/Accepting 
authorities in respect of Confidential Reports of the Heads of 
Departments (other than All India State Officers) in the State. 

Reporting Authority 

Reviewing Authorityt 

Accepting Authority 

Administrative Secretary 

Minister-in-Charge (Advisor to 
Governor under the President's 
rule. 

Chief Minister (Governor under the 
President's rule). 

2. The Punjab Government instructions dated 3rd May, 1960 
as well as the para of the Standing Guide referred to above may 
be treated to have been amended accordingly. 

3.,  These instructions shall be effective from Ole Annual 
Confidential Reports for the year 1983-84 and may be brought to 
the notice of all concerned for strict compliance. 

4. Kindly acknowledge. 

Copy of Punjab Government, circular letter No. 15/23 /86-1PPI/19870, 
dated 18th December, 1986 from the Department of Personnel and 
Administrative Reforms, addressed to all Heads of Departments, 
etc. etc. 

Subject.--Confidential Reports--Issue of Letters of Appreciation. 

I am directed to invite a reference to the Punjab 
Government circular letter No. 3082-2511-75/22713, dated 2nd July, 
1975, on the subject noted above and to sgy that these 
instructions were reiterated as below :-- 

(i) The letters of appreciation should be recommended and 
issued only "in really deserving cases on the basis of 
ex ceptionally good work and not merely on the 
performance of routine duties with more than average 
ability and industry". 

(ii) At least two authorities- when there are two or more 
such competent authorities, should make the 
recommendation in clear terms. 

(iii),,The work proposed for commendation should be clearly 
indicated. 

( iv) Where there is only one reporting authority and it 
recommends clearly the issue of an appreciation letter 
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and also indicates the work proposed for commendation, 
an appreciation letter may be issued in such cases. 

(v) In cases where the first reporting authority recommends 
an appreciation letter in clear terms indicating the work 
proposed for commendation and the second authority 
simply endorsed it b y saying I agree' , an appreciation 
letter may be issued as the words ' I agree' amount to 
endorsing the recommendation of the 	first 	reporting 
authority notwithstanding the fact that the second 
reporting authority did not dearly say in so many words 
that• an apprei cation letter may be issued. 

( vi) Where two reporting authorities recommend the issue of 
an appreciation letter and the highest authority does . not 
condradict that recommendation but records the words 
' Seen' or ' No remarks' or simply appends his signature, 
an appreciation letter may be issued. Where, however, 
the final authority controverts the recommendations of 
the lower authority, no letter of appreciation should be 
issued. 

(vii) Where the two lower reporting authorities do not 
recommend the issue of an appreciation letter but the 
highest authority makes the recommendation for such a 
letter in clear terms, a letter of appreciation should not 
be issued straightway. In such cases, a reference to the 
two lower reporting authorities where there are two or 
more such authorities should be made asking for their 
views on the issue of a letter of appreciation. A letter 
of appreciation should be issued only if at least one of 
the lower reporting authorities is also of the view that 
an appreciation letter should be issued. 

2. Instances have, however, come to the notice of the 
Government where these instructions have not been followed 
meticulously and it has been observed that appreciation letters are 
being issued to the Government employees at a lavish scale in a 
routine manner by observing these instructions liberally. It is, 
therefore, requested that the basic points may be kept in view 
while issuing appreciation letters really in deserving cases strictly 
in accordance with the instructions. 

3. The above instructions may please be brought to the 
notice of all concerned for strict compliance. 

4. Kindly acknowledge the receipt of this letter. 

Copy of Punjab Government circular letter No. 15 /12 / 87-IPPI/ 1406 , 
dated 25th January, 1988, from the Deparrtment of Personnal and 
Administrative Reforms, addressed to all Heads of Departments 
etc. , etc. 

S ubje ct. --Writing of Annual Confidential Reports--Recording of 
remarks by the Reporting/Reviewing Authority--Pres crib ing 
of time limit to avoid delay. 

I am directed to invite a reference to Punjab Government 
circular letter No. 4 /6 /81-2PP/7908, dated the 7th June, 1987 
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the subject noted above and to say that it has been repeatedly 
emphasised that there should be no delay in writing Annual 
Confidential Reports and that it should be ensured that the 
tendency of late recording/non-recording of confidential reports on 
the part of the various reporting authorities is curbed. Further, 
vide Punjab Government instructions No. 4/6/81-2PP/8158, dated 
15th July, 1983, it has been clarified that the reports received 
after 30th September should not be treated as _ invalid and they 
should be placed on the ACRs file alongwith a note to the effect 
that the report was received after 30th September. It has, 
however, been observed that these instructions are not being 
followed, with the result that a certificate about the work and 
conduct of the officers /officials are being recorded as satisfactory 
where their reports are not written or written very late which is 
clearly against the instructions dated 15th July, 1983 referred to 
above. 

2. I am, therefore, directed to reiterate the Government's 
policy as stated above for strict compliance and to stress upon the 
Cadre Controlling Authorities to keep a track of Annual Confidential 
Reports required to be written at various levels and get it 
recorded and placed on personal files of officer( s ) / official( s) . 

3. Kindly acknowledge its receipt. 

Copy of Punjab Government circular letter No. 15 / 11 /88-1PP1 / 17178 , 
dated 4th November, 1988, from the Department of Personnel and 
Administrative Reforms, addressed to all Heads of Departments 
etc., etc. 

Subject.--Disposal of representations against adverse remarks 
prescribing of time-limit for. 

I am directed to invite your attention to Punjab Government 
circular letter No. 4408-SII(I)-72/27670, dated 20th October, 1972 , 
wherein it was laid down that representations against adverse 
remarks communicated to the employees if , made, are required to 
be disposed of finally within a period of three months from the 
date of their submission. Further, a time-limit of three months for 
filing representations against adverse remarks has been specifically 
laid down in the instructions No. 5515-ASI-61/25297, dated 11th 
July, 1961. It has, however, been noted that the aforementioned 
instructions are not being fully complied with. Consequently such 
vital cases are often not finally disposed of for a long period and 
this is against the letter and spirit of the Government- instrcutions. 
Therefore, it has been decided to prescribe time-schedule, as 
indicated below, for various activities involved in the disposal of 
such representations :-- 

(i) Period for communication of within 15 days of the 
adverse remarks to the 	receipt of ACR. 
official concerned 

(ii) Period for receipt of 
	.. within three months from 

representation against 
	

the date of conveying of 
adverse remarks 
	 adverse remarks. 
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(iii) Obtaining comments on the .. within one-and-a-half (1/ ) 
representation against 	 months of the receipt of 
adverse remarks, from 	representation. 
the reporting/reviewing/ 
accepting authority 

(iv) Finalisation of action on 	..within one month. 
receipt of comments of 
reporting / reviewing / 
accepting authority. 

2. In case the reporting/reviewing authority fails to furnish 
the comments in the above mentioned period, the competent 
authority shall invariably obtain the explanation of such defaulting 
officials for further necessary action and wherever necessary, 
remarks in this behalf may also be incorporated in the annual 
confidential reports of such defaulting - officials and the case will 
be dealt with on merits. 

3. It is further emphasised that, as already prescribed in 
instructions No. 3871-SII( 5)-68/14567, dated 24th May, 1968 the 
remarks recorded in the annual confidential reports against which 
representation has not been filed within the prescribed time-limit 
or, if so filed, has been rejected, should not be expunged inspite 
of the fact that at some later date his succeeding authority has a 
different view. The procedure laid down in this behalf viz . , the 
succeeding Minister or officer may record his own remarks and get 
the same also placed on the personel file of the employee where 
he has a different view on the remarks recorded by the previous 
Minister/officer, should be strictly implemented in future. In other 
words, in above mentioned cases, the adverse remarks even if 
ordered to be expunged, should not be physically obliterated and 
be retained intact and subsequent orders, in this context, be only 
placed on the personel file of the employee. 

The above mentioned instructions may kindly be breught to 
the notice of all concerned for strict compliance. 

Copy of Punjab Government circular letter No. 15 / 11 /88-1PPI/ 17179 , 
dated 4th November, 1988, from the Department of Personnel and 
Administrative Reforms, addressed to all Heads of Departments 
etc . , etc. 

S ubject. --Writing of Annual Confidential Reports—entry regarding 
' integrity ' . 

I am directed to invite your attention to letter No. 8588-
G(C)-56-11533 GI( S)-56/73580, dated 4th October, 1956 ( copy 
enclosed) about report regarding ' integrity' . It has been found 
that the reporting officers continue to make non-committal remarks 
regarding 'integrity' in  the annual confidential reports of 
Government employees. While reiterating the spirit of the aforesaid 
instructions, it has been decided that the column relating to 
' integrity ' shall be filled up as per the following procedure :-- 

(i) If the official's integrity is beyond doubt, it may re so 
stated. 
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(ii) If there is any doubt or suspicion, the column should be 
left blank and action taken as under :-- 

( a ) A separate secret note should be recorded and 
followed up. A copy of the note should also be sent 
together with the confidential report to the next 
superior officer who will ensure that the folloW up 
action'. is taken expeditiously. Where it is not 
possible either to certify the integrity or to record 
the secret note, the Reporting Officer should state 
either that he had not watched the official's work 
for sufficient time to form a definite judgement or 
that he has heard nothing against the officer, as the 
case may be. 

(b) If , as a result of the follow up action, the doubts 
or suspicions are cleared, the official's integrity 
should be certified and an entry made accordingly in 
the Confidential Report. 

( c) If the doubts or suspicions are confirmed, this fact 
should also be recorded and duly communicated to 
the official concerned. 

(d) If , as a result of the follow-up action, the doubts or 
suspicions are neither cleared nor confimred, the 
official's conduct should be watched for a further 
period and thereafter action taken as indicated at 
(b) and (c) above. 

2. It is impressed upon all reporting officers that the above 
mentioned instructions shall be strictly followed in future with 
effect from ACRs for the year 1988-89, and in case an officer has 
been given a 'good' report for integrity which is later proved to 
be wrong, the reporting officer himself would run the risk of 
earning Government displeasure/disciplinary action. 

Copy of letter No. 8588-G (C)-56-11533GI (S)-56/73580, dated 4th 
October, 1956. 

Report regarding integrity.--A special mention should 
invariably be made regarding the integrity of the officer to which 
government attached the greatest importance. It should be clearly 
stated if the officer is suspected of corruption or is believed to 
be corrupt and this opinion should generaly be fortified by 
reasons, which may be in the possession of the reporting officer. 
Any ill-considered remarks in this respect may do a lot of 
mischief and harm. On the other hand, the reporting officer must 
be quite honest and frank and discuss an officer's worth from the 
point of view of his integrity openly and frankly in the column 
"Defects, if any" or elsewhere. Government observe that reporting 
officers are still following the practice of making' non-committal 
remarks like ' no complaints' , Government view this with disfavour 
and desire that -the practice of making non-committal entries in the 
column relating to integrity should cease. Reporting officers &hould 
give a definite opinion on the integrity of their subordinates while 
writting their confidential reports. Further, instances have come to 
the notice of Government in which even though, -)rficers are being 
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proceeded against for serious forms of corruption their confidential 
reports for the same period certify their integrity to be good. It 
is felt that contradictionts of this type arise only becuase 
reporting officers are failing in their duty to make entries in the 
column relating to integrity forthrightly and without hesitation. In 
case an officer has been given a good report for integrity which is 
later proved to be wrong, the reporting officer will run the risk 
of earning Government displeasure. Ordinarilvo  the inference would 
be that either he did not exercise proper.. supervision or he was 
in dishonest collusion with his subordinate. The intention of 
Government is that the truth about subordinates should be known to 
reporting officer and brought to the notice of higher authorities. 
This would not, however, justify the entering of ill-considered 
remarks based .on inadequate observation. 

Copy of Punjab Government circular letter No. 15/5/89-IPPI/3 726, 
dated 16th March, 1989, from the Department of Personnel and 
Administrative Reforms, addressed to all Heads of Departments 
etc., etc. 

Subject.--Writing of Annual Confidential Reports--Strict observance 
of. 

I am directed to invite a reference to Punjab Government 
circular letter No. 4/6/81-2PP/7908, dated 7th June, 1982 and 
circular letter No. 4/6/81-2PP/8158, dated 15th July, 1983, which 
were reiterated,--vide circular letter No. 15/12/87-IPP(I)/1406, 
dated 25th January, 1988 wherein it has been repeatedly 
emphasised that there should be no delay in writing Annual 
Confidential Reports and that it should be ensured that the 
tendency of late recording/non-recording of confidential reports on 
the part of the various reporting authorities is curbed. It has, 
however, been observed that these instructions are not being 
followed' strictly with the result that the case of eligible 
government employees awaiting confirmation, promotion, etc. get 
delayed and are not settled in time. 

2. It is, therefore, reiterated that the Annual Confidential 
Reports of the officers/officials should be written by the Reporting 
Authority and transmitted to the reviewing/accepting authority by 
the 31st May each year. The reviewing and accepting authority 
shall record their remarks within a period of one month from ,the 
date of receipt of the report from the reporting authority. The 
Heads of . Departments shall furnish to their Administrative 
Secretaries concerned, a certificate by the 30th September every 
year, certifying that all the confidential reports in their 
departments have been duly recorded and placed in personal files 
of the officers/officials concerned. Further, adverse notice should 
be taken of those Reporting Authorities who do not record the 
annual confidential reports• on time, and superior officers of such 
Reporting Authorities may 	record • this lapse in the annual 
confidential reports of such defaulting Reporting Authorities. 

3. Kindly ensure meticulous compliance of these instructions. 
The receipt of this letter may also be acknowledged. 
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Copy of Punjab Government circular letter No. 15f9/90-IPPI/ 
10407, dated the 12th June, 1990, from the Department of 
Personnel and Administrative Reforms, addressed to all Heads 
of Departments etc., etc. 

Subject.--substituting the words 'ACR file' for 'Personal File' . 

I am directed to refer to the subject noted above and to 
say that it has been observed by the Government that the words 
'Personal File' used in lieu of 'ACR file' in the ° Standing 
Guide on Annual Confidential Reports' sometimes creates 
confusion. The matter has, therefore, been reconsidered and it 
has been decided that the words 'Annual Confidential Report 
File' may be substituted in place of 'Personal File' in the 
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'Standing  Guide on Annual Confidential Reports' and in the 
instructions issued,-vide this Department circular letter No. 15/ 
7/90-IPP(I)/7681, dated the 30th April, 1990, wherever these occur. 

2. The above amendment may please be brought to the 
notice of all Officers/Officials working  under you for information 
and necessary action. 

3. Kindly acknowledge its receipt. 
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>rfr6 16-erfian-m 	 ft'a Hidro-r 0-R-13 fuilz fx1=1-8 (Z.Fit»-Pra. 
---TEPt8) 	zrt 	f fi fHFR35 (-kfail?)-8 T-i318) 	d f a -18nrt 	)5EIU 

3T aut 	Mei fj .)-m-rFr 	fTgrru6n.  f-d-rbiT 	•4-f 
fEr-o tH65. ,a16i fainrr 	fa "Ictui dl' 	mro 4'T-412f 	fa W' )1-1 
f- B-rdT 	a> t -113 	15/7/90-11-nlit( 1 )/7681 -11431 30 Hidtl, 1990 
	 Rrt cft61-nit 	-FfEr3.t f 	d fit 	(vallm -rel..8) el.  -Eft 	RT81(51 

aizt3 fullz f)-nco 	 v-L-31.8) 	13aut   fad e 
-flQ 

2. @lici3 fla 1)-p-tft mirk .4)-r 	 Ykikicaulmtiaul-reral0 
11-e? aTa 	t 	fs-4R f8)XT fzgt 1112 RI I 

3. f. )-1 	14cIti 'agtE 	I-IQ I 

	 ti3U : 15/9/91-1 	1/11566 il-ft 8 WIFIS , 1991 , Z.Pat -10-68 
r-4t Hold .kgrar 	1R-rEr Rama 	 )}iTfE 

	

1:11 :---1-0f6"Gragt 	dI 	 AU-d9-1 . d)-1-Ord-Nt Elkkit A-23-roT UT1-1-3 fdilld& -MU 
-t-31a8 ash; -1- 1:1 -1-0116gibit 	foireTaT 

	

UE11- 3 	fa 41-R1 	eT fENT-6 11-ffra AdoliU 	dIdt i-13d 
chi : 6257-A. kifrEft. 59/1587 , fi-13113 	, 1960 t-65 .1e 	a' I1 
Ruiaz . t3T fUNT Fft fa Huardl-  aux-a-91-4ft 	w816; art-rs 	iirtrs 
ado, @ -"t 	UlzPg )14 -0%8 atibT fi atr 	t 	T eT 	a3 
ET 41-1clard 	Z)-MT-t 	1O4c4 *I c{ rt ET t I f- Fi FR-1'Q icte 
krifiQ 	fER 	8164 f-sto 	fFt 	f--graitierqul HdciraMzr 
	 r1ui'c 	f3 aegitgif-6urat   Rdwal aa)-r-ettmt 	fH 



31-dZ:5 a q(51  f- du tp1t6s11)-rt 	fozizra-r ad6 Z3E1- 	FiAdzE rnfcraicil 

Eit 	 -aeT1EBt i5T 8.4; a•a aerliara 	 I 

2. ft-TR )4-R 	1-a "itIld OitT fdr*IT 	11-1 fEd RI-flab .4t3T 

fa ER f- grdi/Ellef 	 Raa 	Idi FIRST 	zi81/11-8•1-folypEl 	ark - 

FlTdirdt   El H.65.61 a8 	 1161fabiciEl- 	 FIR-Err 

1:114tq vkiftraT 	48' ft"' 101-aE 	 aa)-1-9, d1 	Flf3 aaz5T 

szl61 	1:111(-4.d aaxaT 	Z:g 1 El- 	 Viam tH 3T 	8E1-  11:110Q3 

fot_rm31-  mitiaTai-  cif H}I 

3. .f-E 	 fay fta fE97fr 

ft3144-1  1-11 

Copy of Punjab Government circular letter No. 15/9/91-1PPI/1227 
dated 24th January, 1992 from the Department of Personnel 
and Administrative Reforms, addressed to all the Financial 
Commissioners and Administrative Secretaries to Government, 
Punjab and all Heads of Departments etc. etc. 

Subject : Writing of Annual Confidential Reports of the Non-IAS/ 
PCS Heads of Departments during President's Rule. 

I am directed to invite your attention to the subject 
cited above and to say that it has been decided that the 
Annual Confidential Reports of NON-IAS/PCS incumbents of Heads 
of Department should be submitted to the Government for 
recording his assessment. 

This decision will remain in force only upto the end of 
President's Rule. 

3. Kindly acknowledge its receipt. 

Copy of Punjab Government circular letter No. 15/9191-IPP1/2264, 
dated 13th February, 1992, from the Department of Personnel 
and Administrative Reforms, addressed to all the Financial 
Commissioners and Administrative Secretaries to Government, 
Punjab and all Heads of Departments, etc., etc. 

Subject : Writing of Annual Confidential Reports of the Non-IAS/ 
PCS/Chairmen of Corporations/Autonomous bodies in the 
State during President's Rule. 

I am directed to invite your attention to the subject 
cited above and to say that it has been decided that the 
Annual Confidential Reports of Departmental incumbents of 
Chairmen of State Corporations/Autonomous bodies should be 
submitted to the Governor for recording his assessment. 

2. This decision will remain in force only upto the end 
of President's Rule. 

3. Kindly acknowledge its receipt. 
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Copy of Punjab Government circular letter No. 1519/91-1PPI/2265„ 
dated 13th February 1992, from the Department of Personnel 
and Administrative Reforms, addressed to all the Financial 
Commissioners and Administrative Secretaries to Government, 
Punjab and all Heads of Departments etc., etc. 

Subject : Writing of Annual Confidential Reports of the Non-US/ 
PCS Heads of Departments during President's Rule. 

I am directed to invite your attention to Circular letter 
No. 1519/91-1PPI/1227, dated 24th January, 1992 on the subject 
cited above and to say that the word 'Government' should be 
substituted with the word 'Governor' in the circular letter 
under reference. 

aTA t13Z t: 15/9/91-1111411/6252 , fH3i 22 41118, 1993 	4-68 

'OA" ligid k-graf 48 lb-Fa 	ALM 	 C-Rft Wife 

: dirt RaaTa 	kkr{(-10Fatelit 	T cl ,}JZT-131 	't'Ura (-11-ffi- 12 H'E't , 

1987 2 24 Zci et, 1992 	"k:51:11-0 	ATET6T afu3 fa-Qd 

C1fci3 	&:5 	Frt ET -1-ENTr5 	 feu -1-8-14 PJ  

uE-rfe3 te't t -fa Fiaard 	tinfra ftE feu f91.i-i-ET f-T»-f-r -1- fa aTFleak-r-41- d 

	 (fl-Egt 12 HO , 1987 g 11--131- 24 	, 1992 3a) fa of aT  
R-rool Tzrs 	foci-1-0 aretnii- ua fu fa--azt faf~@ffei  

fit 	6di fEkfrke 	 )1T-f-- bifua-ral 

WrRIT8 	Fl&51-0 -ta At H'6 a1 UTR14T8 it A5 fay fEc' ellgt t31 t31- 

3Z1- 1-814{t 	Td-lbit I - 881:114 H'&516' ap4B 

fOcNit Ri 	 fa-1- Qft-aT AT YaPi-LTft-d1 mfcrard-lbit E)1T-r-d-r fe4-azt iii  

rcle) ft- aft-d1 mftlarake 	ar FT--t -1'4E IdO-det 	U' 

)'=Tz541-a -T 	 a-5r -FT-t flu mt-a-ralb-rt 	1H-w-t tT 0:91-7--a g-a6-t 

ftCiLT 1--3T fdMT I ciffl b16Hia- feu Ra41- t fa art Itre 	4-tfurarcil4T-v 

fa d~T f-E940- 	t At 	ELI 4TfT:Taral)2T1 	tsiziNt AT-e-mt z.aal 

(16 1 fieFT 3 -1 EidQiUST, foe }1-1 tnTa---1/A 	rnti8 	 -n feu 

tR81 afi3r f-01-11- t fa 	T -FF-41-kk1t H181/46 - 	f-d-klazt Fitt, fRu--IYift fa diti 

Fracild 	k)-1-fcra-r-a--10- 	T dihiz-a-14E1 	 of 	-81- -61 

focrl):i; 	 fdifitT AT ).aAufta-r mftrardi-k)-t-1 	3UT fZ35ZNit AT  

1=11)At fri 	 fafgMUE At 	41-f-aare UrAtIT8 rfr 	nuroara 

AT -Kral;IT  	ri 	fol kkragra cod -re1 	riQ :- 

(@) @fit gra 1:11 f a frig fa H18,61 arto 	 4,fuardi- 

Z-25, 	ate, 	Et, @,;:31 

Ttr-s 	 ftET rq I 

(A) 	I-118161 a-14-3 	 fia fj mf-trarol 	focil-mt 

TErtm-t .03 )1-1. )11. )111f3)4 Utt 	 HIT-m ocil* 
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QcJ toll do 	61- N1t riTa kkE 	 FIU81tZaZ faaTa~ as  
ft3T   d1143 fa az odI ttit aim i  

(E) 	fa-WOuipaA-kift-d-r )4z:1a-rein-it 8" 	faw-daR ft2 
ark  	fallazt faaft-a-i )3ifEraral 	f ft atk (d az 

oiM fi-RzSr ft3T 	I 

2. 1-f-d3 aHA ev- 	 U1143 fa-uazt 	Midi 	fR-a-filif fa  
diazatol arfl ,C116 t F1W -1){31 12 1-re, 1987 g -1143't 24 'Oa t, 1992 

HI L11- fE5tNit Wartnit FLO 

3. (31-14d3e-rfE3t Filt13 4-1144019141t t fEKITO "ft-0 It5))1T fe31)Ht 
I 

4. fEv- 

Copy of Punjab Government circular letter No. 15/23/92-1PPI/ 
9158, dated 28th May, 1993, from the Department of Personnel 
and Administrative Reforms, addressed to all the Financial 
Commissioners and Administrative Secretaries to Government, 
Punjab and all Heads of Departments, etc., etc. 

Subject : Writing of Annual Confidential Reports and Communica-
tion of adverse remarks etc. prescribing of revised 
time schedule. 

I am directed to invite a reference to Punjab Government 
Circular letter No. 4/6/81-2PP/7908, dated 7th June, 1982; 
No. 4/6/81-2PP/8158, dated the 15th July, 1983 and No. 15/11/ 
88-1PPI/17178, dated the 4th November, 1988, on the subject 
cited above and to say that it has been observed that Annual 
Confidential Reports of the employees are not being recorded 
within the stipulated period as laid down in the Punjab Govern-
ment instructions. Non-writing of the Annual Confidential Reports 
within the prescribed time affects proper personnel management 
and career prospects of the concerned employee(s). This aspect 
of the matter has already been brought out pointedly in the 
previous instructions. 

2. The matter has -been considered with a view to 
revising the time schedule, already prescribed and to remove 
the discrepancies in the previous instructions. The revised 
policy regarding the .time schedule for writing Annual 
Confidential Reports And for the communication of adverse 
remarks/disposal of representations against adverse remarks is 
given below :-- 

(1) The Cadre Controlling Authority shall furnish to the 
Reporting 'Authority concerned, the Annual 
Confidential Report Forms by the 10th April, each 
year. 

(2) The. Annual Confidential Reports shall be written for 
each financial year by the Reporting Authority by 
the 30th June each year. 
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(3) The Reporting Authority would be responsible for 
sending the Annual Confidential Reports to the next 
higher authority by the 30th June each year under 
intimation to the Cadre Controlling Authority. 

(4) The Reviewing..  Authority sthall record its remarks by 
the 15th August each year and should pass it on to 
the next higher authority (Accepting Authority), if 
any, with a copy Ifor intimation to the Cadre 
Controlling Authority; within the prescribed period. 
If there is no next higher authority, then the 
report may be sent back to Cadre Controlling 
Authority. The Accepting Authority shall record its 
remarks by 30th September each year and send it 
back to the Cadre Controlling Authority within the 
prescribed time schedule i.e. 30th September each,  
year. 	 • 

(5) The Cadre Controlling Authority will maintain a 
register showing the movement of each Annual 
Confidential Report, such registers will be checked 
at random by the Department of Personnel. 

(6) The Heads of Departments shall furnish to their 
Administrative Secretaries concerned a certificate by 
30th November every year certifying that the Annual 
Confidential Reports in their •Departmemts have been 
duly recorded and placed in personal files of the 
officers/officials concerned. 

(7) In case Annual Confidential Report in respect of 
any employee is not received duly recorded from the 
Reporting/Reviewing/Accepting Authority by 30th 
September by the Cadre Controlling Authority, the 
latter would initiate disciplinary action against the 
defaulting officer (s) (who have not written the 
report) and give him/them a last chance to write 
the report. However, inspite of this, if the report 
is not written, the Cadre Controlling Authority may 
initiate proceedings for minor penalty against the 
defaulter(s). If for any reasons, the report is not 
received latest by 31st December, a "No Report 
Certificate" duly signed by the Competent Authority 
should be added in the personal file of the 
employee concerned. Reports received after 31st 
December each year should not be placed on the 
personal files of the employees concerned and will 
be treated as invalid reports. However, in case, 
the report has been recorded within the prescribed 
time schedule, but could not reach the Cadre 
Controlling Authority due to justified reasons; for 
example misplazement of the report in transit, such 
a report should be placed on the personal file 
within a period of six months, i.e. upto 30th June 
of the year following in consultation with the 
Department of Personnel. 
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(8) Adverse remarks recorded in the Annual Confidential-
Reports should be communicated within a period of 
one month of the receipt of the Annual Confidential 
Reports. 

(9) A representation against adverse remarks can be 
made within a period of three months from the date 
of conveying of adverse remarks. 

(10) Comments on the representation against adverse 
remarks may be obtained from the Reporting/Review-
ing/Accepting Authority within a period of 3 months 
of the receipt of the representation. Letters for 
comments should go to the three authorities 
simultaneously. If the comments are not received 
within a period of three months, it will be presumed 
that no comments are to be given and further action 
should be taken immediately on merits of each case. 

(11) the final decision on the 	representation against 
the adverse remarks may be taken within a period of 
two months of the receipt of comments on the 
representations. This period shall also include the 
period for personal hearing. 

3. For strict observance of the time schedule now revised 
and prescribed for writing of Annual Confidential Reports by 
the Reporting/Reviewing/Accepting Authorities, disciplinary 
proceedings for imposition of minor penality will be initiated 
against the authorities for not writing the reports within the 
prescribed time schedule as stated above in Para 2(7). However, 
in the case of H.E. the Governor of Punjab (in case of 
President's Rule) or Ministers; the Secretary to Ministers/Private 
Secretaries to Ministers or Secretary/Private Secretary to H.E., 
the Governor, will ensure the writing of the Annual Confidential 
Reports by the Governor/Ministers within the prescribed time 
schedule. 

4. Cadre Controlling Authorities may also decide to 
introduce desk system for writing of Annual Confidential Reports 
in case of big Departments like Education, Health, Food and 
Civil Supplies, Irrigation and Power, Excise, and Taxation, 
Industries, Transport, P.W.D. etc. on the lines desk marking is 
done for examinations. 

5. Cadre Controlling Authorities should also simplify the 
proforma prescribed for writing of Annual Confidential Report by 
them keeping in view the nature of duties, responsibilities and 
functions etc. etc. so  as to ensure that there is no delay in 
writing of the reports because of the lengthy proforma. 

6. The revised time schedule may be given effect to for 
the Annual Confidential Reports for the year 1992-93 and 
onwards. 
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an ijir ti3a 	15/4/96-11M 	1/10236, fi-r31- 14 W6, 1996 	'aR11- 
Itt H d ci d 1111-6ES f 	 t FD-ra- fv-diaTt 	hirfe 	gat.43 t 

	 : 	1Hc 	 nizfl-E5)"-a-w 1970 wits a-T-41 - .71-r-t 
fJgdel 	f-m 	Thcr, Bra I 

'tFc )fru tT itwr-6 	 
eTfeF., 0E1 0-ta aT J taQ-dd' f. 	Figul rlic11 	-Pa I 	 tFC 	 

CITE1 	fa td-0- ---ra 	 dT1.1-3 
-0a 	fE7rTr 1 	d fgfub-ri- 	rT 	fa it s- fg-Tg 

)143 13-flf1F. ) fn)1-rdt- fi-rfEN-ri 	 fete Ran 	 -uauf 	aii_F-3 
faa 	#1/Tr&1 -11-1-R-F 1a *1"-NT 1-1. 	I Ira fFU guar ocir 	ta 
b-rtr1F5 	a-rt 4:P -ca)-ri- FfIch a1 a-ritft,1 as ni 	IR-)-riti 	t"-At 

Prar -A 143)4 ado 	 Ykr-fa- '03)-rt 

	

.111-1 6 qTLEF_ fall-dd. TPA- fHTIF5 	 Thzf 	at 	-6a1-r 	T1 f)41:73 
0 	fe1:1- )4D-17 	AddiU 	 amil 	)1-f 	t 

1(-11))-(1. 	to 	)141117 fTun-rf 	YgnIT1H 	cJ b-rif1F5f 	a Trued"--) )1-rfriart (A 
ua)-{- 	 f14-R-F5 -Pa a13r 

»-r 	 Fivr 	fax f1 anti a Rumor -})-rfctardl 	s a1  

	

ftedIrl 	ft3T rIQ I f 	fE1-0 '11:11-1TZ 417 rliel 	fa ,:uu 
)1-lilt ark )146H 'Hal and  	 t/T6t 	t HMI 	113)-1- d13T 

fEs31 PtIft Hicli al3T 	1 Y1 u3a fi-G=1-F 	odlt a T -6 I 

2. i-ETI t-41 7-11 	I 

aTFIA 1433 A: 15/10/94-11ft. 	1/14065 , f}r31 16 )431g3 1996 et 

•1111- vP; lrffrEf FTdarra 171-6F fTffrd1 	t Frxu  	*rife 

fop 	WW 	 )1-1., Pa c(E1-6-7- 

	

f-6.-Z-FeTUT a d6 	 Fira&rl E1 1-1-2:377 'Era 

tula3 f 	> -Pra-ru 	 15/23/92- 

1144.141.1/9158, -b-rt 28 )4E11, 1993 -Z:5 rwlite) 

Cr'elfEr 	fa fE-_ -t ueri- 3f a-ruT aizr3 	 atlo 'eT:z 

	

'171-6"t ffEjz_f ci131)1-11- 1131--'ft-6- b-Ft 	-1-61-reTUT ad6 ETT- 

4Iz1 UM- t I Ind 	lid b-Pfek)-r -0 fa ficJai -oe-rfFEt 	ur--6- 1- `1:71I11- 

47-1.19-1- ftrb-rr6 acir fs:FT 	id (1- 	11-1)-1 	-Rido 	d1113 fa a~T  = = 
FI-W qua fF9d1)1-rt 	 a; t 0117 f-JM-a7-1- f a edtr 	aEr6t 

1 ria3 -R-4t 	 rlieT u })-@ 	 (Mai k -tA ti-R13 

t510- tT f-611-2T7 fib F 	area alF-r aiei t Ib-rfat 	aTda 

PrEith HTHT 1T 	TT )1-Tru 	T t 	fa- 

-11=IU ditrF rd4de 	 6clit f31 Hie/ 	3T QHt1 3aa1 Fri aT lgi3T 

tea HDF51 itu 1t:r4z- ado 41--rfe IATte 	ada 
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U-d7Z 	1 	I tEA 	_; -̀a a06; 	4cla- 	 #111-7 1-1 1  kkr. 

fErY.  t‘Ju 4141 aid 	 j`-fRa ter  car alFT Hr? Ft 	tra'a3 
tPr jT HT)-#5)14t ft'U. 	aa.6 z 	)-na—dc 	t, fa@L4 	c4(16; 

)113)4 aR-Er 	fd(:?1 	?  	.4}T arte51-  

adle t I Pdc1r9' tErF1 	alU3 fa der fz 	aN 	EMF 	3 ftel 
yrr Ptrac3 t)ctl)l-rt d1 1T  	 bfcrartM ftt 	LIT E5- T  

Ade). EraF. vutt 

2. fE7 	14-r fanl-rr t  	 t 
	 z[ruF 	 t 	 T fJ a'rF5 IRT gar 	1 t fa T:Trg 

1993-94 1)-1-1-i-  H81(51  aru3 fa 	t Amt b-rPr 	te-o od t1m3-7 fdtb-rr t fa  
facade fc 	urt 	aJtt I far 	a-RI3 fa 	f 	'fi-r-fete (missing ) 

ft3T 	 t 	c4U aTU fUqcle fF9z11a 	3T @TT t b-rfl=tat 	 
acir 	)1-12 )1-ffirdi  	t IV" ftTO 	 

(ulterior motive) c 3 41-a1 	t I 7t3T all-r3 
f■d4 fM141  	 TT @FE Fitt fEra FiT&gte ftFT 	fa  

f-F94 ocir and t, frwr t code) 41 N-  1-11 	I 1-1a fa-A   ftU 
t fi-r1)4m f-E-urg -r arF9 a 	mfg 	 zusEl tgla 	 

f&21-rr 	t I fEn-  F3-E31 )31# 	fa-P- 	artr7 	futi4-d-H 	t"f):431-fr 

HQ }•)-r @FT 	 Pitt Pf-EFA- 	rto- 	'HI? I frleaNT 'f-ta 
t 	f)-rfllal -r- lcrifErkKr 	fta AlEfF 	-141c1 3ThUrfEr)1-11  

UTr })-1 g7T f it cOcjrj[ 3cIt 1-QUft I -1)--1 F5t, fe-a 

	

fa UTF5r })-11 	 Fret aim Uri  aci31 1-Q )1-r.. 	TuE 
fad -War 	tY-11.  1-Q 	 T 	f a Hdni fET:i f Tar 	fta 

)11a-)CrEa---41 1-Q 
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qgvd)ir 

. 	12175 1992-93 #ibt utu3 

Hia 	ffia f74ib-rt ffr ta-1)1-rt 	? 

4 6d1", st 	faL-1--6 Fide'Ma?' 

EUR 	;di 	? 6(11.  tFr 

faTh-ft , 3T orrd c5 t 	ct I 

2. ca H26 1992-93 tf}}-1-t aiu-3 fade  
.1c1c5 eciri 

Ara T-cr 	 ffr 	? 

3t aT d c5 C 1-1. 

3. W 1992-93 PIO.  m1[ ta4-d---et 

Pail q co4•61 	-t'311-e-rt 

dr-71))-ft 11-31-- -63-111-11 	c f-511-7-d-r 

fam-rr 	? 	e)dl, 3T cfrdo t-Pr 

4. FT75 1993-94 1)1-1-t all-IF fa-Nei 

FITS api- f 3 focilb-rt ffr 4.1-0-gt 	? 

4 adT, 3t of 't 	paUldei 
as 317 ffr i)dr ? 	adie al3T 

-raw-, 3-1 coda t ri'c I 

5. W 1993-94 1})-ft 31113 

11-11 Pc(  	dH 	g-01=r1.  

Hra at 	 at ffr  	? r dr 

3T circ16 

6. H'65 1993-94 -E113-it dilfF fa 	T PAUL 

	 atin;    fe31»-ft arEit})-rt ug1- 

t44t 2T afi to-Feral-  f-d-wr ? 

ad, 3T ardo Cif- toct 

7. al AIM 1993-94 	 1775t 

ap43 	'Mn'l 	(Missing) 

tlt aTt 	mai3r3 aTU 	fa-4de; -1-tzsm 
wt 	fF94.-..ark 4E4   6(111 	I 

ft-rfrut 	st BR PAth 01131 aml 
aTa zrr- tfR IT rIQ I 
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Z: 15/13/97-1111.111.1/20575, i1-131 29 41-d3ITU, 1997 t1 

and 	g IMTE1 Fi Cipt 	d 1T25g itgrdl # 	 *pie 4 
	 t 

fVUT : Eg-Bat flu A et):1#1 aunt Tgur au-6-  7E1 Hacoul b-rfEraralb-rt/ 

aa)-rHT-al0 	rT H&51 61  amr3 	q7u4fed ar94 WH& 3T6 

11-H-78 	 fEP1-fr6 f a tsb-ver 
t -fa IT-4m-  cort 	}Thaz, 1967 t' FrdT tt 346TEIT 30 TIM 	aTtc725 1-ra.  

Haaral 	 b-r# 3a r-rrar 4)4   ftg 1-ft F-qt -EsTur odli 

Htabir I qact foR 	Z`;STUT ado  FSE1 FIddid #8 riAt-131-11  fRU 'aeTfe71  

	 altykrt ureInft azs ua nr ta @de); ca t 3T tT aEli ntizr 

f-a-afplfr 14489 V-49- 	a-s-rul-aruf t 	 ).az -ftu 	guqt:t 

rxilt 417 	Inf--ral sukP ug3 1-  	 ut ETt war adit 	Ha- 1 I f)-1 

TsEq, 	cpri 	 )ThaZ 	 AtrVa3cS Z3EI 	al71 Rr dji t I 

-k8cli&S faH /-1-n-rA 	fiTa auten-rt tfErk)-rt f cJ aW.31 algr tow t z̀tRra 

Huaru 	bitarthb-rtiam-ruralb-rt 	Hwai uttr3 tutlu-et 	rodUrd 

arF9-r 	v-n-{9 as 18nrr HQ fa "oil b-rfEraraljam-rurul 'ztHrEft 

PH 4.)-r ade. 	?" 	faUltT ada 1-11 M 1997-98 	a"-FEE 	1:0-10 

nrfcaTuln-rt/am-r-H-rul0 #t)l-tt AF5rFr uruF fuiluFt f-FP:1-10- 	 (3cji 

raclUick-S qgT9-1 .  a fErU 4794 V9U 1:,11149 as t91{T 1-IQ 

Copy of Punjab Government letter No. 15/4/98-IPPI/11966, dated 
8th September, 1998 from the Department of Personnel 
addressed to all the Heads of Departments etc. etc. 

Subject : Regarding issue of appreciation letters on the basis of 
remarks recorded in the ACRs. 

I am directed to invite your attention towards Punjab 
Government instructions bearing No. 2334-ASI-60/15708; dated 
3rd May, 1960 laying down guidelines regarding  issuance of 
appreciation letters by the appointing authority or by the 
authority competent to receive confidential reports, convey 
adverse remarks and maintain the personal files of the officers/ 
officials in really deserving cases. It has come to the notice of 
the State Government that at times recommendations made by 
superior authorities are rejected by an officer of a lower rank 
who is otherwise competent to receive confidential reports, 
convey adverse remarks and maintain personal files of the 
officers/officials concerned. Instances have also come to the 
notice of the State Government that even in certain cases 
appointing authorities are of lower rank than that of the 
authorities recommending appreciation letters. 

2. Keeping in view above position it has been decided 
that suitability/eligibility for issue of appreciation letters on 
the basis of remarks recorded in the Annual Confidential Reports 
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of officiers/officials concerned shall be considered by the 
"highest Administrative Authority" i.e. appointing authority• or 
the authority to whom representation against the punishment of 
'censure' lies under the existing rules of the department 
concerned for a particular officer/official, whichever is higher. 
If such authority, whose recomendations for appreciation are 
being considered himself happens to be the highest Administrative 
Authority, it should mean that in such cases the decision to 
issue appreciation letter shall be taken by the next higher 
authority i.e. the Administrative Secretary and in case the 
recommendation for the issue of appreciation letter has been 
made at the level of the Administrative Secretary himself, the 
highest Administrative Authority would mean the Minister-in-
charge of the Department. 

3. In addition to the above instructions/guidelines 
contained in circular letter Nos. 2334-ASI-60/15708, dated 3rd 
May, 1960, 472-ASI-64/11586, dated the 9th April, 1964, and 
3082-2511-75/22713, dated 2nd July, 1975 may also be kept in 
view while recommending/considering cases for the issue of 
appreciation letters. 

Copy of Punjab Government letter No. 15/6/99-IPPI/12905, dated 
3rd November, 1999 from the Department of Personnel 
addressed to all the Heads of Departments etc. etc. 

Subject : Writing 	of 	Annual 	Confidential 	Reports 	and 
Communication of Adverse remarks etc. prescribing of 
revised time schedule. 

I am directed to refer to Punjab Government circular letter 
No. 15/23/92-IPPI/9158, dated 28th May, 1993 on the subject cited 
above and to say that it has been observed that inspite of 
strict instructions, Annual Confidential Reports of the employees 
are not being recorded within the stipulated period as laid 
down in Punjab Government instructions referred to above. Non-
writing of Annual Confidential Reports within the prescribed 
time, affects proper personnel management and career prospects 
of the concerned employee (s). This aspect of the matter has 
already been brought out pointedly in the previous instructions 
from time to time. 

2. The matter has been considered with a view to stream-
line the process of writing of Annual Confidential Reports within 
the time frame as prescribed 	vide instructions under reference 
and it has been decided that in order to ensure that the 
officers recrod the Annual Confidential Reports of the officers/ 
officials working under them in time, a column should be added 
in the self appraisal/Annual Confidential Report form of the officer 
that he has recorded/reviewed/accepted the Annual Confidential 
Reports of his subordinates within the prescribed period. 

3. These Instructions may be bought to the notice of all 
concerned for meticulous compliance. 
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dlirgfit3 	15/12/99-1lft.tit.0899, fii-31- 4 Gcic11, 2000 El artil- 

Hdc4'd 111125E5 kgRIT 	Um > 	I 	kJI 	f-Pfl- 	 t. I 

: H816r UT Z13 	r-q-0- 	acii nffaaral 	faard alb art 

Vag almi 	 wa 

	 t FOu -17-u )141-1-1 	tr})-176 dirt P-dcirff 	611731- 

tr-sa 	2334-tAR.*Itt.-60/15708, f)-131 3 )4f1, 1960 t Nr-11 
))-rt feu 	El c--sErfe-g 	I f 	ue.1 1 aralt 

f-croKr Fit fa )465161 3113 fallaer -fft 	ifru 	feu 1' fa -1-61T-a41 m-ftraral- 
ip-Ft zra fea am-raTal- 	wol- 	f3b-fra 	Er 	3`#-al 

Rt Pt tIu--a 	»-f-ricrn-n- 	gra-Plif R as -ro- a 	ax ~I 
} T Tam ET Ykleiii 	1RT H 	afa 	11-11-FT,11- 	 ."0( 

t I -t[31. &Sado fat aagaral- 	1)--1 	 1-1 7 Ufa Qd tV. A Ea 
adc5 ET UfET 	I faR azra3v fETFT f 	RTal• uerii A: .4514- 

2(1)-71/30328, 11431. 19 6:1c1, 1971, T-012. Fru EZ al-ST fdl4fr 

-fa .1E14 fTg.   661. fa( 14173 aal-Egral 	Yrirza--1- 1TUE1- 	'ado ET Var 

t, ua -1E7 ET feu 3-1 odl" fa §H 	 1111-1 f a P rn Parg 	IF 

11E1-'4-631" 	 fa 11cPcif RI* HctEl. 

argt 	 ft;5- 	1 .Cf13 })-ff-F-d1-113-15 c f 	Icri-fav 
If- 	o iltar odT 1:11-11.511-fr RT 1-1c(e frIH 	T &51 ` g3T. 

f#Fi. El- W-5 t-q- 	 T)-fUFF-d 	t#C1 kg.rtra. /4-6 ET 

friH 	 fq-g fz  	tau fat aa)-r-q-Td1 

t 	nro--fa frau tr41- 	t 3-T ffu3 	t fa gu 
31- 	t31- ltdt 	areal` )1-rruT1- ta-rfer-3 	Et # P1:1 	1:11(-1,d6 

Tel cab •or 	 w Ha I zits 4,,ta 	am-r-gral- nlTu l1[3-lag 

code); Barr 1[31--t-6-31- fTa mfriu-10- 	fz.3-bar, fRV- A fa M61711H6ci1?53r fT  
M-ItykIT aT Tide tr 3t 25T a 	PHEI zt-31-dTs cdtlet Wd'Ll 

HdHa 3a 	-"E ad . 31. rIQU11- ElEfa PRA frau mit U -Rdol I 	Cl-d1-1W-e 

)1frUld 	f-67 	t, 1966 	f2;91 3(iit) 	g .̀/-ta-T 	Ht 	u fj T-FrFfal- 

al-A- 

2. 	fabiTfErbiT 	 FRTZ13 )..)-fg-Fre 

fe}gT. T. r1141   t 	 -rvric( 	I Roud 4-ro-Re 

f 	du f4-3-a QV 65 	a-1- 	z;5el. ue.f; .11431- 19 tea, 1971 T---dT 
ftt Mt" HRH 	 xa ft PIP-6 fErvcn 	fr6-31" l• fa feu 7a1-61- 
.ffr- fa aag-g91- Ts-lag coda; 	vr-fa-e as TQa 	zl--Zr-6-B-1)1-rt 
»fc4a-t f atr tuEr )14 . ti.--EffE)1{TE t13 ?ST tr3'Q-- )1{ 	c?U 

}1.1110 	 11-ff---40-1))it arz# f a T fad A fa biamiHod1-6-sT 
ET-gra" -F11-1fUW 1T TfaEt 3t 61- 	gPfel 	HdHal- a t '4E as  



n 

rli? Et-gfa 	 H cW 	 bir-Td-6 -1-67)-ftF51-, 1966 

fR3114 3( ) el 3U4 	Ha -1-To. 	 :111{0 l- (DO d 	Th-S1 ri'? )14. 

>1W fwd f8»-rrkm-ri- H.? 

fir d1 -UN' 	 HT? I 

Copy of Punjab Government letter No. 15/6/2000-IPPI/11599, dated 
14th September, 2000 from the Department of Personnel 
addressed to all the Heads of Departments etc. etc. 

Subject : Special entry regarding census work in the Annual 
Confidential Reports of the staff engaged in the 
conduct of Census of India-2001. 

As you are aware, preparations for the conduct of Census 
of India, 2001 is in full swing. For this comprehensive task, a 
number of senior officers have been appointed as Census 
Officers, Supervisors and Enumerators have also been appointed 
from amongst school teachers and other employees of the 
Government of Punjab, its undertakings and local bodies. 

2. It is expected that all the persons deployed for the 
conduct of the Census 2001, an event of National and Inter-
national importance, shall discharge their duties with honesty, 
sincerity and responsibility. The quality of work put in by the 
officers and officials and teaching staff should be mentioned in 
their Annual Confidential Reports (ACR) for the year 2000-2001. 

All the concerned officers/officials may be informed 
accordingly. 

Kindly acknowledge its receipt. 

OA- tad t: 15/23/92-1-0-1.-111.1/16192 , Mt 29 0-Itzld , 2000 Elf 

artfl- 	-11-ffru Frdar-d- if-eicsf -g-rur "z•.5 	t 	 nple 

	

: H&'o' dPfa a 	7T-7 fFid 	dc) 	1:1TfUl el- ziTZ;S7T 

'Efr . I 

P-z-t73 f 	H 	s u f a> 	)-eiT11-41- T fr-Thir-6 d' ti R d 

15/23/92-11-d- 	1 /91 58 , 1)431- 28 14E1-, 1993 (-1M:1 d- 

-t7w-/192-95 	Pi-fgg 	uTo-T 

a~T lzzs feTrP 	 (1 7f'83t'8-1 	 fEV ue-rfeET 7-6-12 	 
	 »iftrara-1-*it -FErl HMI 61 d-R13 -1-d4d& farcla< 	)T 	161;litizs 

alF1- RT I 1 	H 1R 	fc0 )1f-61:ITU fazi-a-z- aff-gr Yirfcr--dr-d10- t;T 7a H A M - 
30 	, fa-1-0 "ad 	44-Fcra-rd1})-0- 	15 bidU-1 	nr3 W-6 	,z1 1 

)1-IfirdTat4it 	30 1tEl-d 	Wi;1 61 alu3 fd4-de fed i;fr-ut 
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as c(i.  de) 11-f t-g-TuT t .4141-0-  #A1  as 1417 30   10Ert 

fv-dTaTi-  i 11 	i 	1ET fa 	 vg-ita-91-11-0-/a)-rawal-bit 
1)1-r.1-  H6616. aru-s -fazIa--et faarde c are1)3# do )1-1 )1{r-JU 	1r3t))-ft 

	

dIebit de) I # fa-A-  am-r3-91-  el H65,6,  aru3   faiaz a3-r/ 
f-d#q     biftrardl t 30  	al7U ceitrfcm, b-ifEraTal- 

1-E1-13 	c7e1 	t7.--WtT kkftEdre     »iftraT41)lit .iedET 
bi6hN-161 aTd 	IgU 	 atzr3 falai Ai f-Fra faaTU oc.IT 

aft 	Ykr @V-  A fa-4d fdclid&-( ad6 	fea ))731-1CraT f 3T 1-1T?thi I 1-1j3 

1 	1c1 t 	1-1Mic51 	 6(11.  a1-31-  Hie] 	3t 	 

))111.1ciicil 	rnfF a3Td1 I d )1-fftraral-ke Wclz-1 teir 	 

arab a131- -rel c7e1 -1- 	11-13 	f a bilTE*1-1T 	 1:11ne 

H66161 OTL13 fa3 faa-rd6 aazs A 	TrW  	 oil' 

riTelt I fen Fel-  fr631-  t fa Uel-f-731.  )1-1)-1 d AFra-T dlir3 faThdet facode aa25  

RITA-  R-4! nrfal 	 EF-Trel. 	 >IffErar-d-1»ft. 	f)=.* 

t9-  H65161 F-I 	faa-ra-g ad6 ated3 e)dl. 	 -<?; 

WEILI  	b461-1 fa.  )N61710-161 	 Ili? I 

feu 	 

ft91-1T 	 fen tT"Ea zf -tftu' anl-E 

W31 il3d A: 15/12/99-11f1-.111-.1/1329, 4131.  24 11kW& 2001 

an-11- 	1-1WEr H dal I d lfrai;5 	I aT 4 arR 	Htra.  	cpcNit miff' 
writ 	 -a I 

Bair : RTFT-a-T df-U3 fdlue 	1 

t Hal f 	Ykrftr 	tT ftr)gr-e5 nacoa fft  
uer 	 -trau A: 2334- - An.})-P0.-60/15708, -1)-r33 

1960 Tull FTat 	 teTr?-,T. ))-f 1‘;:f ft 	1 UETfe3 .tet t for  
fj 	 b-rifewr t fa b-m-r 
H'8' of URT3 fa-4-de f-TaTU,?-  a 	1:TP2  fa-ara-  al-dl art Ethilt7E1-  

tcr-2 aTE9-ri- 	 fifi-tra-ag 	.4F 6d1" Iftel }1-f 

"iTfE t al:Tt 	 )-nrdF5 	b-rrT'T 	I fen 	fE-d-  EF-J-3 
vat t fowl-  t fa -1--dza--eadi biftra-91-  feR .1-ES ET f A tibiT25 a1 -I'd V 

t 5-tcf 	 faara afi3 aid fal-rdc04 fa ds f a ft'31-  df  

-1-F i -al-  3qt Ef, 1:ri 	t I 	ado' de 	 E1))- 1-  
Uelf 1  A: 4/6/2000-3111- .1-11- . /16189 , f-131-  29 ETIT'Era., 2000, 

7/84/98-5-tft.th-.1/4426, fi-L-F1-. 17 YKLIF, 2000 )1-1 	7/1/2000- 

1-tif.111-.1/395, -11-131-  10 ri6a, 2000 t Air t-U 	 t.  I 

11H 	full-decii/-1-af -god 	Jac( d 	biftrart0 TAI  ft.ThaZ 
7a 	)/Kftrdral*Et/7-d f Tai it 	1H-Wri ET 	1=1Ffr).1 .  U:cie) 
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as 	E1-  H6,51 61  7-I-3 fa-4u? 	edri 	1-1 1 	I fir cltg 6.)  
--f-rtzrbfr r► Qfa Ecitl a131  	eavrdel-  fop f-71-df 	at 3T 

/-131-Ei.a 	It+ (93)-r), t' (Eig3 4-d1r), 	(UR), HP 
ifF 	 ),■-rz.) j 	c1 todlel 

2. 	 16,511  feu t 	fEa nerrienir 	fa ael- 
»{ftrare/am-rare 	z[-glaF a)ctof 	zplt.6-31- 	(16 31-  

)-1-ftrart 	WEI   (16 I *111-1 al:Fr fta 	cmol 
WCILI 	kiTE1- X31 531 ft 	t: 4514 -Pgre-2 ( 1)  -7-1,/ 
30328, VH31 19 cqHci , 1971 >11-  c : 5/12/99-11-11.1-11.1/1899, f1-131 
4 na afi, moo el. 	 a131-  aT HaEl. 	nituln-ri 
zt4R011n-1T t T -1-61-FETT-  ant inT fe-V-  uerreat fun-rT.  ft-a-  n rnrT 1-1Q 

feu uerfeEi. -Fo-ru nifErar-rtjaa)-rund-1-nit 	fun r6 fta fgnrr 
fE31nit 1-11  

feH 	uciti arse 	l 1-11? 

dika rf3U t: 15/5/2001-11Thift.1/2733, lift 28 GcWcil 	, 2001 el- 

rlit 0, 11Rra Hdc'd 1Pleig tardi UTR HN7 tgriri COW kgrfe-

110E13 

H116161  U1113 fp 4Ter T44.  fna fdoticfs au ErtFTC Hrat 
utat-6-1 	I 

@z43 f 	HjC1 fed Pt 4in-1 #11 UT f-tP317 c1Iti Hddid 
t 3931-  tr3a-  t: 15/23/92-11ft. 1-11. 1/9158, -11-f3`f 28 141891, 1993 

frIH 	 Thas-'63 	a-61/192-95 	@IR;591-1 t 
15/23/92-11Th 'qt. 1/16192, flit 29 t'_ -? 	2000 d 1(11°  rlici 

telnr -aErfE3f  	 fo,a 	del 	le 	t fa fe--1-  
a-rof tcf-t-Tcr niftra-renfl z 	Ht'5161  743 -f-d -d-et -idotcrci 	ado H qt-il" IT4 
RTU-A' foTria3 	10 HI nr3 	a13T faKirr H1-  fa # IciP,nftcocil/ 
aux-are el-  HMI 61  j43 fats 30 H 	.;o1 	op6d 	 nita-re 

fffn nita-re 	"ftI-0 	 @ut fit  
s}-161-111;161M-gl--611- 0-1TdEl.  017411-1 	11413 t:Z Ptf 4frfE4-1-r t fa del 	 

3U1 a1 	aHr fed Ht:r3 nitarenii/cidi-Ri-Ten# 
tn-rl.)-rt-T&3 H&5161  aru-s fad tT Find (;q1-8-Erct 	atgr Hie I 

2. GLia'a3 4{-67-ra 	 314 	al-3T rl,  fa  

))111-ft fTgTaT 	f 	d H 	tabitzi-ra.-14.rvaa)-RT-d-lygt -1)14-1  grg 1999-2000 MO 

HMioi 713 -f-U-k-a-Z-T 31 	.1:18--a, 2000 	d fd ct 	RT t-41)-kridol 

	

nriwoln# arLts 	fdcodz6 odT atalnit arm do, Cki 	 
@c4.c11ood niferar-dctnitiam-TE-ra'tn-ri feciu al-31 Tel coci -re-1./a1-81 
r:PCil0 	-d--fr 	1-1. 
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diV31. tr'3a 	15/8/2000-ittlit1/9216, fl-B1 18 W6, 2001U-1 anft  

affra Hcictiu -0-613 .t-grar 	arR 	FINU Plc11; 	gul)fft 4f1fe kkrfe 
.atis t 

f-401 .)HT fEa H8161' URT3 fuzl-de 1.41c1 	TETI URTEI-E1 

de.1161- 	OUT f`A 	g01 t=if 	tsvart 	 I 

g'11-4-&3 1 	 t Hal ft1B- 	YATZ-rAfi UT fE11111-6 ei rf Add id 

UTFJ8t 	 2334-t .)1cf .YkfTt. 60/15708, f-131- 3 1-1-E1, 1960 t 

NT 19 (W 	311-11- )T 1 	Er3l-1 t 1-T6T/151-173 t 	t5q-Rzszitf 
t) i UD731. 	15/12/99-11ft 	.1/1329, -1143124 i16c11,2001, 

#Fs 	 cier 	t fa fEV. -otrfzi-dt didf }gm 
fi dd 	Id Rid t-631- cild1 argil- 171- fa fa-4-6a a-a3T/fatQcd3r/ 

1Fr255?Uar )1-rfcra-Tatkkr' 	 aut 	Ykrth--6 wicra-rekkrt/ 
aa)-mratil t al f Wri 	"1-1-T t3 	irrE9a 3-d-6 g1-13, edriu3e1 H8161 

gru-s fa azT f 	tai afi 1-1Q })-1 	 157a1-61 Er- rfeb-rr 1-1Q fa 
Uch-IQM 1 H t-grdr timt del f. 6; 	bi-65F5 

( 34) ,' 	(EF-63 do 	), 	(tuff), 'Et (i1FIE ) 	'Al' (c)IFr3 
qz) 	z4- '3 -)zz1 	)111-1-0141. t fa c.1 11' t 	ci0 	T f4ti 
fat -6-J aa3ilfatqcid3-rpw6a-a-ET })-ricrare).yri 	de' fed; t )1f6aFs 
edrliae 	 661. a 	Urei- t I 1-11:RT6 ciO a 	HT ftd 3T-r-gre 

Ht.6161 U1-1-r3 fat 1-4,d ,ecitilqel- l3rigIE14Er  	aret t nr3 010 

aH f#U- dcn-Urdi" 	ni,x )1-r-61-rr-6 	fetr-e1 	1 area 
	 Oct' afi31 	AT # eth-110'el a 	9tt t gd delf6T 	)).33F5 
c5 	d1 c~ @7:rt rnrura 	Hal 	&I3n-rivrul 	.aalkkra tdrawa. 
tn-a Tr-as fed i&P-zi-tie-63T 3 	C1,41 }1-1 ITU-Q-631' WrfE jr' 	)-in-rz tfRZZ 

.a-re)-ruaz#i of rgElbfr do 

2. 	 UT-fl. Hdotiti t 1-1E @1/ 	zreilt3-6. 	 
6141 	trotf 	ti bi-ftrar-e/7d)-mr-d-i- 	H65[ 61 aTu3st-u 	diO 
edrilbfel el- are- )-rt-s-d-r t, 1 	H o1 > 	a ft3r 1-00 t fa few 171-at6-1- 

ErTrfEogr 1-1Q- fa 111 1-11 	 'a Ica 	-1"&51-it ATOM-a 

oM61 -6-rg 	 irR734a   t )Th6 
krra-dE5 t I fc5dtlid3 	UUFTETUIO wa H8161 J'43 fu-4-d-z 	graN 	 
 	$rc doo-r 	ATJ1 	iTtwa 1:73 	 irfugt Azgi; 
H. 1 	 frig MfErdrallaM-Mre t •ech-ITIld 	 t 	dcodai 

diO -a, @V 	'31=IcriV fa az 	'tTdro m- P5-0 dirt Hdo4id 

ARO. 3131 	}}{5-ag odi NTT 11 	H 3 T t 11-t 1 i 1TETZT3 })-ifErare/ 

aalydTal 	)-16961 N3 fa-4-az r4t1 ft"ji- ark .::dlirElt1 6 fe-dita (ignore) 

>}{- tura oici Tr4 aru-s fad ftu fue }-065 	t9- 
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TITS fdl-TaZ 1=Sn-E as 2321-  rIT I fir Elt   ftU 	f-Ft 

Ed,-1,t31 	 )1-1-6&Z3 idcode KJT 	arm U, €31=f' tr-d-Gd 

( ignore) cld 	 rIQ 	ktfr-d-  aat i=a 91113 fat--dzt 1't3 fug Frg 

fSci ad 9113 falTh-d-Z iun-rg c4d 	1-TQ 	a23 fi-(63T   Hite 

UV UM'S f-d. de7.awEre-1 -u-eifE'at 	adTU -qt 	 Rrgt 

Elkgt UR43 fall'UZi-  Eft 't f3-ac 	 -77R 

rdord 	'at3T tikkIT U g3t 1:175t U10 fl-fgAbit He..61 61. aR r3  

faThd-el, 	ClugErcr 	ATI-R3 cid &1 	r1 	g}4 biTZTrU 	43H 

aPfgr t91-fr 1-1Q- 

fEo.  uerfeat R-ru RETET3 )gfrTdrdVicid)-MTUW 	fry "it'd 

fF IT 1. 1)3-11 	I 

1417/CS(P)--Govt. Press, U.T., Chd. 
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ACRs Guidelines 

Correction Slip  

1. In Second line of para 49 at page 21 for the word 'becuase' read 'because'. 

2. In note below para 50(vii)- at page 22 for the line 'IL such authority whose 
adverse remarks are communicated  the term 'hi l_stettltelministrative 
authority' should mean the next higher authority' read `If such 
isithaselftljsLatkahori whose adverse remarks are communicated the 
term `highest administrative authori 	should mean the next higher 
authori ' 

3. In para 56(iv) at page 25 for the last word 'concerred' read 'concerned'. 

4. In last line of para 60 at page 26 for the word 1.42ALLa e' readiitzsiLaggf 

5. in second and seventh line of sub para (v) at page 43 for the word `re ols' 
read 'mauls:. 

6. In first line of Explanatory note below sub para (iv) at page 44 for the words 
`ARtagyof the Chief read 'aI_ jspilqjitilister or a Chief'. 

7. In 4th. Line of para 7 at page 45 for the word 'Ulcer read 'officer'. 

8. In para 7(ii) and para 8 at page 45 for the word 'remaks' read 'remarks'. 

9. In third line of para 7(iii) at page 45 for the word `eiwrk' read 'work'. 

10. In sub para (ii) below Explanatory Notes at page 46 for the words 'his his' 
read 'his'. 

11. In first line of sub para (iii) (a) at page 52 for the word 'adivce' read 'advice'. 

12. In the seventh last line of instructions dated 27th  May, 1970 at page 68-69 for 

the word 'fag' read '112'"a'. 

13. In second line of instructions dated 8th  June, 1971 at page 69 for the word 

`617)-IFZTUTheirf' read 

14. In last line of sub para below para 2 of instructions dated 291h. July, 1974 at 

page 77 for the word 'fairdZ' read 'ftitd—ef'. 

15. In first line of para four at page 79 for the word ‘x.leire6' read 'cifeife6i'. 

16. In the margin at page 79 for the date '20.7.1974' read '29.07.1974'. 

17. In the margin at page 80 for.the date `4th  March, 1965' read '3rd.April, 1965'. 
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18. In para 5 at page 82 for the last word 'actions' read 'action'. 

19. In 24th  line of instructions dated 23rd  January,1978 at page 87 for the word 
`hie' read Tat'. 

20. In 8th  line of instructions dated 26th  March,1981 at page 96 for the word 
`subordinates' read 'subordinate's', 

21. In last line at page 99 for the words 'written by those officers,' read 'written 
by all those officers ' 

22. In para 2 of instructions dated 15th  July, 1983 at page 102 for the last word 
`adseryance read 'observance'. 

23. In 	first line at page 125 for last word %I 6  'read `# 1o1'. 
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